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ABSTRACT

The problem of optimally guiding a vehicle to intercept more than one
target is investigated. The major contributions are the following:
(a) the extension of the variational calculus and two numerical algo-
rithms (steepest-descent and Newton-Raphson) to multiple target set
problems; and (b) the design of a suboptimal feedback controller for
a specific problem of a vehicle intercepting two targets.

The problems considered are in the form of N-point (N > 2) optimal
control problems. Application of the calculus of variations results in
a set of (N-l) two-point boundary value problems coupled through their
boundary conditions. The additional boundary conditions are sets of
intermediate transversality conditions in terms of discontinuities in
the costate and Hamiltonian that are of the same form as the termi-
nal transversality conditions.

The steepest-descent and Newton-Raphson algorithms are extended to
handle N-point optimal control problems. The modification of the
steepest-descent algorithm involves the computation of an additional
influence function for each intermediate state constraint, thereby in-
creasing the computation time required per iteration proportionately.
The Newton-Raphson algorithm is found to be inferior to the steepest-
descent algorithm for computing optimal two target intercept tra-
jectories because of the difficulty with which it handles free-time
problems.

Optimal intercept trajectories are computed for a particular two
target missile guidance problem. A minimum control effort sub-
optimal controller is developed for this problem by approximating
the system by a double integrator model. The turning-rate control
for the missile is computed as a function of the optimal control for
the double integrator system. The optimal control for the model is
obtained analytically in the form of a feedback control law based on
an assumed future target motion. Against straight-running targets
for which the approximate model is valid, the performance of the
suboptimal control law is within five percent of the optimal. Against
turning targets its performance is very nearly optimal with respect
to the assumed form of the future target motion. In situations where
the approximate model is not valid the control law is augmented, and
the deviation from the optimal for a typical trajectory is 15 percent.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The results of an investigation of the problem of guiding a vehicle

to intercept more than one target are summarized in this chapter; the

details are presented in the remainder of the report. The engineering

problem is formulated as an optimal control problem, i.e. , one in

which a mathematical expression is used for the performance criterion,

and the optimal solution is obtained. Because of the complexity involved in

implementing an optimal controller, a suboptimal one based on an ap-

proximate mathematical model is developed. The major contributions

of the work are: (a) the extension of the variational calculus and two

numerical algorithms (steepest-descent and Newton-Raphson) to multi-

ple target set problems; and (b) the design of a suboptimal feedback

controller for a specific problem of a vehicle intercepting two targets.

Although this research concentrates on a simple deterministic

two-target intercept problem, most of the theoretical work is applicable

to more complicated multiple target set problems. An optimal control

theory approach was selected because, with a minimum control effort

choice for the cost functional, it yields the well-known proportional

control law for the single-target intercept problem.

Some examples in which the problem of guiding a vehicle to inter-

cept more than one target occurs are a missile attacking a target employ-

ing effective decoys, an airplane bombing several targets, and a booster

rocket injecting several objects into orbit or inspecting several objects

in orbit. Similar problems that have been investigated by others include

the following: systems with inequality state constraints by Berkovitz,

Dreyfus, 12, 13 Chang, 14 and Bryson and others; booster staging prob-
16

lems by Mason, Dickerson, and Smith; and "hybrid-state" systems by
17

Witsenhausen. All these problems involve sets of intermediate equal-

ity state constraints, and their optimal solutions are characterized by

Superscripts refer to numbered items in the Bibliography.
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discontinuities in the costate vector and the Hamiltonian at the inter-

mediate times.

In this chapter, the variational theory associated with multiple

target set optimal control problems is presented first. Then two numer-

ical methods for solving the resulting N-point boundary value problems

are presented. Finally, optimal and suboptimal controllers for the

specific problem of interest are discussed.

1.2 THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS VIA VARIATIONAL CALCULUS

The necessary conditions on the optimal control for an N-point

optimization problem are determined by extending the conventional cal-
3

culus of variations techniques. The Euler-Lagrange equations to be

satisfied throughout the intervals between the N-points at which the

states are constrained are identical to those for the two-point optimiza-

tion problems. The equations specifying the boundary conditions at the

N-points are of the same general form at all N-points as is shown below.

Consider a system which can be mathematically modeled by a set

of n first-order ordinary differential equations of the form

: = f(x,u,t) (1.1)

It is desired to determine the control vector u(t) (assuming, of course,

that such an optimal control exists) over the interval t o < t < tN such

that a cost functional of the-form

Nf tNf

J(u(t) ) = X 4l(x(ti),t + L(x(t),u(t),t)dt (1.2)

i = 0 t O

is minimized subject to Eq. 1. 1 and to constraints on the state of the

form

/(x(ti)ti) = 0 , i = 0,1,... Nf (1.3)

It is assumed that no bounds are placed on either .x or u, and that

x(t) and u(t) are restricted to continuous and piecewise continuous

functions of time, respectively. In addition, the usual restrictions 3

are imposed on the c cntinuity and differentiability of f (x u, t L'x, ,t),
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ci(x,t) and /ii(x,t) in order to insure the existence of a solution of Eq.
1.1 and to insure that Eqs. 1. 1 - 1.3 can be expanded in a Taylor series
about the optimal solution (this is fundamental to the calculus of vari-
ations ) '

Following the approach used in the development of the Weierstrass-
Erdmann corner conditions, the integral in Eq. 1. 2 is written as the sum
of integrals over the subintervals of (t0,tNf) defined by the ti. The

necessary conditions to be satisfied by the optimal control and corre-
sponding state and costate vectors in each subinterval are found to be the
system differential equations and the Euler-Lagrange equations given by*

dxi = f(x'i( t),t) (1.4)

H (xi uXi, t) (1. 5)
au

d AH(xi u, t) (1.6)

where X(t) is the Lagrange multiplier, 4 or "costate" vector, and H is
the "Hamiltonian" function defined by

H[x,u,X,t] = L[x,u,t] + kT. f(x,u,t) (1.7)

The optimal x(t) and X(t) vector functions of time are subject to

boundary conditions at (Nf + 1) points in time given by':*

Ik (x(ti),ti) = (1.8)

.T
AT(ti) + at (x(ti),ti) = (1.9)

The superscripts "i" denote the optimal solution (x,u, X) over the
subinterval t. < t < t..

i-1 1

For consistency in the notation we arbitrarily define

(t 0) =(tNf) = H(t) = H(tNf) 
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and the boundary conditions on the Hamiltonian at points of free time

are

AH(ti) - (x(ti),ti) =0 (1.10)

for i = O, 1,.... Nf, where

mi(x (t),t) = i(x(Ot)t) + uT ·(x(t),t) (1.11)

The u are unspecified vectors which are Lagrange multipliers for the

state equality constraints at t.

The N-point optimal control. problem has been subdivided into

(N-l) two-point boundary value problems (BVP) which are coupled

through their boundary conditions. Since each subproblem requires n

boundary conditions at each terminus on x and/or X, a total of 2n con-

ditions are required at each intermediate time ti . n of these are

supplied by Eqs. 1. 8 and 1. 9 and the remaining n by the continuity of

state. An additional N conditions are required to specify the t. --
1

these are supplied by Eq. 1.8 and/or Eq. 1.10.

1.3 A SIMPLE TWO-TARGET EXAMPLE

A double integrator two-target, fixed-time optimal intercept

problem demonstrates the application of the necessary conditions. Its

solution is in the form of a linear time-varying feedback control law

which is used in Section 1.6 in the design of a suboptimal feedback con-

troller for a more complicated problem. The system equations are

x 1 = 2 a)
(1. 12)

X2 = u b)

and the cost criterion is a quadratic measure of the control effort,

t 2

j2t (u(t) dt (1.13)
t00o



The objective is to take the system from any given initial state at time

to to the specified positions of xll and zero at times t1 and t 2,

respectively, while minimizing the control effort required.

The control u(t) can be eliminated from the Euler-Lagrange

equations giving a set of four first-order differential equations, which

can be s:o l ved e'x'p i c.ity; 1- by using the following boundary con-

ditions:

Akl(tl) = Ul Xl(tl) Xll Xl(t 2 ) = 0

AXz(t l ) = O Ax l(t 1 ) = 0 x1 (t 2) = (1.14)

AxZ (t 1) = Xz (t) = 0

where ul and u 2 are unspecified cons:tants . Because the initial

states and time t0 are arbitrary, the solution is in the form of a feed-

back control law.

For t 0 < t < t1 the equation for the optimal feedback control law is

given by

6' (3 2T 1+ 2) 12 2) 6 (Tl+T2)(Tl +2
u(t) = - r + Xl(t) - T (3T 1 +4- 2) x 2 (t)+ 2 X

1 (3 1 22) ) T 2 T 1 (3T 1+ 24 

(1. 15)

where 1 = tl - t and T2 = t 2 -tl

For t > tl, the control law is given by

3 3
u(t) = x(t) - t) x(t) (1. 16)

(t2 -t)z 2

which is the optimal single target intercept control law. It is interest-

ing to note that as T1 becomes smaller than T2 , the form of the con-

trol law given by Eq. 1.15 approaches the optimal single-target intercept

control law, and the effect of the state constraint at t 2 is diminished.

Figure 4. 1 illustrates the optimal solution for initial, intermediate,

and terminal conditions given by
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x l (t 0 ) = 1 xl(tl) = 0 xl(t2 ) = 0

x2 (t 0) =0 t = 0.8 t 2 = 1.0 (1.17)

t o = 0

Also illustrated, for the purpose of comparison, is the "sequential

optimal" solution, i.e. , the solution obtained by considering the targets

one at a time. For this particular example, the cost for the sequential

solution is 308 percent higher than the minimum.

1.4 NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF
N-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

Numerous computational algorithms are available for the solution

of the two-point boundary value problems that occur in optimal control

problems. Two of the more popular of these, the steepest-descent and

Newton-Raphson algorithms, are used in the present work to solve a

particular three-point optimal control problem. The results obtained

using the modified algorithms on the problem of interest are described

in the next section.

The steepest-descent algorithm is well documented in the litera-
23

ture. Its highlights are presented here along with the extension re-

quired to handle N-point optimal control problems. At each iteration

Eq. 1.1 is integrated forward in time from the initial to the terminal

time using a nominal control history to obtain a nominal state trajectory.

If any of the to are not specified explicitly, one component of the cor-

responding constraint vector is used as a transition condition (or a

stopping condition in the case of the terminal constraint), 0 1(xt), in

order to define a nominal to , i.e.,

i i
0((ti ), t ) = i(x(t ), t) = 0 (1. 18)

for some j . This reduces by one the number of constraints to be satis-

fied at t. o Next, Eqs. 1.1 -1.3 are linearized about the nominal tra-

jectory. The perturbations in control can then be related to perturbations

For the remainder of this discussion the /i referred to are the reduced
constraint vectors.
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in the cost and the constraint violations by

tNf

dJ = H (t)t )6u(t) dt (1. 19)

to

t.

di'=f Ai (t) fu(_t)6u(t) dt (1.20)

to

where the subscripts denote partial derivatives evaluated along the

nominal trajectory. X(t) in Eq. 1.7 is determined by integrating Eq.

1. 6, evaluated along the nominal trajectory, backward in time subject

to boundary conditions at each of the ti given by

T

iiif+ 1
x t =t

The Ai (t) in Eq. 1.20 are called influence functions since they

specify the effect of a control perturbation on the constraint violation

¢i. Each Ali(t) is determined by integrating the homogeneous part of

Eq. 1.6, evaluated along the nominal trajectory, backward in time sub-

ject to a boundary condition at ti given by

i=i [ ( -x fI .) (1.22)
fx t · t t=t.

Furthermore, Ai(t) = 0 for t > t. since control perturbations after

t. do not affect the constraint violation at t..1 1
To insure that the linearized analysis is not invalidated, the size

of the control perturbation is constrained by

Nf

S 2 1 f uT(t) W(t) 6u(t) dt (1. 23)

to
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where W l(t) is an arbitrary positive definite weighting matrix, and

S 2 is the step size. A new optimization problem can now be formulated

by requiring that the control perturbation maximize the change in cost,

Eq. 1.19, subject to the subsidisary integral constraints given by Eqs.

1. 20 and 1. 23. This optimum perturbation is given by

5u(t) = Ki W(t)- (HT(t)-GT(t)· l (t) I I,)+W(t)- GT(t) -A(t) II do

(1.24)
whe re

KJ is a gain chosen to satisfy the step-size constraint,

G(t) is the matrix f (t) evaluated along the nominal solution
U

A(t) is a matrix composed of the Ai(t) 

do is the constant vector of the specified reductions in
the constraint violations at all of the t. , and

and I are integrals of the influence functions and the
OIJ Hamiltonian

de fine d by

tN

to

tNf

IJ =f AT(t). G(t) W(t).HT (t) dt (1.26)

to

The second term in Eq. 1.24 is orthogonal to the state constraint sur-

face and results only (to first-order terms) in a decrease in the con-

straint violation. The first term (to first-order terms) has no effect

on the constraint violations. The gain KJ can be determined as a

function of the step-size, S , by substituting Eq. 1. 24 into Eq. 1. 23.

As the optimal solution is approached, one can speed up the convergence

by choosing KJ to achieve the greatest possible decrease in cost in the

current gradient direction. To accomplish this one must apply a small
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control perturbation, with an arbitrary KJ, in order to gain second-

order information on the dependence of dJ on KJ.

The application of the method of steepest-descent to N-point

optimal control problems requires the expansion of the constraint

violation vector, A, and the influence function matrix, A(t), to include

the added state constraints. The number of variables to be integrated,

I, and stored, S, at each iteration in these problems are

I = 2(k+2) (2n+k+l) a)

S = m(k+2) + n b) (1.27)

Nf

i _ k= k. c)
i=l

where k. is the (reduced) number of constraints at each t., m is the
1 1

dimension of the control vector, and n is the dimension of the state

vector.

The Newton-Raphson algorithm was also modified to handle N-

point optimal control problems. This algorithm is a second-order

indirect method by virtue of a linearization about the first-order neces-

sary conditions. The linearization results in a set of 2n linear differen-

tial equations which can be solved at each iteration by means of super-

position to satisfy the boundary conditions. Its primary advantage is

that it can converge quadratically; however, the initial guess of the

nominal solution must be "good" or else the algorithm will diverge.

Another disadvantage is that it handles free-time problems by solving

a series of fixed-time problems.

For three-point boundary value problems, the algorithm requires

the integration and storage of the following numbers of variables:

I = 2n(n+l) a)
(1.28)

S = n(n + 3) b)

These requirements are the same as for two-point BVP's-; however, the

number of unknown boundary conditions to be determined has increased.

For problems with more than one intermediate boundary point the num-

ber of integrations required also increases significantly.
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In free-time problems a Newton method can be used to determine

the unknown intermediate and terminal times. First order information

on the dependence of cost upon the free times is available from the left-

hand side of the transversality conditions, Eq. 1. 10, which,in general,

is not satisfied for each fixed-time problem. Second-order information

can be obtained by perturbing each of the free times. Therefore, each

iteration on the free times requires the solution of N additional free-

time problems.

1.5 COMPUTATION OF OPTIMAL TWO-TARGET
INTERCEPT TRAJECTORIES

Results obtained by applying the numerical algorithms discussed

in the preceding section to a particular deterministic missile guidance

problem are presented in this section. The problem consists of a

missile moving with a constant velocity (normalized to unity) on a two-

dimensional playing field. The equations describing this motion are:

x1 = cos x 3 a)

X2 = sin x 3 b) (1.29)

x3Z -u C)

where x 1 and x2 are position coordinates, x 3 is the yaw angle, and

u is the turning-rate control. The objective is to guide the missile to

intercept two targets and minimize the integral square control effort,

Eq. 1.13. It is assumed that the trajectories of the two targets, which

are denoted y and z , are known a priori.

The two algorithms discussed in the preceding section were pro-

grammed and applied to this problem for several different target

motions. The programs used second-order Runga-Kutta integration

withan integration step size of approximately 0. 05. The steepest-descent

(S-D) algorithm required the integration of twelve variables and the

Newton-Raphson (N-R) algorithm required twenty. On trajectories 200

steps long, the computation times required per iteration on an IBM

360/65 were 1.5 and 2.5 seconds, respectively.

Figure 4. 2 shows the optimal control and missile trajectory for a

representative example in which

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I-~--------~-- -'--- - - - - - - - -



2 + t 4 + t

y(t) = 4 z(t) = 4 (1.30)

i.e., the targets move in colinear paths at a velocity of 1/2. The

solutions by the two algorithms agreed to an accuracy of four significant

figures for this example. The S-D algorithm converged to the solution

within ten iterations after starting with a nominal control equal to zero.

The N-R algorithm would not converge for this and numerous other

starting conditions. Convergence was finally obtained by using an ap-

proximation based on the results of the S-D algorithm. The N-R algo-

rithm then converged rapidly (two to four iterations) for each fixed-time

problem but required three to four iterations on the free intercept

times. Thus, typically, twenty to thirty iterations through the algorithm

were required to obtain the optimal solution.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the optimal control and optimal trajectory

for another example. The target motion is given by

2.5 2.5 + 0.42t

(t) = 0. 8 4 t z(t) = 0.42 t (1.31)

Tr/2 wr/4

The missile is originally on an intercept course with the y target

which is moving at a velocity of 0. 84. At t = 0 the z target emanates

from the first target at a velocity of 0. 60. The optimal control requires

that the missile initially turn away from target y, but by doing so re-

suits in a cost J that is 42 percent lower than the cost of optimally

attacking the two targets sequentially.

The two major conclusions derived from working with the two

numerical algorithms are the following:

1. The S-D algorithm is better suited to this two-
target problem than the N-R algorithm because
of the relative ease with which it accommodates
free-time problems, and also because of its
ability to converge from poorer initial guesses.



2. When attacking two targets and attempting to
minimize an integral square control effort
criterion, significant improvement can be
realized by using a two- target control law
rather than attacking the targets in sequence.

1.6 SUBOPTIMAL TWO-TARGET INTERCEPT GUIDANCE

In many practical problems of the type being considered, a feed-

back controller is required because the future motion of the targets is

not known with certainty or is subject to change arbitrarily. Closed

form solutions for optimal feedback controllers can be obtained for

only a small class of problems. To implement an optimal feedback

controller in other problems, one must continually update the optimal

control law or else use a perturbation type control about the optimal

while updating the optimal at a slower rate. Such approaches require

that a rather large computational facility be available to perform the

update calculations. The computational requirements can often be re-

duced by making appropriate approximations to simplify the problem,

resulting in a mathematically suboptimal controller. The design and

evaluation of one such suboptimal controller are described in this

section.

The approach taken here is the familiar one of linearization and

decoupling. The system equations are replaced by a set of approximate

linear equations for which an optimal feedback control law can be ob-

2tained. The target and missile state variable estimators and predictors

are assumed to be available and decoupled from the feedback control

problem. The predicted target trajectories and a nominal two-segment
A

straight-line intercept trajectory, as illustrated by x in Fig. 4.5, are

used to determine a set of nominal intercept points. A new coordinate

system, x 1 x 2 is defined. The x 2 axis passes through the second

intercept point and intersects the t:wo segments of x at equal angles.

With this choice, the x' component of velocity of a missile traversing

the nominal trajectory is a constant.

An approximate model for the system is now obtained by consider-

ing the actual missile velocity in the x' direction to be a constant, and

defining the two new state -variables to be the distance from the missile

to the x 2 axis and its derivative, respectively. The control, v, for

---------- ~---~-2-
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the resulting double integrator system is defined to be the acceleration

of the missile in the xl direction. The v which minimizes the con-

trol effort is given in Section 1.3 in the form of a feedback control law,

Eqs. 1. 15 and 1.16. The quantities required to compute v (the two

nominal intercept times and the distance from the first nominal inter-

cept point to the x 2 axis, x 1 1) are easily determined from the

nominal intercept trajectory. The turning rate control in the actual

problem is related to v by

u = v/cos (x 3 - Ob) (1.32)

where (x 3 - Ob) is the angle between the missile velocity vector and

the x2 axis.

Equations 1.15, 1.16, and 1.32 constitute a suboptimal feedback

control law for the two-target intercept problem of interest. It obviously

encounters difficulty when the magnitude of the angle (x 3 - Vpb ) equals

Tr/2 radians, in which case it must be augmented. The proposed aug-

mentation is as follows: (1) if x 3 - ¢b exceeds ,r/2, the missile is to

turn at a specified constant turning rate in order to decrease the

angle; (2) if this angle exceeds (rr/2 - c) radians (in the examples dis-

cussed below a value of 1.5 radians is used for (Tr/2 - E))and Eq. 1.32

specifies a control that would increase this angle, then the control re-

quired to maintain it at (Tr/2 - e) is applied.

The suboptimal control law was simulated on an IBM 360/65 and

tested against straight running targets. For all of the trajectories com-

puted, the targets are predicted to move at constant velocity and heading

from their current positions. The predictions of target motion, the

nominal intercept points, and turning rate control are updated at a rate

of twenty times per time unit.

For trajectories in which the augmentation is not required, the

performance of the controller is very nearly optimal, as demonstrated

in Figs. 4. 2 and 4. 3 in which the suboptimal performance is within 5

percent of the optimum. The performance deteriorates as the augmenta-

tion condition is approached and met. This is apparent from the example

in Fig. 4. 7 in which the z velocity is 0.4 and the control effort required

by the suboptimal controller is 15 percent higher than the minimum. It

is interesting to note, however, that in many situations where augmentation
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is required, the practicality of attacking two targets in this manner is

questionable. In this particular example a 38 percent lower cost is

achieved by attacking the targets'inthe reverse order as shown in Fig.

4.8.

The adequacy with which the proposed controller handles maneuver-

ing targets is shown by the example in Fig. 4.4. In this case the targets

move on arcs of circles, but the motions assumed by the controller are

tangential estimates of the target trajectories. The trajectory estimate

update and control law update times are identical and the same as in the

previous examples. The cost of the suboptimal solution is considerably

higher than the optimal solution, since the latter is based on a priori

knowledge of the motion of the targets. In this case the optimal solu-

tion is not a meaningful reference for evaluating the suboptimal control-

ler.

It is concluded that a suboptimal feedback control law of the type

proposed adequately solves the problem of interest. In a practical

design, however, the dependence of the performance upon update times

must be investigated; this has not been done.

1.7 COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The major goal of this research was to investigate the engineering

problem of attacking two targets with a single missile. Extensions were

made to existing optimal control theory and numerical methods for solv-

ing optimal control problems in the course of the research. The final

result was a suboptimal feedback control law which appears to satisfac-

torily solve the problem. When far away from the first target, it takes

both targets into account but when near the first target or after inter-

cepting it, the control law is identical to that for a single target. The

major practical objection to the control law is that it results in a large

control effort when near the first target. This is the result of choosing

an integral square control effort performance criterion.

Several problems of academic and/or practical interest have

arisen as a result of this research. The extension of the first-order

necessary conditions to bounded control problems should be made.

Further research is required on numerical techniques for solving N-

point optimal control problems - -both on new techniques and on
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modifications of the Newton-Raphson algorithm to circumvent the dif-

ficulties encounte red in making initial guesses and in handling free -

time problems. Several aspects of the development of the suboptimal

controller should be pursued further. These include the choice of cost

functional, the mechanisms for estimating the missile and target states,

and the effect of the frequency of updating this information on the missile

performance.



CHAPTER II

OPTIMAL CONTROL WITH MULTIPLE TARGET SETS ?-
THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS

2. 1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the necessary conditions to be satisfied by the solu-

tion of an N-point optimal control problem are determined by an extension

of the calculus of variations. The optimal control problem is extended

from a two-point boundary valve problem (BVP) to a general N-point BVP

by the addition of equality constraints and penalty functions on the state

of the system at a discrete set of intermediate points in time. Such con-

straints can arise, for example, in the formulation of a missile guidance

problem in the presence of several targets (see Chapter IV).

In Section 2. 2 of this chapter the general N-point optimal control

problem is rigorously formulated, and the first-order necessary condi-

tions on the optimal control are derived in Section 2. 3. The application

of these necessary conditions is demonstrated in Section 2.4 by means of

a single integrator example in which the value of the state is specified at

three points in time, with the intermediate time left free. In Section 2.5

the closed form solution is presented for the general class of problems

of linear systems with quadratic cost functionals which include penalty

functions on the state at two or more points in time. The chapter is con-

cluded in Section 2. 6 by a general discussion of the nature of the neces -

sary conditions.

Berkovitz, 11 Dreyfus, 1 13 Chang, 14 and Bryson and others

have investigated the problem of optimal control with inequality state

constraints, i. e., problems in which the state of the system is constrained

to remain in a given region of the state space throughout the time interval

of definition of the problem. Such problems can be subdivided into sec-

tions in which the state lies wholly in the interior of the admissible region,

and sections in which the state moves along the boundary of the admissible

region. At the point where the state enters onto the boundary of the ad-

missible region, called the transition point, certain conditions must be

satisfied by the state of the system in order that it can be maintained on

the boundary with a finite control, These conditions are in the form of

-16-
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equality constraints on the state which are obtained by requiring that the

higher order time derivatives of the constraint function be zero. Mason,
16Dickerson and Smith have investigated booster staging problems for

which the staging times constitute intermediate boundary points at which

certain state constraints must be satisfied. In addition, the dynamics

of the system being controlled change as the system passes through the

various staging points. Witsenhausenl7 has classified as "hybrid-state

systems" those systems containing both discrete-level and continuous -

level states, e. g., systems with relays in which a discrete-level state

is required to identify the state of each relay. The conditions under

which the relays open or close define constraints on the state of the sys-

tem at the switching (intermediate) times. Note that many systems with-

out relays can be formulated as hybrid-state, e. g., booster staging

problems where the state of a set of hypothetical relays can be used to

define each stage of the booster. Bellman, Kagiwada, and Kalaba' 4 4

have investigated the problems of state identification by making a least

squares fit between the output (with measurement noise) of the system

at discrete points in time and the corresponding output (without measure-

ment noise) of a system model. Such problems involve penalty functions

on the state of the system at intermediate points in time. Another area

in which intermediate boundary conditions can arise is in the optimization
18.

of certain chemical processes in which changes in inlet gas concentra-

tions lead to changes in the process parameters. While a change in inlet

concentration represents a step input, if one specifies the state condi-

tions under which one inlet gas is to be favored over another, the inlet

concentration can be made strictly a function of the present state of the

system. Such problems can be formulated as hybrid-state systems in

which switching from one inlet concentration to another is analogous to

the opening or closing of a relay and is determined by appropriate condi-

tions on the state of the system.

2.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a system which can be described by a set of n first-

order ordinary differential equations of the form
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k = f.[x,u,t] , i = 1,2,... ,n (2.1)
1 1

where x =(x 1, x 2 , ... , xn) is the n-dimensional state vector and

u = (Ul, . . ,u m ) is the m-vector of control variables (1 < m < n). It

is desired to determine the control u(t) which yields a minimum of a

functional of the form

Nf tNf

J[u(t),x(t)] = E [x(ti), ti] + f L[x(t), u(t), t] dt (2.2)
i=O t o

in taking the state from an initial to a terminal state, while satisfying a

set of initial, terminal, and intermediate state constraint equations given

by

/j[x(ti ), t i] = 0, jl..,k. (2.3)

i=0,1, ... , Nfwhere f

to < t < . . .< tNr (2.4)

To insure that a solution of Eq. 2. 1 exists, and that the techniques of

the classical calculus of variations are applicable, it is necessary to

impose the restriction that the functions f.(x,u,t), L(x,u,t), 4J(x,t),
1

and zJ (x,t) (i=l,...,n,j=O,...,Nf, and I=l,...,ki) be continuous, have continu-

ous first derivatives with respect to each of their arguments, and have

second derivatives with respect to each of their arguments which exist
n m

for all xeR , ue , and te(totN). 2 is a subset of R which rep-

resents the set of admissible controls. For the calculus of variations

to be applicable, all admissible values of the control must be interior

points of Q . In practice this is tantamont to assuming that Q is also

unbounded, since if bounds are placed on u, one must usually include

the boundary of Q as admissible. For such problems, one must make

use of the Minimum principle. * While the calculus of variations requires

that x,k,u, and ui be continuous functions of time, these restrictions

can be relaxed by application of the Weierstrass -Erdmann corner condition

See Section A. 8. The extension to bounded controls is discussed fur-
ther in Section 2. 6.
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(see Section A.4), so that only continuity of x is required.

2.3 DERIVATION OF THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS

The calculus of variations solution of the two-point optimal con-

trol problem is reviewed in Appendix A. The primary results are the

Euler-Lagrange equations, Eqs. A. 57 through A. 59, and the initial and

terminal transversality conditions, Eqs. A. 68 and A. 69, to be satisfied

by the optimal solution (as well as the initial and terminal state con-

straints, Eqs. A.51 and A.52). In the present section the derivation is

extended to the general N-point optimal control problem. In this case

one finds that the same Euler-Lagrange equations must be satisfied

over each of the subintervals of (t 0 ,tf), and that in addition to the initial

and terminal transversality conditions, a set of intermediate transvers-

ality conditions in terms of discontinuities in the costate and the Hamil-

tonian, Eq. 2. 24, must be satisfied at each of the intermediate boundary

times. To simplify the following discussion, let us initially consider a

three-point BVP, so that the cost functional is of the form

t2

J= 0 [x(t0 ),t 0 ] + I [x(tl),tl] + 2 [x(t 2 ),t 2 ] +f L[x(t),u,u(t),t] dt

t(2. 5)

and the state constraints are of the form

i[x(ti),t i] = 0 , i=O,1,2 (2.6)

where ii is a k.-vector.

Since, in general, one does not expect :k and -i to be continuous at

t = t, Eq. 2.5 cannot be expanded in a Taylor series at that point; but

it can be written as

2 tl t2

J = E 1 [x(ti)ti] l f L[x(t),u(t),t] dt +f L[x(t),u(t),t] dt (2.7)
i=O t +

0O~~~~ t

By expressing the cost functional in this form, the expansion can now be

made over the two subintervals of (t 0 ,t 2 ). After adjoining the differential
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constraints, Eq. 2. 1, by a set of Lagrange multipliers, X(t)

(Xl(t), ... Xn(t)), performing the Taylor series expansion, and integrat-

ing by parts to eliminate 6 X(t), the first variation of J is found to be

2 .

to 1t 2

t zthat the first variation of J be zero for all admissible variations in xu and 

For convenience, let us adopt the notation of Chapter I, where thet o tt
the variations in x, u, and X over each of the subintervals (t 0 ,t 1 ) and

dt f= t) _ H uX 6XId+d(t),t)uix (t (2.90)tt +H [Z.xi u6 + (H =+) · 6x + (f-x) 6Xdt (2 . 8)for i v 1,e2. Equlation 2. 8 now reduces to noChpe-,wreover each subinterval, i, e.

dx (t) f(X (t)t ui(t)l t) (2. 9)
dt

dki(t) aH [xi(t) ui(t) Xi(t), t (2 10)

and

a1- [xi(t), ui(t)0 Xi(t ) , t] = 0 (2. 11)

for i =1,2. Equation 2.8 now reduces to



6J + x(t)).dx+ (a - H (t))dt+ (t)) dx + (a + H 4)Hdt

+ 1X2 (t) + X,(t)) dx + (- (t)-H (t)) dt] (2.12)
ax at 

For small perturbations of the boundary conditions, the change in the state

constraints is given to first order terms by

dii[x(ti)+ 5x(ti), t i + 6t i = x(ti), t dx(ti)+ [x(ti),t ] .dt i = 0

i=O, 1,2 (2. 13)

Since only those 6x(t) that satisfy all the state constraints are admis-

sible, x(t) = x(t) + 6x(t) must intersect, at time ti+6ti, the tangent

plane to Oi at (x(ti),ti), and therefore the right hand side of Eq. 2. 13

must be zero. Considering successively those perturbations 8x(t)

which are nonzero at only one boundary, one observes that each of the

terms of Eq. 2.12 must be zero, when evaluated on x(t) at t., in order

that the first variation of J be zero. Combining the first two terms of

Eq. 2. 12 with Eq. 2. 13 for i =0,2, one obtains the initial and terminal

transversality conditions given by

k 0

X1(t+ 8(I-[x(f'0 ),f,0 ] + -i [x (f ),t 0] = (2. 14)

i = ~~1

H[x1~~0hd~~0b~l (tO),uo)'(o ] [xl (t o ),t

2k2 (2. 15)2l(~+ ~°[x2(~o),~o] + V i - 1

( a2) a. [xt2t + v i 2( ),f 2 ] = O0 (2.16)

and
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- 2 2

~H [x2 2 ut- x2+(t2)3 2] + v.. [X2)t] = 

i =l

(2. 17)

which must be satisfied by the optimal trajectory. The last term of Eq.

2. 12, when combined with Eq. 2. 13 for i = 1, gives a set of intermediate

transversality conditions in terms of discontinuities in X(t) and H(t)

which are given by

ko1 1

x (2_ 18)
i=l

1[X-t-)r X )] -HLX(it 1 ),u (tl), X'(t),t 1 I t[x(t 1 ), t1 ]

-++ ti' aWt[x(F ), Fl] = o (2.19)

Adopting the notation of Eqs. A.66 and A.67, Eqs. 2.14 through 2. 19

can be more briefly written as

v °+ _(t) + Z 0 (2.20)

t'o'x('o)" ') ' 't'o)

and + T2t) + V 2 0 o (2.21)

and

[V4 I+ A(t) = 1 ti t= 0 (2. 22)

[q + tlAX(t+ Z Yit ' Yell
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Thus for u(t) to be the optimal control, and x(t) the resulting optimal

trajectory, it is necessary that there exist a X(t) such that Eqs. 2.9

through 2. 11 and 2.20 through 2.22 are satisfied.

By carrying out the Taylor series expansion to second order terms

and requiring that the second variation of J be nonnegative, one finds

that the Legendre condition:' must be satisfied over each subinterval,

i. e., the second partial derivative of H with respect to u must be

nonnegative,

a HH> 0 (2. 23)
au

for t 0 < t<tl and t 1 < t < t 2 . While this condition is necessary for

the optimal solution, it does not constitute a sufficiency condition since

it may also be satisfied by local maxima.

The above derivation has been limited to a three-point optimal

control problem for simplicity of presentation only, and the extension

to intermediate equality constraints at several points in time is straight-

forward. The cost functional, Eq. 2.2, must be written as the sum of

the integral over the subintervals of (t o tf) as defined by the ti.

Treating the perturbations in the same way as before, one obtains the

result that one must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations, Eqs. 2. 9

through 2. 11, over each subinterval, i.e., (ti_1, t i) for i = 1,2,...,Nf,

the initial and terminal transversality conditions given by Eqs. 2.20 and

2.21, and a set of intermediate transversality conditions at each inter-

mediate ti, (i=l, ...,Nf-l), given by

k.
1 1

[Vp+ti + (t) + . V = 0 (2.24)

j 1 ti,x(ti),U(t ) (t i )

See Section A. 7.
See Section A. 7.
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2.4 EXAMPLE: SINGLE INTEGRATOR
FREE INTERMEDIATE TIME

In this section a simple example is presented to demonstrate the

application of the necessary conditions to the solution of a three-point

optimal control problem. The system is assumed to be a single in-

tegrator,

k = u (2.25)

with a cost functional of the form

tf t2

J / L[x,u,t]dt = 2 K(t)[u (t)] dt (2.26)

to t o

where

KI = 1 t0 <t< tl

K(t) (2.27)

K2=K t <t< tt

and K2 t 0. The state constraints are given by

0 [x(t),t] = x(t) - x0 0 a)

z [x(t),t] = -t 0 b)= ob

1 [x(t), t] = x(t) -x 1 0 c) (2.28)

1i [x(t),t] = x(t)-x 2 0 d)

2 [x(t),t] = t - t = o e)

with

t 0 < t 1 < t2 f)

Thus, it is desired to take the state x from the value x 0 at t = t 0 to

the value x 2 at t = t 2 , while requiring that the state attain the value

xl at an intermediate time tl and minimize the cost

'-"I~-----~--1 1 ---- -"------* ----- ~---~
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functional, Eq. 2.26. The Hamiltonian for this problem is given by

H[x,u, X,t] K(t)[u1 2 + X. u (2.29)

and the Euler-Lagrange equations, Eqs. 2.9 thrcugh 2. 11, become*

i i i
dx i 8aH dx i

_ u = 0 (2.30)

i 8Hi di
dX + H dX (2.31)
iF = x dt 0

and

aH i i i

= K.u + X = 0 (2. 32)
au 1

respectively. From Eq. 2.31 the costate is piecewise constant. Solving
i

Eq. 2. 32 for u as a function of Xi, the control can be eliminated from

Eq. 2.30, i.e.,

dxi i
dt K. (2.33)

1

Let us assume that the problem has been previously scaled so that

x0 = to = 0 and x2 = t2 = 1. Equation 2.33 can be integrated forward

in time from to to determine x (t) and backward in time from t 2 to
20

determine x (t), using the boundary conditions of Eq. 2. 28, resulting in

1 1
x (t) = - . t for 0 < t < t 1 (2. 34)

and

2 X2
x (t) 2 1 (t-l) 1 for t < t < t (2.35)

At this point there are three unknowns to be determined, X1 , X, and tl,

and three intermediate boundary conditions, two of them given by Eq.

2. 28c and the continuity of state, and the third by the intermediate

Note that the superscripts denote the time interval of definition as
before. Exponents are denoted by [ n.
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transversality condition, Eq. 2. 19. Substituting Eqs. 2.34 and 2. 35

into Eq. 2. 2 8c, one solves for X1 and k2 in terms of quantity the xl

and the unknown t 1 and obtains

kl Xl
- xl (2.36)

1

and

2 K(x 1 - 1)
k (2 37)

(t 1 - 1)

The transversality and the intermediate transversality conditions given

by Eqs. 2. 14 th r ou gh 2. 18 yield no information. The intermediate

transversality condition given by Eq. 2. 19 becomes

AH(tl) = H[x(tl),u (t), X(tt ,t] - H[x(tl),u (t1 )X (t),tl] 0 (2.38)

This relation provides the additional condition required to determine tl

From Eq. 2.38

X : g . ~ 1 (2. 39)

so that one can solve for t l , as a function of xl and K, given by

x1
t 1 xl (2.40)

'-X1l J*V~ (l-X l )

The two solutions of t 1 , as functions of x1 , are drawn in Fig. 2. 1 for

K =1, from which it can be seen that for each x l there is one and only

one of the solutions which satisfies the ord'ering of the boundary times

specified by Eq. 2. 28f. For example, if K =1 and xl = 2, then

tl(+) = 2 and tl(_) = 3. Thus the optimal value of tl is 2/3 and the

optimal control, given by

+3 O<t< 2-- 3
u(t) = (2.41)

-3 2-<t< 1

is plotted in Fig. 2.2 along with the optimal state trajectory. Note that

the control u, and thus the costate X, is discontinuous at t 1 . As a

final observation, note that as a result of Eq. 2.40 and Fig. 2. 1, the
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Fig. 2.1 Example 2.4 - Optimal t1 vs. xl1, Two Solutions
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Fig. 2.2 Example 2.4 - Optimal Control and State
vs. Time (normalized)
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solution to the more general problem of the optimal ordering of the con-

straint sets has been obtained. While it was not the case for this example,

one may wish to determine the optimal order in which the constraint sets

should be satisfied. The two solutions of t 1 in Eq. 2.40 correspond to

two local minima for this more general problem, and the optimal order-
0 1 2

ing of , i, and d can be determined by directly comparing the

costs for each of the local minima.

2.5 LINEAR SYSTEM-QUADRATIC COST
OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

While a closed form solution is obtained for the three-point optimal

control example of Section 2.4, one cannot, in general, obtain such a

solution for problems with more complex system dynamics, cost func-

tional, and state constraints. One must then resort to an iterative algo-

rithm to obtain a numerical solution. There is, however, a general

class of problems which permits an analytical solution which generally

requires the use of a digital computer to obtain a time-varying feedback

gain matrix (in this case, however, the computer is not employed in an

iterative fashion). These problems are characterized by linear system

dynamics and quadratic cost functionals. With some increase in com-

plexity, the class of problems can be extended to include linear state
55

constraints. 5 In this section, the discussion is limited to problems

with no state constraints, but with quadratic penalty functions on the

state at several points in time.

Let us consider a system described by a set of n first order linear

differential equations of the form

dx
dt (t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) (2.42)

with a given set of initial conditions

x(t 0) = x 0 (2.43)

that are arbitrary, where x(t) is the n dimensional state vector, u(t)

is the m dimensional control vector, and A(t) and B(t) are (n x n)

and (n x m) matrices, respectively. One seeks the control u(t) which

minimizes a cost functional of the form
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Nf tNf

1 Z x

J =2 Z xT(ti)Six(ti) + 2 f [xT(t)P(t)x(t)uT(t)Q(t)u(t)] dt (2.44)

i=l t o

where the S. and P(t) are positive semi-definite (n x n) matrices for

all i = 1,...,Nf and t o < t < tNf (at least one of these matrices must

be nonzero in order that the solution not be trivial), Q(t) is a positive

definite (m x m) matrix for all t o < t < tN , and the t. are explicitly
f 1

specified and are ordered as in Eq. 2.4.

Let us first consider the case where Nf = 2. If S 1 = 0, then one

has a penalty imposed on the state at only one point in time, and the solu-

tion is well known. The Hamiltonian is given by

ITp lTx 1 rTTH[x,u,, t] = T 2 (t)u A(t)x + XTB(t)u (2.45)

and the Euler-Lagrange equations are given by Eq. 2.42,

aH
= Q(t)u(t) + B(t) X(t) = 0 (2.46)au

and

dX aH -x - P(t)x(t) -AT(t) X(t) (2.47)
dt ax

4
Since Q(t) is positive definite, and therefore its inverse exists, one

can solve Eq. 2.46 for u(t),

u(t) = -Q -ltB (t) M(t) (2.48)

which upon substitution into Eqs. 2.42 gives

dt (t) = A(t) x(t) - B(t) Q (t) B (t) X(t) (2.49)
dt

Equations 2.47 and 2.49 form a set of 2n linear homogeneous differen-

tial equations in x(t) and X(t), from which one can argue that x(t) and

X(t) must be linearly related by5

X(t) = S(t)x(t) (2.50)
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The transversality condition at t 2 is given, from Eq. 2. 16, by

X:(t 2 ) = ax (t 2 ) S 2 (t 2 ) (2.51)

and thus the boundary condition on S(t) at t 2 is

S(t 2 ) = S 2 (2.52)

Furthermore, by differentiating Eq. 2.50, and substituting Eqs.

2.47 and 2.49 into the result, one determines that S(t) must satisfy

the differential equation

dS (t) =-AT(t)S(t)-S(t)A(t)+S(t)B(t)Q- l(t)BT(t)S(t)-P(t)

(2.53)

which is of the matrix Riccati type. Thus, by integrating (numerically)

Eq. 2.53 backward in timefromt 2 to t o, using the boundary condition

given by Eq. 2.52, one obtains a linear feedback control law

u(t) =-Q l(t) BT(t) . S(t)' x(t) (2.54)

which gives the optimal control as a function of the state.

Now, if S1 is not zero, one must satisfy the intermediate trans-

versality condition at t1 given by

-Ax(tl) = ax (tl) = S 1 x(tl) (2.55)

However, since the Euler-Lagrange equations to be satisfied over each

subinterval, (t 0,tl) and (tl,t2 ), are the same, it follows that the solu-

tion over each subinterval must be of the same form as before, i. e.,

kl(t) = sl(t) Xl(t) (2.56)

X2(t) = S2(t). x2(t) (.57)

where both S (t) and S (t) must satisfy the matrix Riccati differential

equation given by Eq. 2.53. The transversality condition at t 2 is still

given by Eq. 2.51, and therefore, the boundary condition on S 2 (t) is

given by
2S (t2 ) : S2 (2.58)
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Substituting Eqs. 2.56 and 2.57 into Eq. 2.55 one obtains

S (t)x I(t]) - 2(t) x2(t ) = S x (tl) (2.59)

from which the boundary condition on S l(t) is found to be

S (t 1) 1 + S (t) ( (2.60)

The procedure, then, is to integrate the Riccati equation, Eq. 2.53,

backward in time from t 2 to tl, starting with the boundary condition

given by Eq. 2.58. At t1 one applies the discontinuity given by Eq.

2.60 and then continues to integrate from t1 back to to. Thus, Eq.

2.54 gives a linear feedback control law which has a discontinuous gain

at t 1 . In the general case where Nf is greater than 2, one follows the

same procedure, obtaining discontinuities in S(t) at each of the t.

To demonstrate these results, consider a double integrator system

x 1 = x 2
(2.61)

= u

and a cost functional given by

, 1

J s* [x 8 + 2s .[x(1)]2+ [u(t)]2dt (2.62)

0

For this example tl = .8, t 2 = 1, P = 0, Q = 1, and

[°] [0 1 s 1 0 s 2 0
b=[; A ; S [ S 2= (2.63)

-1- -0 0 0 0 0

The matrix Riccati differential equation becomes

11 = [slZ

12 = -S11 + s12 s22 s21 (2.64)

22 =-2'2 + [S22z] 

and the feedback control law is given by

u(t) =- s 1 l(t)xl(t) - S 2 2 (t)x 2 (t) (2. 65)
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The boundary conditions on S(t) are given by

Sll(1) = S2

-Asll(.8) = s 1 1 (.8 ) - s1 1 (.8+) =S 1

s (1) = As(. 8) = s 2 2 (1) = A s 2 2 (.8) = 0 (2.66)

Figure 2.3 gives the optimal xl(t) and u(t) for several values of s1

and s 2 , and Fig. 2.4 demonstrates the discontinuity in sll(t) at

t = t = .8 for s 1= s = 10 . Since the feedback gain is not directly

a function of sll' the optimal control is not discontinuous at tI. Its

derivative, however, is discontinuous at that point, since the feedback gain is a

function of s12 and s22 which have discontinuous derivatives at tl

2.6 ·DISCUSSION OF THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS

The necessary conditions on the solution of a general N-point

optimal control problem are derived in Section 2. 3 and their application

to the solution of a simple example and to the solution of a general class

of problems is demonstrated in Sections 2.4 and 2. 5, respectively.

The usual two-point optimization problems may have as few as none or

as many as n constraints (n being the dimension of the state vector)

placed on the state variables at both the initial and the terminal times.

Also, the initial and terminal times may be either specified explicitly

or left free. Application of the calculus of variations to the optimal

control problem provides additional conditions to be satisfied at the end

points (direct extensions of the "natural boundary conditions" of the cal-

culus of variations* to the case where the initial and terminal state and

time variations are not free), so that a total of (n+ 1) conditions are

placed on the state, costate, and time at each of the end points. These

conditions provide an adequate number of boundary values to completely

specify a solution to the 2n differential equations for x(t) and X(t)

which are given by the Euler-Lagrange equations, resulting in a two-

point boundary value problem.

See Sections A. 2 and A. 3.
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In the case of the N-point optimal control problem, k. constraints

(O < k. < n) may be placed on the state at each of the intermediate times,
- 1-

t., which themselves may or may not be specified. The extension of the

calculus of variations to this problem furnishes additional intermediate

boundary conditions so that at each t. there are (2n+ 1) conditions to

be satisfied by the state, costate, and time. This problem can be called

an N-point BVP or a set of (N-l) coupled 2-point BVP's.

In the 2-point BVP one seeks that solution (or those solutions, if

there is not a unique extremal), from the family of solutions of the

Euler-Lagrange equations, which satisfies the boundary conditions at

each end point. In a 3-point BVP, one must determine two dintinct

solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations, one defined over (t 0 ,tl)

which satisfies n boundary conditions at each of t 0 and t 1 , and the

other defined over the interval (t 1 ,t 2 ) which satisfies n boundary con-

ditions at each of t 1 and t 2 . The two solutions, however, are not, in

general, independent, but are coupled through the baindary conditions

at tl . A trivial case occurs if at the intermediate time x(tl) and tl

are all specified explicitly. In this case, the two solutions, while shar-

ing a common boundary, are totally independent and can be solved

separately. Some freedom must be allowed in either the state or the

time at the intermediate point in order to obtain a coupled problem,in

which one must determine the optimum values of the free states (and/or

time) such that the sum of the cost required to achieve that intermediate

state and the cost of taking the system from that intermediate state to the

desired terminal state is minimized. Extension of these ideas to the gen-

eral N-point BVP is straightforward.

The development of the necessary conditions includes the class of

problems for which either f(x,u,t) or L(x,u,t) may change functional

form from one subinterval to the next. In this case, the Euler-Lagrange

equations to be satisfied over each subinterval are different, and thus

the family of solutions from which a particular solution is to be selected

is different for each subinterval. The above development does not in-

clude, however, discontinuous-state problems. If the state is allowed
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to have discontinuities as may occur, for example, in a booster-

staging problem, Eq. 2.24 is not directly applicable, and one must

revert to the general expression for the first variation of J and treat

the state variations at the intermediate points appropriately.



CHAPTER III

NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS
FOR SOLVING THE N-POINT BVP

3. 1 INTRODUCTION

Since optimal control problems, by their very nature, require

the solution of high-order nonlinear differential equations with boundary

conditions imposed on the solution at more than one point in time, an-

alytical closed-form solutions are often not attainable. One must then

resort to numerical techniques to obtain a solution. The numerical

methods available for the solution of two-point BVP' s invariably in-

volve making some initial guess at the solution and then attempting to

arrive at a better guess. Thus, in an iterative fashion the optimal

solution is converged upon. The various numerical techniques can be

classified as being either direct or indirect methods, depending on

their fundamental approach to the iterative solution. The direct meth-

ods search for the optimal solution by a direct comparison of the value

of the cost functional, J, at each iteration, and select that solution

which yields the smallest value of J. The most crude (and impractical)

direct method is to make an exhaustive search of all possible control

functions and select the one that yields the smallest value of J. A

somewhat more sophisticated, and more efficient, direct method is that

of steepest-descent, which evaluates not only J, but also its gradient

in function space at each iteration. It then utilizes this information by

making the next guess in (basically) the negative gradient direction to

insure that a smaller value of J is obtained. By their very nature, the

direct methods seek out (at least) a local minimum of J . The indirect

methods, however, attempt to converge on a solution which satisfies the

first order necessary conditions which are imposed on the optimal solu-

tion. As a result, these methods may converge to local maximum as

well as local minimum.

Since the iterative methods involve approximating the general non-

linear optimal control problem in the vicinity of the guessed solution by

another simpler problem that can be solyed, these methods can be

-37 -
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further classified as to the degree of accuracy of the approximation.

First-order methods21, 22 such as steepest-descent,23 involve linear-

ization about the nominal guess. They generally exhibit relatively slow

convergence as the optimal solution is approached, since then the higher
30-32

order terms begin to dominate. The second-order methods, such

as Newton-Raphson,33 approximate the problem to second-order terms,

and, therefore, they exhibit much more rapid convergence once a guess

close enough to the solution is attained. However, these second-order

methods may not converge at all if the initial guess is poor.

Of the many computational methods available for solving two-

point BVP' s, two of the more popular methods, the steepest-descent

and the Newton-Raphson, are modified in this chapter to extend their

range of application to include general N-point optimal control problems.

Two different approaches to the steepest-descent method, with respect

to the treatment of the boundary conditions, are considered. Also, a

method for incorporating some second order information into the choice

of step size in order to speed up the convergence of the method, as

developed in Appendix B, is utilized. The application of the steepest-

descent algorithm to a three-point optimal control problem is demon-

strated by means of a two-target missile guidance problem. The exam-

ple involves state constraints at three points in time, with the intercept

times unspecified. It also allows a demonstration of the extension to

bounded control problems by imposing turning rate constraints on the

miss ile.

The Newton-Raphson method is extended first to the three-point

optimal control problem, and then to the general N-point BVP, for

fixed terminal and intermediate times (that is, the t. are all explicitly

specified in the statement of the problem). The method is then further

extended to the solution of free-time problems, by solving a sequence

of fixed time problems in order to converge upon the optimal boundary

times. Finally, a transformation of variables technique is presented

which allows a certain class of free-time two-point BVP' s to be trans-

formed into fixed -time problems in order to take advantage of the fact

that the Newton-Raphson method is inherently better suited to the solu-

tion of such problems.
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The application of the Newton-Raphson algorithm to a three-

point BVP is demonstrated by means of the same missile guidance

example used for the steepest-descent method. In addition, the utility

of the change of variables technique is demonstrated by a single target

intercept problem.

Before proceeding with the development of the steepest-descent

and Newton-Raphson methods, an indirect method is discussed in Sec-

tion 3. 2, which enables one to determine the optimal solution by solv-

ing a sequence of initial value problems. While this method can be

impractical to implement due to computational difficulties, its discus -

sion is considered worthwhile because of the insight it gives into the

nature of the transversality and intermediate transversality conditions.

3.2 AN INDIRECT METHOD

The two-point optimal control problem cannot be solved as an

initial value problem because it involves the integration of 2n differen-

tial equations in-which only n boundary conditions are specified at

either end. The technique which first comes to mind is to guess the

n unknown initial conditions and integrate the Euler-Lagrange differ-

ential equations up to the terminal time, at which point the n required

terminal conditions will not, in general, be satisfied. The objective is

to iteratively converge on the correct guess of the unknown initial con-

ditions, so that the terminal conditions are satisfied. One can consider

the miss distances on the terminal conditions as functions of the n

guessed initial conditions and apply various minimization techniques,

such as the steepest-descent or Newton-Raphson, to bring these miss

distances to zero.

In three-point optimal control problems the number of unknown

conditions increases. For example, if there are n constraints put on

the state at each of three specified points in time to,tl and t 2 (the

special case of two independent two-point optimal control problems shar-

ing a common boundary point), the number of unknown parameters to be

determined is equal to 2n. One guesses the n initial costates and in-

tegrates the Euler-Lagrange differential equations from t o to t 1 , at

which point the 2n intermediate conditions must be specified. The n

necessary conditions given by the continuity of state can be trivially
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satisfied. From the intermediate transversality conditions, Eq. 2. 18,

the optimal costate undergoes an unspecified discontinuity at t 1

Therefore, one must guess the discontinuities in the n costate variables

before continuing the integration on to t 2 . One must now iterate on a

total of 2n guessed parameters, the n costates at t o and n discon-

tinuities in the costates at t 1 , in order that 2n conditions be satisfied,

n state constraints at each of t1 and t 2 . In general, if k1 equality

constraints are placed on the state of the system at t1, then one must

iterate on a total of (n+kl) unspecified parameters, in order to satisfy

the same number of boundary conditions at t1 and t 2. One could start

by guessing n unknown terminal conditions '*and integrate the Euler-

Lagrange equations backward in time as suggested by Breakwell. 2 2 Or,

in fact, one could guess n initial and n terminal conditions, integrat-

ing them forward and backward, respectively, to t1 , and then iterate

on the correct values which allow the satisfaction of the intermediate

state constraints, transversality conditions, and the continuity of state

(a total of 2n intermediate boundary conditions). With this approach,

a total of 2n parameters must be guessed regardless of the number of

intermediate state constraints.

The extension to the general N-point optimal control problem is

straightforward. If k is the total number of constraints placed on the

state of the system at tl, .. .tN 19 then k parameters must be guessed

(the initial costates at t 0 and discontinuities in the costates at the

t,gi=l,2,. .. ,N2) and iterated on. While this method is quite straight-

forward, it has many computational disadvantages. For example, inter-

mediate and terminal constraint violations may be extremely sensitive

to changes in the initial conditions, and one is required to make an

On the other hand, if a penalty function, rather than a set of equality
constraints, is placed on the state at t1 , then one can compute dis-
continuities in the costates at t 1 directly from Eq. 2. 18, as func-
tions of the state at t 1 . In this case, no additional guesses need to
be made.

This approach may be preferred for systems in which the terminal
conditions are extremely sensitive to changes -in the init-ial. conditions.
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educated guess at the unknown parameters in order to obtain conver-

gence. It is also possible that small changes in the guessed parameters

may produce no changes in the terminal conditions.45

3.3 THE METHOD OF STEEPEST-DESCENT

The steepest-descent algorithm for solving two-point optimal con-

trol problems is reviewed in Appendix B. The method basically involves

linearizing the system dynamics, terminal state constraints, and cost

function about a nominal solution. One then formulates a new optimiza-

tion problem, that of determining the control perturbation 6u(t) which

minimizes the change in the cost function (i.e. , makes the largest neg-

ative change possible) subject to constraints on the control perturbation

step size and on the change in the terminal constraint violation. Two

approaches to handling the state equality constraints are considered --

through penalty functions or through influence functions (as discussed in

Appendix B).

Let us assume that the system dynamics are given by

xk(t) = f[x(t),u(t),t] (3. 1)

the state equality constraints are given by

[x(ti),t i] = 0 , i = 0,1, ... ,Nf (3.2)

and the cost functional is given by

Nf tNf

J = > [i[x(ti)ti] + L[x(t),u(t), t] dt (3.3)

i=O t 0

where x(t) is the n-vector of state variables, u(t) is the m-vector of

control variables, and qi is the k.-vector of state (and time) constraints

at t..
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3.3a The Penalty Function Approach

With the penalty function approach one does not treat the state

equality constraints (Eq. 3.2) explicitly. Rather, one formulates a

new optimization problem with no state equality constraints but with the

cost functional modified such that the new penalty functions are given by

k.

A'i '
[x(ti), t i ] = ~l[x(ti),t i ] + z ' CJ j ia ti, (3.4)

The Cj are arbitrary weighting factors such that, in the limit as they

become arbitrarily large, the violations of the state equality constraints

become arbitrarily small, and the solution to the modified problem ap-

proaches the solution of the original problem. 2 8 ' 9 ' 3 9 4 0 The new cost

functional is now given by

Nf tf

J = E q [x(ti)] + L(x,u,t)dt (3.5)

i =0 t o

To facilitate the following discussion, it is assumed that the t. have

been explicitly specified. The first variation of J about a nominal

solution, (u.(t), x.(t) ), is given by

Nf tf

6J = axX(t x(ti + [ Lx(u.,x.,t) 6x+ Lu(uj,x.,t) u] dtax (j j uj j
i=0 t o

(3.6)

and the linearized system dynamics are given by

5k(t) = -af [xj (t),uj(t),t] ,x(t)+ f [xj(t),uj(t) t] 6u(t)

= F.(t). 6x(t) + G.(t). 6u(t) (3.7)
3 3

We now define an n-vector function X(t) which satisfies the differential

e quation

x,,+The subscript xj is used here to denote the indexj (tof the iterati(ton.t]

The subscript j is used here to denote the index of the iteration.
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and note that

d T x T 6 Td-T (j+1 j+1 ) j+l t)G(t)ut)- L,(t)+l.-x(t)

(3.9)

Integrating Eq. 3. 9, one can write

t

Xj+ l(tl(t Xl(to0 ):k(t =J [j+l(t)Gj(t)-6u(t) - Lx j(t) 6x(t)] dt
to

(3. 10)

tN

tNf- 1

(3. 11)
Adding Eqs. 3. 10 through 3. 11, one obtains

Nf 1 tNf

j+(tN XN j+1 i i +(to) (to) = X j+ j
i -=1 to

- L j(t)' 6x(t)] · dt (3. 12)

Assuming that x(t 0 ) is specified, so that 6x(t 0 ) is zero, one defines

J+1(tNf) =a X [x:(t (3. 13)

and

A +i (ti ) = +l(t) - +l (ti) = x [j(ti)] for i=l,...,Nf -1

(3. 14)
so that Eq. 3. 6 becomes

tNf

6 J Hu[uj (t),x(t), Xkj+(t),t] · 6u(t))dt (3. 15)

to
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whe re

Hu[uj (t), xj (t), Xj+1 (t), t] Lu[xj(t), uj (t), t] +T+ (t) fu[xj (t),uj(t), t]

(3. 16)

A
One now wishes to determine the 6u(t) which minimizes 6 J subject

to the constraint that

tNf

(dE)2 =f auT (t) w tl(t).6u(t)dt (3. 17)

to

where W(t) is an arbitrary positive-definite (m x m) matrix chosen

to improve convergence. By adjoining Eq. 3. 17 to Eq. 3. 15, one finds

from the Euler-Lagrange equations that

6uj(t) =- K. W(t) Hu, (t) (3. 18)

whe re

KJ = (dE) 2 /IJJ (3. 19)

and

tNf

J T(t). W(t) H .(t)dt (3.20)IJJ u,j

to

The procedure then is as follows:

1. With a nominal uj(t) (uo(t) selected arbitrarily for

the first iteration), integrate Eq. 3. 1 forward in time

from t 0 to tNf to get xj(t).

2. Integrate Xj+l(t) and IJJ backward from tNf to t o

applying the boundary condition on Xj+l(tNf) given

by Eq. 3. 13, and the discontinuities in Xj+l(t) at the

t. given by Eq. 3. 14.

3. For a specified value of (dE)Z , compute a new nominal

control from Eq. 3. 18 and uj+. (t) = uj(t) + 6uj(t).
j+1 
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4. Repeat from step 1 until the state constraints

violations are reduced to within a specified tol-

erance and no additional improvement can be
A

achieved in J.

While this method is relatively simple, requiring only (2n+l)

integrations per iteration (x(t), X(t), and IJJ), it has been found to be

a relatively inefficient means of solving optimal control problems. The

extension to additional state constraint sets has not increased the num-

ber of integrations; however, it is extremely difficult to achieve rapid

convergence using this method, since the choice of the C i is extremely

critical. When the weighting factors are made very large in order to

bring the state constraint violations within a specified tolerance, the
A

augmented cost J becomes very sensitive to the control perturbation.

A point is reached where a small positive 6u tends to decrease some of

the constraint violations while increasing others. Thus the step size

cannot be too large, or else J actually increases. The effect is much

like moving down a narrow winding steep-sided ravine, where, if one

moves in the negative gradient direction, one can only move a short

distance before going up the steep slope on the opposite side of the

ravine. The process of moving to the bottom of the valley, then, can

be very slow since only a short distance can be traveled at each itera-

tion.

The inefficiency of the penalty function algorithm is demonstrated

by means of the double integrator example previously considered in Sec-

tion 2. 6. If the state constraints are given by

1 xl(t)

(lI[x(t), t] = =0 (3.21)

t - 0.8
and

xl(t)
1Z[x(t), t] = = 0 (3.22)

then the cost functional is augmented to become

then the cost functional is augmented to become
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1 1 2 1 2 2 f (3.23)
J = C[x 1 ( 0 .8)] + Cl[xl(l)] + JU (t)]2dt (3.23)

if
0

in order that the state constraints may be removed. The variable

Xj+l(t) satisfies the differential equations, from Eq. 3.8, given by

1, =+1(t) 0- °(3.24)

=) ~x1 ~(t) ~ (3.25)
2,j+l(t) = Xl,j+l(t)

and the boundary conditions, from Eqs. 3. 13 and 3. 14, given by

Xj+l(l ) = C1 Xlj( 1 ) (3.26)

and

8-~;$~f~x (O. 8+j-tC 1 2 1
k, j+1(',' )=1, +1 ( 8+)+C (0 8) =C1Xi, J(1)+Cl xl, j(0.8)

(3.27)

The optimum control perturbation at each iteration is given by

6ut(t) =KW(t)Hu, j(t) = - K [uj.(t) + \2 j+l(t)] (3.28)

where the arbitrary weighting factor W(t) has been set equal to unity.

An attempt was made to introduce some second order information into

the choice of the step size (dE) . To achieve this, two small steps
A

were taken so that J could be approximated to second order terms in

(dE) . With this information, the next step was taken with the (dE)2

which minimized the value of J attainable at the iteration, i.e. , a step

is taken in the negative gradient direction to the minimum of J in that

direction. The performance of the algorithm for this example is shown

in Fig. 3. 1 where the control u(t) and the state variable x l (t) obtained

for the first several iterations are shown. Each iteration consists of

the three steps, the two small steps to determine the second order in-

formation followed by the larger step incorporating this information. A

value of C 1 = C 2 = 104 was used, since the results of Section 2.6

(see Fig. 2. 3) indicate that for this magnitude of weighting factor the

constraint violations will be small. The futility of using smaller weight-

ing factors for early iterations can be implied from Fig. 2. 3 in which
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the sensitivity of the optimal solutions to the weighting factors is

clearly shown.

As can be seen frcrn Fig. 3. 1, the first iteration provides a

large improvement in the state constraint violations at t 1 and t 2 .

This is because a negative 6u decreases both of the errors. After

the first iteration, a negative 6u(t) for 0 < t < 0. 8 further decreases

the error at t = 0. 8, but it increases the error at t 2 1, and con-

versely, a positive 6u(t) has the opposite effect. The result is that

only a small step can now be taken at each iteration without increasing
A

the cost J. By the sixth iteration, the step size is extremely small,

while the "distance" to the optimal solution is still quite large. Various

refinements have been tried in an attempt to speed up the convergence.

These included making the weighting factors of different magnitudes,

giving W(t) different values over each of the two subintervals, and

changing the weighting factors at each iteration. However, none of

these modifications yielded a significant improvement in the rate of

convergence. Therefore it is concluded that, because of the sensitivity
A

of J to 6u(t), the penalty function approach in combination with the

steepest-descent algorithm does not provide an efficient algorithm for

the numerical solution of three-point BVP' s.

3. 3b The Influence Function Approach

While the penalty function approach treats the intermediate and

terminal boundary constraints indirectly by penalizing their violations,

the influence function approach treats them more directly by specifying

at each step the amount by which each of the constraint violations is to

be decreased. The steepest-descent algorithm for two-point optimal

control problems using influence functions is reviewed in Appendix B.

In the present section it is extended to general N-point optimal control

problems, and its application to a two-target missile guidance problem

is demonstrated. The influence function approach involves linearizing

the system differential equations, the cost functional, and the terminal

and intermediate state equations about a nominal solution. Through the

theory of adjoint equations, the first order changes in the state con-

straint violations are related to a small control perturbation by means

of a set of influence functions. With these relationships one computes
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the control perturbation that yields the greatest decrease in the cost

while achieving a specified decrease in the constraint violations.

Consider the state-equality constraint vector at t. 

/ i[x(ti ), t i] = 0 (3.29)

th
At the j iteration Eq. 3. 1 is integrated forward in time with the con-

trol u.(t), resulting in values of ti j and x. (ti j). The time t.i is

determined by defining one of the state constraints at ti, say the q

component of i , as a "transition" condition* 08, i.e., t. j is defined

as the time at which the qt component of Qi is satisfied,

q[X(i,), tij] = 0[Xj(ti, j) ti j] = (3.30)

If a "small" perturbation is applied to the control uj(t) at the next iter-

ation, the values of xj+l (tij+l) and ti,j+l will be perturbed . L

The changes in Eqs. 3. 29 and 3.30 are given to first-order terms by

dj+l aSx [3j(ti,j)t, j] dXj+l (ti +l)+ I [xj(ti,j)tij] dti, j+

x 6Xj+l + ( x f + )' dt(3. 31)

and

+l aX [x (ti,j)'ti, . dXj+l(ti, j+l)+ a[xti ),t j j+l

=[ .6xj+l + (x f +t). dt j (3.32)
1t j,xj(ti, j )

This is analogous to the stopping condition discussed in Appendix B.
In this case it defines the point of transition from one subinterval,
(ti _lti), to the next.
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Since at the next iteration t. j+l is defined as the time at which 0j+

is zero, then dOj+L is also zero, and the expected change in t. can

be determined from Eq. 3.32 in terms of '6x(ti j+) as

dti, j+l- [(0 f+t)' 8x (3.33)

X- -~l . i X j+ 1, j

Substituting Eq. 3.33 into Eq. 3. 31 one obtains

d+ 1 x ( + ) i. f+ qit). ox] t 6xj+l(ti,j) (3.34)

Now one defines an (n x ki) matrix A(t) which satisfies the differential

ie quation dA.
d = -a f [x (t), uj(t),t] * (t) (3 35)dt-- -x [j+

and the boundary condition s

x T
A..n1(t. .)= [~/,1 - (x f + 'x] (3. 36)j I 1ti3 j ) [ x ( x f+ t ) x t xI t. , (t. )

Then, since

.T T .T .T
(AJ. 1 .6xj+l) A+ 1 xj+lt + +1 xj+1 A Gj(t)' 8uj(t)

j+ 1 j1 j+l 1 3

(3.37)

whe re

Gj(t) a f[xj(t),uj(t),t] (3. 38)

by combining Eqs. 3.34 through 3.37 one can write, with 8x(t 0) equal

to zero, the change in /i as

t.
, J

1,3 .T
djl - 1 (t). Gj(t)' 6uj+ (t)dt (3 39)

to

Of course, the transition condition must be well defined for the required
inverse to exist.
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i 1
Thus, lJl(t) is called the influence function for since it specifies,
at each point in time, the effect of a small perturbation in the control on

that constraiht violation. In view of this interpretation, it is clear that

+li(t) = 0 for t j < t < tN (3.40)

since perturbations in the control after t. cannot affect the state at t.
1 1

Now, defining an n x(kl+. . +kNf) matrix A and a k-vector i by
Nf

· a)A = [A · ANf] a)
(3.41)

.T NoT N.f
= col ( , ) b)

th
the perturbation in the control to be applied at the (j+l) iteration is

given, as in Eq. B.37, by

6uj+1(t)= KJWj+1(t)*[H 'j(t)-Gj(t)*A j+(t)*I -I j]

+ Wj+l(t) G(t). A+1 (t) I · di.j+ (3.42)

where I~ and IJ are given by Eqs. B.38 and B. 39, respectively,

and Hu j(t) is defined by Eq. B. 30. The steepest-descent algorithm

for a general N-point optimal control problem can be summarized as

in Appendix B, where the matrix A is as defined by Eqs. 3.40 and 3.41a,

with the boundary conditions given by Eq. 3. 36. The total number of

variables to be integrated, I, and stored, S , remain the same as

given in Appendix B:

I = - (n+ k+l) (k+2) (3.43)

and

S = m(k+2)+n (3.44)

In this case k is the total number of state constraints imposed at the

1ti i = 1, . .. ,Nf, i.e.,
Nf

k Z ki (3.45)

i= 1
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where k. is the number of state constraints imposed at t. (minus one,
1 1

of course, if t. is not explicitly specified, in which case one constraint

is used as the transition condition). Thus, the number of integrations

to be performed per iteration increases significantly as the number of

state constraints is increased. However, not all of the variables need

to be integrated over the entire interval (tO,tN ), as noted by Eq. 3.40.

To demonstrate the improvement in convergence over the penalty

function approach, the same double integrator example is considered

here as in Section 3. 3a. The influence functions must satisfy the differ-

ential equations

A1 (t) = 0

for i =1,2 (3.46)

2 (t) = (t)

and the boundary conditions

Ajt.)= -x1 [x(t)] = 1

for i =1,2 (3.47)

A2 (ti) = a [x(t)] = o

Thus, the influence functions can be integrated analytically to give

A (t) = 1

for 0 < t< t. (3.48)
1 _ 1

A2( = (ti -t

The tecl ." que for incorporating second-order information in the choice

of KJ discussed in Appendix B is used here. However, for this particu-

lar example, this step is greatly simplified by virtue of the simple form

of the cost functional. By expanding the cost: functional to second order

terms, and substituting the control perturbation given by Eq. 3.42 with

dqj + 1 equal to zero, one finds that the minimum of the function J(KJ) is

attained for
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a 2H
- 1 (3.49)

J u2

In addition, a relatively simple algorithm has been set up to specify

the dei at each iteration. At the first iteration somewhat arbitrary

doi a kre chosen (for this example one-tenth of the constraint violations

due to the initial nominal control). On successive iterations, if the

actual decrease in a given constraint violation on the previous iteration

equals the specified dQ', indicating operation in a relatively linear
i j

region, then doi+l is set equal to the remaining constraint violation.

On the other hand, if the actual change in the violation differs signif-

icantly from the specified change, indicating operation in a relatively

nonlinear region, then d1I+ is set equal to only a certain percentage

of the remaining violation. This percentage is a piecewise linear func-

tion of the ratio of the decrease in the constraint violation on the previ-

ous iteration to the specified dij, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The
i J

value K is determined for i 1,2, and d j+l is determined from

dj+i =i-K * do j (3.50)

where K¢ is the minimum of the Ki. Figure 3.2 indicates the per-

formance of this algorithm, starting with a relatively small u 0 (t), and

the initial conditions xl(0) = 1 and x 2 (0) = 0. Because of the linearity

in the system equations and state constraints, the dol specified for the

first iteration are easily achieved, and thus the second iteration calls

for the reduction of the constraint violations to zero. The quadratic

nature of J enabled the minimum to be reached, for all practical pur-

poses, at the second iteration. Thus, the direct control exerted over

the state constraints enables one to obtain, for this simple example, a

significant improvement over the penalty function approach.

A more rigorous test is given to the steepest-descent algorithm

in applying it to the two-target missile guidance problem (which is dis-

cussed in more detail in Section 4. 3) in which the system dynamics are

nonlinear, the state equality constraints are functions of time, and the

intermediate and terminal intercept times are unspecified.
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The system equations are

x = Vm Cos X 3

= V · sin x 3 (3.51)

= u

the cost functional is

t 2

J =- [u(t) dt (3.52)

to

and the state constraints are

1 [ x(t),t] = x l ( t ) - y l ( t ) = 0

1
¢ 2 [x(t),t] = x 2 (t)-y 2 (t) =0

(3.53)

2 [x(t), t] = xl (t) - z l ( t ) = O1

i 2[[x(t), t] = xz(t) - zz(t) = 0

where y(t) and z(t) are vector functions of time specifying the motion

of the targets to be intercepted, and the intercept times t1 and t 2
1 2

areunspecified. The constraints 1/ and q2 are used to specify at each

iteration the nominal t 1 and t 2 .

As a result of the nonlinearities in Eq. 3.51, it was found that a

more conservative choice of KJ and K y had to be made. Unless the

nominal trajectory is "close enough" to the optimal, by specifying
i i

Kj =- 1 and dj+l = - one obtains a control perturbation that is

too large, invalidating the linearized analysis. In addition, choosing

the lowest value of K, for K¢ was found to slow down the convergence

in certain situations. For example, if one constraint violation becomes

much smaller than the other, on succeeding iterations the larger con-

straint violation dominates the control perturbation. The result is that

the specified change in the small constraint violation is not achieved,

giving a low value for Ku, even though the specified decrease in the

larger violation is achieved. In view of these considerations, the

algorithm has been modified so that Kj and do are specified by
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KJ, j+l Kj+l a)

and (3.54)

doj+l =-Ki+1 0 j b)

where Kj+ O< Kj+l < 1, is determined from Fig. 3.4. In computing

Pj+l only the state constraint with greatest violation on the previous
iteration is considered.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the convergence properties of this algorithm

when the motion of the targets is given by

2. + 0.5 t

y(t) = 4. a)

and (3.55)

z(t) = 4. b)

with the missile velocity normalized to unity. The control functions

and the resulting missile trajectories computed for successive iterations,

starting with a nominal control

u0 (t) = 0 (3.56)

and a gain Ko = 0. 05, are given in Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b. The value of

the cost functional, a measure of the constraint violations given by

D. = 20 1og 1 0 [ 1, (tl,j) + ! L, (t 2 1 )(3. 57)

and the value of the gain K. are given for each iteration in Figs. 3.5c

through 3.5e, .Figures 3.5c through 3.5e also illustrate the convergence

of the optimal solution starting with a nominal control given by

+0.25 0< t< 6.0

uo(t) = -0.25 6.0<t< 12.0 (3.58)

0 12.0< t

As can be seen from Fig. 3.5, the convergence for this example is ob-

tained in 9- 11 iterations. The algorithm is considered to have con-

verged if on two successive iterations the constraint errors are less
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than 0. 001 and the value of the cost functional has changed by less than

0. 1 percent.

The steepest-descent algorithm is quite easily modified to treat

bounded control problems (see Appendix B). While this research effort

has been restricted to unbounded control problems, an example of a

bounded control problem is given here in order to better demonstrate

the application of the automatic step-size control given by Eq. 3.54 and

Fig. 3.4. The modification required in order to treat inequality control

constraints, as discussed in Appendix B, is to suppress the integration

of I, and IJ over the intervals of time when uj(t) is on the boundary

of the admissible region and, of course, to limit the control at each

iteration to the constrained region after adding the computed perturba-

tion. As can be seen from Fig. 3.6 for

lu(t)l < 0.25 to < t< t2 (3.59)

the algorithm takes several more iterations than required in the uncon-

strained case, since on several iterations the control perturbation must

be truncated. The result is that less than the specified decrease in the

constraint violations is achieved, and the automatic step-size control

decreases the gain K. at the fifth iteration.

The computer program used in obtaining the results presented

in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 is listed in Appendix D, and a flow chart of the

program is given in Fig. 3.7. The integration method used for this

algorithm is a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme. With a total of about

200 integration increments per iteration, the steepest-descent algorithm

requires about 1.5 seconds" per iteration on the M.I.T. IBM 360/65

(under the Attached Support Processor (ASP) system). With this integra-

tion step-size, the solution given in Fig. 3.5 has been found, by compari-

son with the results of the Newton-Raphson algorithm (Section 3.4), to be

accurate to four significant figures. The actual number of variables to

be integrated is quite small. Since the system dynamics are independent

This has been determined by subtracting from the total time charged
the time required for the computer system to load the program, and
then dividing by the number of iterations run.
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of x1 and x 2 the first two components of the vectors X(t),Al(t), and

A 2 (t) are merely constants at each iteration. Thus, a total of only

twelve variables have to be integrated: three state variables; three

components of the (2x2) matrix I~,; X3 (t), 1 (t), and 4 (t); the

two components of Ig J; and the cost functional, J. Furthermore,

the total number of variables to be stored along the trajectory is six:

the three state variables, the control, and the two components of ATG.

This algorithm is used further in the next section to determine

a starting guess for the Newton-Raphson algorithm, and also in Section

4.3 to compute optimal intercept trajectories for various target maneu-

ve rs and initial conditions.

3.4 THE NEWTON-RAPHSON ME THOD

3. 4a Introduction

The Newton-Raphson method for computing solutions to two-

point control problems with fixed initial and terminal times is reviewed

in Appendix C. By eliminating the control variable from the Euler-

Lagrange equations (assuming, of course, that one can indeed solve

explicitly for the control as a function of the state and costate variables),

one can write the remaining Euler-Lagrange equations as a single 2n-

dimensional vector differential equation

X (t) = F(X,t) (3.60)

where X(t) and F(X,t) are defined in Eqs. C.33 and C.34. The basic

algorithm is to iteratively solve the linear differential equation

aF aF
Xi+l(t) aX (Xi't)-Xi+l(t)+ [F(Xit)- ax (Xi't)'Xi(t)] (3.61)

applying the principle of superposition in order to guarantee that the

boundary conditions at the initial and terminal times are satisfied at

each iteration by Xi+1 (t). In this section this basic algorithm is modi-

fied in order to extend its application to thr6e-point, and in general,

N- point BVP's as formulated in Section 2.2. Next, control problems

with free boundary times are considered. Since the basic Newton-

Raphson algorithm is geared to fixed-time problems, a modification is

developed which allows one to solve free-time problems by means of
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the solution of a sequence of fixed-time problems. In addition, a trans -

formation of variables technique is presented which transforms a- certain

class of control problems from free- to fixed-time BVP' s. These ex-

tensions are demonstrated by means of the two-target missile guidance

problem considered in Section 3.3b.

3.4b Three-Point, Fixed-Time BVP's

To facilitate the following discussion, let us assume that the

initial and terminal states and times, and the intermediate time, t,

are explicitly specified, i.e.,

°/[x(t), t] I- o a)

t - to

¢[X(t),t]
l[ [x(t) t] l= 0 b) (3.62)

1[x(t),t] = = 0 c)

Integrating forward in time from tO as in Appendix C and applying the

principal of superposition, one can write'

2n

Xi+l(t) = X+1 ,' (= (t) + C (t t < (3.63)

j n+ 1

The superscripts, remember, indicate the time interval of definition
of the solution.

The subscripts i and i + 1 indicate the index of the iteration, while
p and j indicate the particular and homogeneous solutions, as dis-
cussed in Appendix B. These latter have additional implied subscripts
i+ 1, since they must be recomputed each iteration, which are omitted
for brevity.
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where l1 (t) is the solution of Eq. 3.61 starting with the initial condi-
p

tions

X(t0 ) = : (3.64)

The /j (t) are solutions to the homogeneous part of Eq. 3.61 with all
~~~~~J .~~~th

the initial conditions equal to zero, except the j component of

Xi+ l(t 0 ), which is set equal to one (j = n+ 1,... ,n). Equation 3.63

is valid only over the interval t 0 < t < t 1 , since at t1 the costates

undergo unspecified discontinuities. To determine a solution for

t 1 < t< t 2 , one can follow the same procedure used in obtaining Eq.

3.63, with the exception that the integrations are to be performed back-

wards in time from t 2 to t1 , giving the solution

2n
2)2 2 2

Xi+l(t) = +l(t) = (t) + C (t) tl<t<t2 (3.65)

j =n+l

where the C. represent undetermined terminal values of the costates.

Equations 3.63 and 3.65 can now be required to satisfy the Zn boundary

conditions at tl given by the state constraints, Eq. 3. 62, the inter-

mediate transversality conditions, Eq. 2.18, and the continuity of state,

thereby yielding 2n equations in 2n unknowns (the C. and C ) to be
J J

solved. If the state constraints (Eq. 3. 62) are linear, and if the penalty

function, (l [x(tl)] ) is quadratic, then the 2n intermediate boundary

conditions will be linear in x(tl) and X(tj). The resulting set of 2n

linear equations can then be readily solved for the 2n unknowns, and the

required initial and terminal values of Xi+l(t) are given by

xi+l(t)o =5 1I ; Xi+l(tz) = (3.66)
e nd e the arbitrary vectors used in determining (t)

110 + C 1

where 0 and Ti2 are the arbitrary vectors used in determining 'l(t)
and 2p(t), respectively. In addition, one can solve for the discontin-

uity in Xi+l(t) at t = tl,
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0

AXi+ l (tl) = Xi+ (t)-X+l( = (3.67)

i+(t)_ i(t )

by evaluating Eqs. 3.63 and 3.65 at tl using the appropriate Cj and CJ.

Since a great amount of computer storage space is required in

order to compute Xi+l(t) directly from Eqs. 3.63 and 3.65 once the
1 2 i

C. and C. are known, one may wish to store the values of the Ti and

1ji (i=1,2; j=n+l,...,2n) only at tl, for the purpose of computing the

1 2
Cj and C . (t) can then be determined by integrating Eq. 3. 61,

starting with the initial conditions at t o given by Eq. 3.66 and applying

the appropriate discontinuity at tl as given by Eq. 3.67. Thus, only

the Zn variables xk i(t) and Xki(t) (k=l, ... ,n) need to be stored

over the entire interval. However, in order to obviate the necessity of

aFre computing the (2n x 2n) matrix aX (Xi(t),t) and the n-vector

[F(Xi(t),t) a (Xi(t),t).Xi(t)] each time Eq. 3.61 is to be integrated

(n+l times each iteration), one should also store their total of n(n+l)

elements over the entire interval. Thus, a total of n(n+3) variables

are to be stored.

The introduction of the intermediate state constraints does not

increase the number of integrations to be performed (for this special

case) -- one must still integrate a 2n vector differential equation (n+l)

times over the entire interval, for a total of 2n(n+l) integrations. The

difference is that for the three-point BVP one integrates forward in

time over one subinterval and backwards in time over the remaining

subinterval. Added computations are encountered, however, in deter-

mining the unknown boundary conditions, which have doubled in number

through the addition of the intermediate state constraints. Thus, one

must nowinvert a (2n x 2n) matrix, rather than an (n x n) matrix. For

large n, the accuracy with which the matrix can be inverted may limit

the overall performance of the algorithm. Two methods are presented

here for minimizing this limitation.



The first method is to iteratively solve the matrix inversion

problem. For example, if one has a set of n linear equations in n

unknowns,

Ax =b (3.68)

the solution is given by

-1
x =A b (3.69)

-1
if A exists. If the determinant of A is zero, there is not a unique

solution of Eq. 3.68. If the inversion of A cannot be performed ac-

curately (i.e. , the number of significant figures in A is appreciably

less than that in A), one obtains an inaccurate solution, x1 , from Eq.

3.69 which is related to the true solution, x, by

x 1 = x -x (3.70)

where

x = A b (3.71)

A -1
and A is the computed inverse of A

Substituting Eq. 3.70 into Eq. 3.68, one can solve for 6x as

A l 1
6x 1 A bl (3.72)

where

b 1 = b-Ax 1 (3.73)

From Eqs. 3.70 and 3. 72, one can then compute a more precise exti-

mate, x 2 of x, given by

x 2 = x 1 + 6x1 (3.74)

Since the inaccurate inverse matrix A -
1 is used in Eq. 3. 72, the per-

turbation 6xl is also in error, and thus x 2 does not yet give the correct

solution. However, by repeating this procedure iteratively, one can ob-

tain a sequence of estimates {xi} which converges exponentially to x

(if it converges at all). To demonstrate this technique, let us consider a

scalar example with A = 1, b = 1, and two significant figures of accuracy

in the inversion of A . While there is no difficulty in determining the in-

verse of a scalar to as many significant figures as A itself.has, this as-

sumption is made to keep the example as simple as possible. If the
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inverse is computed to be 0. 99, i.e., A 0.99 (one percent error),

then one obtains

^ -1
x 1 = A b = (0.99). (1.0) = 0.99 (3.75)

From Eqs. 3.72 and 3.73 the first correction is found to be

6xi = (0.99) (1.0 - 0.99) = 0.0099 (3.76)

giving

X2 = x l + 6xl = 0.99+0.0099 = 0.9999 (3.77)

Succeeding corrections are found to be

6xi (1 ) ( )i (3.78)

where P is the percentage of error in determining A - 1 . The error

at each iteration is given by

-x. = ( )i (3.79)
100~ -

Thus, if the error in determining A is less than 100 percent, the

solution of Eq. 3.68 can be determined to any desired accuracy, since

the algorithm converges exponentially.

A second method to bypass the limitations of the matrix inver-

sion is to make a judicious choice of the arbitrary initial and terminal

costates, r10 and r 2,a used in determining the particular solutions,

p(t) and 12 (t). If these variables are set to zero, one computes the
P p 1 2

initial and terminal costates directly via C1 and C, j = n+l, . .. ,2n.

Now, if these quantities can be computed to only sO significant figures,

then the Newton-Raphson algorithm is limited to that accuracy (the

actual accuracy for all t may be even less when one integrates Eq.

3.61 to obtain Xi+l(t); if the solution is very sensitive to slight per-

turbations in initial conditions). However, if one chooses r70 and r12

to be the initial and terminal costates X.i(t ) and Xi(t2), respectively,

that were computed on the previous iteration, then the C1 and C 2

constitute perturbations of these quantities at each iteration. Therefore,

if Xi(t0 ) and Xi(t 2 ) have been determined to s o correct significant
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figures, and if the C and C2 can also be determined to s oj,is+la ji+l 

significant figures, then one obtains ki+l(to) and ki+l(t2 ) to 2 o

significant figures. This second method is the one used in the computer

simulations discussed in Section 3.4e.

If the initial and terminal state constraints are not of the "simple"

form assumed in Eqs. 3.62a and 3.62c, the computational requirements

are increased, as discussed in Section C.3, with respect to both the

number of integrations per iteration and the size of the matrix to be in-

verted. For each initial (or terminal.) condition that is not explicitly

specified, one must compute the transition vector, Tj(t), as is done in

the above discussion for the unknown initial and terminal costates. As

a worst case, if none of the initial or terminal states are specified ex-

plicitly (or left entirely free), and if the state constraints are nonlinear

functions, one may have to compute the entire transition matrix 1(t,t 0),

and solve a set of 4n equations (the intermediate state constraints and

transversality conditions) for 4n unknowns (2n initial and 2n terminal

states and costates). The initial and terminal transversality conditions

can be used to reduce the number of unknowns in some problems, thus

reducing the computational requirements. For example, if n=3, k =1,

and

¢°[X(to),t 0] = Xl(to ) + a1. X2 (t 0 ) + a 2 x 3(to ) (3.80)

then the initial transversality conditions give

Xl(t 0 ) = a1 X2 (to) = a 2 . X3 (t 0 ) (3.81)

Since none of the initial states are specified, one must determine a

transition vector, (t), j = 1 2, 3, for each of them. However, by
j 1

virtue of Eq. 3.80, only one transition vector, 1 4 (t), must be deter-

mined for the initial costates, using the initial condition

4(to) = col (0, 0, 0, ,al ,a) (3.82)

For this example, while none of the initial states are known,

the number of transition vectors to be determined, and thus the size of

the matrix to be inverted, has increased by only one over the number

required if all the states are explicitly specified.
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3.4c An Alternate Approach

One may, in general, reduce the number of unknowns to be com-

puted, and thus the size of the matrix to be inverted, at the expense of

added integrations. While the desirability of increasing the number of

integrations may be questionable for three-point BVP's, when additional

intermediate state constraint sets are introduced, this alternate approach

may become more efficient. If the number of state constraints at t 1 is

kl, there are k 1 independent discontinuities on the costates at tl,

e.g., if the state constraints at t = t1 are of the form given by Eq. 3.79,

1 [x(tl),t] = l + a2 (tl) + a2 x(tl) (3. 83)

then the intermediate transversality conditions are given by

Axl(tl) = a2. AX2 (tl) = a 3 A 3 (tl) (3.84)

and therefore, there is only one independent discontinuity at t

One proceeds, as before (assuming simple initial and terminal con-

straints), to determine 5 P(t) and 1. (t), j =n+l, . . ,2n, but now over

the entire interval (to,t 2 ), requiring that the costates be continuous at

tl. In addition, one determines the effect,\<k(t), of the discontinuities

in the costates at tl by integrating the homogeneous part of Eq. 3.61,

over the interval (t 1 ,t 2 ), k1 times (once for each of the independent

discontinuities). The general solution for Xi+l(t) is then given by

~2n kl

Xi+l(t) = l(t) + Z C 1 £l(t) + (385)

j=n+l k=l

whe re

t k(t) = (3.86)

for tO < t < tl and k=l,.. .,kl.

One now has only (n+kl) unknowns to be determined (C. for j =n+1,...,2n,

and D k for k = 1, ... ,kl) in order to satisfy the (n+kl) state con-

straints imposed at tl and t2. However, the computation of 4p(t) and
1 2' ~~~~~~~~p
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and 9j (t) involves integrating the An vector, X(t), (n+l) times over

the entire interval (t 0 ,t 2 ) (as much computation as previously required

in obtaining p (t), p(t), and the 4. (t) and i. (t) over their respective

subintervals), and the computation of the tk(t) involves an additional

k 1 integrations of X(t) over the interval (tl,t 2 ). For the example

given by Eqs. 3.83 and 3.84, the computation of \V(t) involves inte-

grating the homogeneous part of Eq. 3.61 over the interval (tl,t 2)

starting with the "initial" condition

X(tl) = col (0,,0, l,a 2,a 3) (3.87)

3.4d N-Point BVP's

The extension of the above discussion to control problems with

additional intermediate state constraint sets is straightforward. Con-

sider a general (N+1)-point optimal control problem. For the initial

and final subintervals, (t 0 ,tl) and (tNl,tN), one can determine solu-

tions for X(t) in the form of Eq. 3.63, requiring (n+l) integrations of

the 2n vector, X(t), and involving Zn unknowns, C 1 and C., for
J J

j =n+l, . .. ,2n. For each of the interior intervals, however, one must

perform additional integrations to determine the effect of the unknown

values of the state variables at the beginning of each of these intervals.

Therefore over each interior subinterval one must obtain a particular

k k
solution, pk(t), and up to 2n homogeneous solutions, 4k, for

j = 1,...,2n and k = 2,...,N-2, writing the solution as

2n

Xk l(t) + C k k 4(t ) k=2, ... N-2 (3.88)
j =

Of course, if any of the intermediate constraints are of "simple" form,
th

i.e., of the form xm(tk) = Ym where xm is the m component of x,

then the number of unknown initial values for that subinterval can be re-

duced by including these initial conditions in the particular solution,

~pk(t). But, if the constraints are of a more general form, as in Eq.

3.83, then none of the state variables may be known at t k, and one may
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have to determine the entire (2nx2n) transition matrix over each in-

terior subinterval. Thus, while one intermediate boundary point adds

n unknowns to be determined, each additional intermediate boundary

point may increase the number of unknowns to be determined by as

many as 2n. In addition, the number of integrations required has also

been increased since as many as 2n homogeneous solutions may have to

be determined over the interior subintervals (as opposed to only n

homogeneous solutions over the first and last intervals).

As more intermediate state constraint sets are imposed, the

alternate method discussed in Section 3. 4c may become more efficient.

For that method, the number of unknowns to be determined always

equals the total number of state constraints to be satisfied at the inter-

mediate and terminal times, and always is less than (or perhaps equal

to) the number of unknowns to be determined by the original method

presented in Section 3.4b. Which method requires less overall com-

putation for a given problem depends on the number and nature of the

intermediate state constraints and the spacing of the intermediate

times t.

3.4e Free-Time Problems

The discussions in Sections 3.4b - 3.4d have been limited to

fixed-time optimal control problems, i.e., problems in which the

times, t., at which the state equality constraints are imposed are ex-
1 33

plicitly specified. McGill and Kenneth applied the Newton-Raphson

algorithm to a minimum time orbit transfer problem by solving instead

a sequence of fixed time, maximum orbital radius problems: which con-

verged iteratively on the optimal terminal time required in order that

the maximum orbital radius equal the specified terminal radius. In

this section, the Newton-Raphson algorithm is extended to free-time,

minimum energy problems by a similar technique of solving a sequence

of fixed-time problems. For a certain class of problems, by making

an appropriate change of variables, one need solve only a single fixed-

time problem.

To facilitate the following discussion, only two- and three-point

BVP's are considered and it is assumed that the initial time is speci-

fied explicitly. One can consider a two-point free terminal time
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problem as that of determining the value t 2 such that the optimal cost

functional, considered as a function of a fixed terminal time, is mini-

mized, i.e.,

J(t 2 ) = min J(t 2 ) (3.89)

t 2 e (t0o o)

This statement is to be understood as follows: for each fixed terminal

time, t 2, J has a minimum value J(tz) -- find that value t2, which

minimizes the function J(t2 ).

For three-point BVP' s one must minimize a function of two variables

J(t 1 ,t 2 ) = min J(tl,t 2 )

t1 e (t, co)

2 e (to. coD) (3.90)

t2> t1

Thus, if one assumes that J(t 1,t 2 ) has continuous first derivatives

with respect to both arguments, one must find the times t and t

such that

aJ a.
at 1 (tlt 2 ) = 0 (3.91)

aJ
J (tlt2z) = O (3.92)

In evaluating Eqs. 3.91 and 3.92, one must take into account the fact

that the state constraint surfaces may move as the terminal and inter-

mediate times are changed. From the expressions for the general

first variations of J and the bi, Eqs. 2. 12 and 2. 13, one finds that

k1

atnd (I )-+ at (tl) - (3.93)it - (tl

and
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2 -2
a 2
at (tl't 2) = H(t2) + at + vi t t) (3. 94)

2at- - - 2 = 1 

Note that Eqs. 3.93 and 3.94 are identical to Eqs. 2. 19 and 2. 17, re-

spectively, which represent the necessary conditions imposed on the

optimal trajectory resulting from the freedom in the variations 6t 1

and 6t 2 . Only Eq. 3.94 is of concern in a two-point BVP, where t 2

is the terminal time. In order to solve Eq. 3.90, or alternately Eqs.

3.93 and 3.94, one must solve a sequence of fixed-time problems.

This approach is not valid, of course, in minimum time problems,

since it is meaningless to pose a minimum time problem with a fixed

terminal time. In such cases, one must transform the problem,

either by changing the cost functional and terminal constraints, as was

done by McGill and Kenneth, or by a transformation of variables (if

applicable) as discussed in Section 3.4f. Equation 3.90 represents a

parameter optimization problem, for which one can use any of the

methods, as for example the steepest-descent or Newton methods,

available for such minimization problems. If one uses a steepest-

descent technique, the gradient of the cost with respect to tl and t 2

can be obtained directly from Eqs. 3.93 and 3.94. A Newton method,

on the other hand, solves for the roots of Eqs. 3. 93 and 3.94, and

requires information on the second derivative of J with respect to t

and t 2 .

Since the information on the second derivatives of J with re-

spect to t 1 and t 2 is not directly available, one must approximate

them by

2- at. (ti'tj+.6tj a (t ii tj )
1 *1

ij(tlt2 at. at. (tlt 2
= (3.95)

In order to determine all the required second derivatives one must

solve a total of three fixed-point problems -- for (t, t 2), (t l + 6t l,t 2),

and (tl + atl,t 2 + St2). With these second derivatives one can apply the
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Newton method to compute a new t and t 2 given by*

t l tl Jl l J12 at (t 1 tz2
(3.96)

t 2 t 2 YL-2 2 12. 22a (tl tz)

One then repeats this procedure iteratively until the optimal t l and t2

are converged upon (i.e., if the method converges and, in fact, con-

verges to the minimum of J rather than a maximum). Since this

method of computing the second derivatives is not exact, this algorithm

for converging on the optimal tl and t2 should, perhaps, more appro-

priately be called a method of secants.

The above technique for solving two - and three -point optimal

control problems is demonstrated by means of the two-target missile

guidance problem discussed in Sections 3.3b and 4. 3. The system

dynamics, cost functional, and state constraints, are given by Eqs.

3.51 - 3.53. After eliminating the control variable from the Euler-

Lagrange equations, Eq. 3.60 becomes

V cos xm 3

V s in xm 3

X(t) = -x 6 (3.97)

0

0

V (x 4 sin x 3 -x 5 cos x3 )

where x 4 = X 1,x 5 = X2 , and x 6 = . The intermediate and terminal

transversality conditions become

Ax 4 (tl) = U1 a)

Ax5 (tl) 2= 2 b) (3.98)

Ax 6 ( t 1 ) = O C)
(Eq. 3.98 continued

on next page)

See Appendix C.
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aJT -~AH (t )01[-)ij t 1 )] -v 2 [Y-U 2 (tl)] 0 d) (Eq. 3.98 contd.)
at 1

and

x 4 (t 2 ) = 1 a)

x 5 (t 2 ) = '2 b) (3.99)

x 6(tz) = o c)

aJ =H(t 2 ) + 1 [- (t)] + [-Z(t2)] = 0 d)
2

where v 1, u2, Y1, Y2 are unspecified constants q.

The linear differential equation to be solved at each iteration, Eq. 3.61,

becomes (setting V = 1 for simplicity)m

1, i+ 1 = [-sin x3, i]. 3, i+ l + [cos x 3 ,i +x 3 , i sin x 3 ,i] a)

,il =[cos x3,] . x 3 ,+ [sin x3 -x 3 i·cosx3 i] b)

k3 i+l = X6 i+l c) (3. 100)

x4 i+l 0 d)
4,i+1 = 0

' 0 e)
5, i+ 1

6,i = [x 4 ,i cos x3,i +x5,i in X3,i] 3,i+1 + [sin x 3 ] x4 ,i+ 1

-[os x 3 5, ix -[(X 4 i cos x33+x 5 siinx 3 i)-x3 ] f)

Let us consider first a single target guidance problem, where

x(t) = ol ; z(t) = 15 (3. 101)
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An initial guess is made of

x 3 ,0 (t) = 1-(0.3) a)

x6,0 (t) = (0.l)(1.o- 't) b) (3.102)

x4, 0 (t) = x 5 , 0 (t) = 0 c)

t z = 6.6 d)

Thus the initial guess on x 3 (t) and x 6 (t) are linear functions of time,

while since one has little physical intuition on the behavior of the co-

states, they are initially set to zero. The state variables xl(t) and

x 2 (t) need not be guessed, since they do not appear in the right side of

Eq. 3.100. The algorithm is determined to have converged when a

measure of the distance between the solutions at two successive itera-

tions, given by

t2 2n

p~(Xi+l aXiX Ixj, + l ( t ) - xj i(t) dt (3.103)

to j=l

is less than a specified tolerance, set at 0.001 for this example. With

this starting guess and error measure, the Newton-Raphson algorithm

converges for this fixed-time problem in four iterations. The solu-

tion obtained is then used as a starting solution for a new problem with

a terminal time of t 2 = t 2 + 6t 2 = 6.601. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate

the results of the solution of a sequence of such fixed time problems

where the method of secants is used to determine each new terminal

time (after the first two). The cost, J, and the partial derivative of J

aT
with respect to t 2 , a-2 , are plotted as functions of the fixed terminal

aJtime in Fig. 3.8. The straight-line approximation to the curve

2a
represents the secant method used in computing 2 (The smooth

at
aJ 2curves representing J(t) and at (t) are only approximations to thea t2 at2 )

actual undetermined functions.) As can be seen from Fig. 3.8, the

secant method actually converges faster than the Newton method
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Fig. 3.9 Single-Target Intercept Problem--Solution
of Sequence of Fixed-Time Problems
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2-
(method of tangents) would if 2 could be computed exactly. The

at 2

numbers in parentheses at the different t2 j are the number of the

iteration at which the algorithm converged to the solution for that fixed-

time problem. Thus, while each fixed-time problem requires only a

few iterations to converge, since a good starting solution is available

from the solution to the previous problem, a total of 20 iterations are

required in order to solve the free-time problem, and an optimal ter-

minal time t = 6.6112 is obtained. Table 3. 1 summarizes the re-

sults of the algorithm at each iteration, giving the error measure p,

the terminal time t2, the cost J, and its partial derivative,at

The optimal solutions for x 3 (t) and x 6 (t) are given for the sequence

of fixed-time problem in Fig. 3.9. The number of iterations required

for convergence to the optimal solution is dependent on the degree of

convergence required for each fixed-time problem, as specified by P.

By increasing p an order of magnitude, assuming this will not appre-

ciably affect the results of subsequent fixed-time problems, one can

reduce the number of iterations required to 16.

Several significant observations can be made with respect to

this example. First of all, while the results of Table 3.1 and Figs.

3.8 and 3.9 indicate a straightforward application to the Newton-Raphson

algorithm, some difficulty was encountered in selecting an initial start-

ing solution such that the algorithm could converge for the initial fixed-

time problem. The algorithm seemed to be particularly sensitive to the

choice of x 6 (t) . Secondly, a guess of the terminal time of t 2 = 7.0

2-
was originally made, for which - is positive and is negative..

at 2
2

The Newton (or secant) method for iterating on the terminal time then

specifies a positive 6t 2 , away from the optimal solution t2 = 6.6112.

The algorithm, from this starting point, converges to a relative maxi-

mum of J(t 2 ) . Thus, one must always check the second derivative to

insure that the stationary point being converged upon is indeed a

(relative) minimum of J . Finally, as noted above, while the method

converged rapidly (when convergence was obtained) for each fixed-time

problem, the fundamental advantage of the Newton-Raphson method,
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Table 3. 1

Newton-Raphson Algorithm--Single -Target Intercept Problem

I t 2 Jat

(Error (Fixed Ter- (Cost
(Iteration) Measure ) minal Time) (Cost) Gradient)

1 0.17380 6.60000 -
2 0.06037 6.60000 -

3 0.01359 6.60000 -
4 0.00089 6.60000 0.0062812 -0.522064

5 0.01177 6.60100 -
6 0.00038 6.60100 0.0058250 -0.396793

7 0.03538 6.60417 - -
8 0.00337 6.60417 -
9 0.00035 6.60417 0.0049607 -0.176907

10 0.02337 6.60671 -
11 0.00170 6.60671 - -
12 0.00006 6.60671 0.0046314 -0.087890

13 0.02009 6.60923 -
14 0.00109 6.60923 -
15 0.00006 6.60923 0.0044844 -0.032077

16 0.01036 6.61068 -
17 0.00030 6.61068 0.0044553 -0.008162

18 0.00337 6.61117 -
19 0.00006 6.61117 0.0044530 -0.000982

20 0.00042 6.61124 0.0044529 -0.000098
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rapid convergence, is offset by the need to solve a sequence of optimum

problems. The transformation of variables technique discussed in Sec-

tion 3.4f allows this limitation to be circumvented for this particular

problem.

The Newton-Raphson algorithm has also been applied to the two-

target missile guidance problem for which the optimal solution was

determined in Section 3.3 by the method of steepest descent, for the tar-

get motions given by Eq. 3.55. As in the one-target example, some

difficulty was encountered in guessing a starting solution such that the

algorithm would converge for the initial fixed-time problem. The opti-

mal solution, as obtained by the steepest descent method was used to

facilitate this choice. Figure 3.10 gives the optimal x 3 (t) and x 6 (t)

trajectories (where x 6 (t) = X3 (t) = -u(t) ) and approximating curves con-

sisting of piecewise linear (two segments each) time functions, connect-

ing the optimal trajectory at t 0 = 0 and the optimal intercept times,

tl = 6.982 and t2 = 11.136. With these linear approximating curves,

and with the costates, x4 (t) and x 5 (t) and the intercept times, t 1 and

t2 set at their optimal values (the state variables xl(t) and x 2 (t)

need not be guessed, as noted previously in the single-target example,

since they do not appear in the right-hand side of Eq. 3. 100), the Newton-

Raphson algorithm diverges. A converging solution is obtained, however,

when a closer approximation to x 3 (t), consisting of about ten piecewise

linear segments, is used.

To demonstrate the convergence of a sequence of fixed-time opti-

mal control problems to the solution of a three-point free-time (both t 1

and t 2 free) optimal control problem, the specified intermediate and

terminal times are increased by one percent over their optimal values,

giving an initial fixed-time problem with t1 = 7.05 and t 2 = 11.24.

Table 3.2 summarizes the results of the convergent Newton-Raphson

solutions. The solution to the initial fixed-time problem is obtained in

three iterations, when the error measure as given by Eq. 3. 103 is

set at 0. 001. The intermediate and terminal times are then perturbed

(sequentially) by t = 0. 001 in order to determine the required second-

order information needed to apply the Newton method to minimize

J(tl,t 2). With this information one computes new times, t1 = 6. 951

and t 2 =11.082, after a total of seven iterations of the Newton-Raphson
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Fig. 3.10 Optimal Solution for x3(t) and x6(t) and

Piecewise Linear Approximation
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algorithm. The above procedure is then repeated until, after thirty

iterations, one has obtained the optimal intercept times, tl = 6. 982 and

t2 = 11. 136, which agree with the results of the steepest descent solu-

tion after ten iterations. From the value of the error measure, P., at

successive iterations, one observes the quadratic convergence of the

Newton-Raphson algorithm for each fixed-time problem, and from the

values of 8 and at iterations 3, 11, 18,24, and 30, one notesat1 at 2
the quadratic convergence of the Newton (secant) method for minimizing

J(tl,t 2 ). It should be kept in mind tlat the number of iterations required

depends on the value of the error measure specified in order to define

the convergence of each fixed-time problem. For example, if p can be

increased by an order of magnitude without appreciably affecting the re-

sults of subsequent fixed-time problems, only about eighteen iterations

will be required. Perhaps a variable p should be used -- one that is

relatively large for the first few fixed-time problems,from which one

only desires rough estimates of and J and becomes smaller as
at 1 at2

the optimal t 1 and t 2 are approached and a more precise solution is

desired. This extension was not tried and is suggested as a topic for

future research.

As in the single -target example, one should note that difficulty

can be encountered in guessing a solution close enough to the optimal to

insure convergence, and that the speed of convergence is offset by the

necessity of solving a sequence of problems to iterate on the optimal

intercept times. The latter problem is accentuated in the three-point

BVP by the additional iterations required to obtain the second-order

information. This may perhaps be alleviated by not applying the pertur-

bations, St1 and St2 , as computed by Eq. 3. 96 simultaneously, but

rather by applying them sequentially. That is, each time t1 is per-
2- 2-

turbed one can update 2 and atat, and when t is perturbed,

one can update perturandone can update and 2 While this approach obviates theat1 at2 a t 2

unproductive iterations required to obtain the second-order information

after a simultaneous change in both tl and t 2 , it is not clear that it
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will converge quadratically. The author leaves this question open for

further research.

The computer program used to obtain the results given in Figs.

3.8 and 3. 9 and Tables 3. 1 and 3o2 is listed in Appendix E, and a flow

chart of the program is given in Fig. 3. 11. A. second-order Runge-

Kutta integration scheme is used in carrying out the required integrations,

just as in the method of steepest-descent. Since two of the costates, x 4(t)

and x 5 (t), are piecewise constant functions of time, only four variables

have to be integrated xl(t), x 2 (t), x 3 (t), and x 6 (t). With the number of

state variables being three, Eq. 3. 100 has to be integrated a total of

four times per iteration, to obtain the particular solution and three

homogeneous solutions. Thus, a total of 16 integrations have to be per-

formed each iteration. An additional four integrations are required if

one chooses not to store the entire 1 p(t) and I (t) functions, as is the
p j

case for this example. Using an integration time increment equal to
t 20. 005 times t2, i.e ., AtINT = 200 1 approximately 2. 5 seconds of

computation time on an IBM 360 are required for each iteration. The

solution obtained by the Newton-Raphson agrees with the solution ob-

tained by the steepest-descent algorithm (Section 3. 3b) to four significant

figures.

3.4f Change of Variables Technique

For a certain class of free-time problems. one can avoid the

necessity of solving a sequence of fixed-time problems by making an

appropriate change of variables, To accomplish this. one needs to iden-

tify a state variable, or function of several state variables, whose initial

and terminal values are known, and whose time rate of change does not

change sign (or become zero) along the optimal trajectory. By making

this quantity the independent variable, the problem can be transformed

from a free-time to a "fixed-time" problem in which time becomes a

"state" variable, and one need not know its optimal terminal value in

order to apply the Newton-Raphson method directly. The requirement

that the function relating the new independent variable and time be

strictly monotonic is imposed in order that the state differential equa-

tions and the cost functional can be integrated with respect to the new

independent variable. An example of such a free time problem is the
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Fig. 3.11 Flow Chart for Newton-Raphson Computer Program
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single -target intercept problem, in which the range is (usually) a mono-

tonically decreasing function of time whose initial and terminal values

a re known.

Let T[x(t)] be a mapping of t (t 0 ,t l ) into TE (T 0,T1) which is

one to one and onto, with

T[x(t0)] = T0

(3. 104)

T[x(t 1)] = T1

for which the inverse mapping is t = g(T).

Then, one has

dT ) aT[x(t)]T dxdt = a h(xu,t) (3. 105)
____'dt = h(x,u,t)

and

dt - 1
-ST) =h (XTU,g(g) ) (3.106)

d!T h[x,u,g(T)]

The system differential equations, Eq. 2. 1, can be written in terms of

the new independent variable, T,

dx. dx.
1 1 dt = f[x U,Lg(T)] - h (x,u,g(T) ) i=l,...,n (3. 107)

and the cost functional Eq. 2. 2 can be written as

T 1

J = +[x(T0 ) ] + [x(Tl)] + f L(x,u,g(T) )-h-[x,u, g(T)] dT (3. 108)

0

The initial and terminal constraints, Eq. 2. 3 become

[X(T), T] 1= , = 0 i= 0, 1 (3. 109)

T - T.

Equations 3. 104 - 3. 109 define a new "fixed-time", optimal control

problem.
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To demonstrate this technique, consider the single-target inter-

cept problem which is solved in the previous section. Let us defire,

for convenience,

T[X(t)] = X2 (t) (3. 110)

A more practical choice of T for more general target motions would be

the range to the target, but for the target motion given by Eq. 3. 101,

x 2 (t) is a (strictly) monotonically increasing function of time, and this

choice simplifies subsequent computations. Making this variable the

new independent variable, and defining

VI (T) Xl (T) - Y 1(T)

v(T) = v2(T) = t(T) (3.111)

v3(T) X3(T)

the new state differential equations become

dv dx1

1T dt dTdT d= = [cos V3(Tj yl(T)]/sin v(T )a

dv
d 2 dt I/sin v3(T) b) (3. 112)dT= dT 3

dv3 dx 3 dt
dT = dt-' d- = U(T)/sin V3 (T) C)

The cost functional becomes

1 5

J = u2 (,T) dT = (T)/Sln v 3 (T)] dT (3. 113)

T0 0

and the initial and terminal constraints become

V1 (T) + 1

[V(T) ) ] = V2(T) + 0 a)
v3(r)

(3. 114)

1 [v).] =[vi (T)0
1 [V(T)gT] = = O b)

T 5
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Equations 3. 112 - 3.114 represent a "fixed-time" problem for which the

Newton-Raphson algorithm, as discussed above and in Appendix C, can

be applied directly. Table 3.3 gives the error measurement, between

the solutions obtained for successive iterations. and the value of t(T1)I

the optimal intercept time, at each iteration after making a starting

guess

vl(T) =1 + (5) V4 (T) = 0

V2(T) =6.6 () v5 () = 0 (3.115)

V3(T) = 1-(0. 3)( 5) V6(T) =(0. 1)(1- 5)

which is equivalent to the starting guess given by Eq. 3. 102.

As can be seen from Table 3.3, the convergence is quadratic,

and the optimal solution is obtained in only three iterations. While a

good estimate for the computation time per iteration is not available, it

is actually less than that required by the unmodified Newton-Raphson

algorithm. From Eqs. 3. 112 - 3. 114, and the Euler-Lagrange equations

and terminal transversality conditions, it can be shown that for this new

problem

d X2 dv5
= 0 (3. 116)

dT dT

and

X2(T1) = 0 (3. 117)

and thus this costate is identically equal to zero. This reduces by one

the number of homogeneous solutions to be obtained. In addition, since

the right-hand side of Eq. 3. 112 is independent of v 2 (T ) , and since its

terminal value is free, one need not integrate v 2 (T) until one has

finally converged on the optimal solution. Thus, only nine integrations

need be performed per iteration (plus an additional three if one chooses

not to store p(t) and the §j(t) in Eq. C.24).

Unfortunately, in extending this change of variables technique to

three -point BVP's, the class of problems for which it is applicable be -

comes even more limited. For example, the method can be applied to

the two-target intercept problem considered above by defining

[x(t)] = R(t) = [(xl(t)- zlt ) ( x 2(t) )+ ((t) 1Z1/ (3. 118)
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Table 3.3

Change of Variables Technique

I P tl

(Ite ration) (Error Measure) (Terminal Time)

1 1.16851 6.60000

2 .01559 6.60505

3 .00003 6.61101

where T(tl) = 2 is known only because the targets are moving with the

same velocity. If the targets are moving at different velocities or in

different directions, then one does not, in general, know the range to

target z at the time of intercept of target y (since the intercept time

t 1 is not known and the distance between the targets is a function of

time). However, one does succeed in reducing the problem from one

of finding the minimum of J(tl,t 2 ) to one of finding the minimum of

J(T 1 ), obviously a simpler problem.

3.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

Several numerical techniques for the solution of two-point BVP's

have been extended in this chapter to the general N-point BVP. First

an indirect method, that of finding a convergent sequence of guesses at

the unknown initial conditions and the unknown discontinuities of the co-

state at the intermediate boundary times, has been considered. Second,

the method of steepest-descent has been modified to handle N-point

BVP's; both the penalty function and influence function techniques for

treating state equality constraints have been considered. Finally, the

Newton-Raphson method has been modified to handle N-point BVP's,

both for fixed- and free-time problems. The free-time problem is

solved by means of a sequence of fixed-time problems, or if applicable,

by means of a change of variables which converts it into a fixed-time

problem. A second-order method is used to converge upon the optimal

times in the former method. Numerical results are given to demonstrate

the applicability of both the steepest-descent and Newton-Raphson algo-

rithms to optimal target intercept problems.

While one would like to be able to determine which of the various

numerical algorithms is "best" 19, 20 46, 4 7 such broad generalizations
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are not valid. · One should, however, be aware of the advantages and

disadvantages of each method, so that the method best suited to a par-

ticular problem can be selected. The numerical results of the exten-

sions of the steepest-descent and Newton-Raphson algorithms, as dis-

cussed above, demonstrate the various advantages and disadvantages of

these two algorithms. The modifications do not, in general, alter the

fundamental properties of the algorithms, but the increased complexity

of the problems considered tends to accentuate the shortcomings of each

method.

The primary advantages of the method of steepest-descent are

that one is guaranteed convergence to a (local) minimum, even though

no a priori information is available with respect to the optimal solution.

In addition, it is easily modified to treat free-time problems and prob-

lems with bounded control and/or state variables, 26 with little or no

degradation in performance. The fundamental disadvantage is that it

exhibits relatively slow convergence in the vicinity of the optimal solu-

tion, where first order effects are small. This drawback can be over-

come to some extent by incorporating second-order information in the

choice of step size, as discussed in Sections B.2 and 3. 3b, at a cost of

increased computational requirements. The fact that one must specify,

in some way, the step size at each iteration is often cited as a disadvan-

tage of this algorithm. Actually, quite the contrary is true, since it

gives the individual greater flexibility in applying the algorithm -- allow-

ing him to take more conservative steps when "far" from the optimum to

insure steady, controlled convergence, and to include second-order

information as the optimum is approached in order to speed up the con-

vergence in that region.

The penalty function approach to state equality constraints has

been found to be ineffective for N-point problems because the added

penalty functions conflict,which results in a "ravine" effect and sub-

sequently extremely slow convergence. The influence function approach

to state equality constraints has been found to be quite effective; how-

ever, the amount of computation required is increased significantly,

since one must compute an n-vector influence function for each new

state constraint. Both methods were tried on a two-target intercept

problem to demonstrate these conclusions. Solutions obtained using
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the influence function approach demonstrate the ability to converge from

a poor initial guess as well as the incorporation of second-order infor-

mation for faster convergence as the optimum is approached. An auto-

matic step-size control is incorporated which essentially doubles the

step size if the previous step is too small and halves the step-size if

the previous step is too large. The algorithm is found to require the

integration of twelve quantities per iteration and to converge in eight to

ten iterations, requiring about 1.5 seconds per iteration on an IBM

360/65.

The primary advantage of the Newton-Raphson method is its

quadratic convergence. Once a solution "near" to the optimum is ob-

tained, the convergence to the optimum can be quite dramatic, leaving

no doubt as to the fact that the algorithm has indeed converged. How-

ever, its primary disadvantage is that one must start with a solution

sufficiently close to the optimum to guarantee that it will converge at

all. If one makes the best guess at the optimum solution that he can

with the available information and the algorithm diverges, he is in a

rather bleak situation, since no information is forthcoming as to the

reason for the divergence or to how a better guess can be made. Other

disadvantages are that the algorithm is rather rigid, lacking the flex-

ibility the steepest-descent method has with step-size control, and that

its rapid convergence is offset when one considers free-time and bounded

state and/or control problems.34, 36 These properties are clearly

demonstrated by the target intercept examples considered. In Tables

3. 1 and 3. 2 one observes the quadratic convergence for each of the

fixed-time problems. However, as noted in Section 3.4d, some diffi-

culty was encountered in obtaining initial guesses for which the algo-

rithm would converge for the first fixed-time problem. In addition, the

speed of convergence is offset by the need to solve a sequence of fixed-

time problems, since in the example considered, the optimal intercept

times are unknown. The algorithm involves a total of twenty integrations

per iteration, requiring twenty to thirty iterations to converge and about

2.5 seconds of computation time on an IBM 360 per iteration.
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Finally, an example is given demonstrating the advantage to be

gained by using the change of variables technique in a free-time problem.

For the single-target intercept problem, the number of iterations re-

quired for convergence is reduced from twenty to three. The number of

computations required at each iteration is also reduced for this partic-

ular example.

In conclusion, for the particular example considered, the

steepest-descent method appears to give better results than the Newton-

Raphson method, mainly because the problem involves unspecified

intercept times. In addition, the author considers the potential diver-

gence of the Newton-Raphson method to be a serious drawback. If one

is willing to pay the cost of additional computer programming and stor-

age requirements, a hybrid method might be utilized in order to incor-

porate the best features of each of the algorithms. Other methods such

as Fletcher-Powell 6 might be employed to generate second-order in-

formation from gradient calculations. Extensions of the latter two

methods to N-point boundary value problems are topics suggested for

future research.



CHAPTER IV

OPTIMAL AND SUBOPTIMAL
MULTIPLE TARGET INTERCEPT GUIDANCE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the results of Chapters II and III are applied to a

specific optimal control problem -- mis sile guidance against multiple

targets. The discussion is limited to a constant velocity missile hav-

ing no turning rate constraints, moving on a two-dimensional playing

field, and attacking two targets. In Section 4. 2 an optimum feedback

control law is obtained for a much simpler problem -- a double integrator

system for which the intermediate and terminal boundary conditions re-

quire that the "position" state be brought to specified levels at two fixed

points in time. The control law which minimizes a quadratic measure

of the control effort is linear and time-varying. In Section 4. 3 optimal

trajectories are computed for the missile guidance problem of interest.

The steepest-descent algorithm discussed in Section 3. 3b is used to

compute the trajectories. An analytic expression for an optimum feed-

back control law cannot be obtained for this problem because the differ-

ential equations for the missile kinematics are nonlinear. Various

target motions, both maneuvering and non-maneuvering, are considered

under the assumption that they are known in advance. Since the future

motion of the targets is not generally known a priori, one requires a

feedback control law in order to compensate for unpredictable target

maneuvers. In Section 4.4 suitable approximations are made in order

to obtain a feedback control law. It is assumed that one has perfect

(noiseless) knowledge of the present state of motion (the position, head-

ing, and velocity) of each of the targets. By making an appropriate

change in the coordinate system, the model for the actual problem is

reduced to the double integrator example solved in Section 4. 2. A

"suboptimal" control law is then obtained by computing the optimal con-

trol for the model and relating it to the missile turning-rate control.

This feedback control law has been simulated on an IBM 360/65, and

the suboptimal intercept trajectories resulting for various targets are

presented. A discussion of the suboptimal control law and suggestions

-97-
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for future work in this general area are contained in Sections 4. 5

and. 4. 6.

4. 2 DOUBLE INTEGRATOR-,: TWO-TARGET EXAMPLE

In this section the optimal feedback control law is determined for

a double integrator system" such that the control effort is minimized in

taking the system from any initial state to specified states at two fixed

points in time. The system differential equations are given by

xl(t) = x 2 (t)

(4. 1)
x2 (t) = u(t)

with the state constraints

E[x(t),t) = [x2(t) - x20 0 O a)
[ x I(t) xZO

1[x(t) t] [xl(t) X 0 b) (4. 2)
1

L, [x(t),t] :- 0 C)
t -t 2

and

t o < t 1 < t 2 d)

The cost functional is given by

t 2 2

= [u(t)] dt (4.3)

to

This system is also considered in Section 2.5 in connection with the
solution of the general class of linear system-quadratic cost problems
via the solution of a matrix differential equation of the Riccati type.
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Thus, the objective is to take the state xl(t) from any given initial

starting state to the value xll at t1 and to zero at t 2 , while minimiz-

ing the "control energy ' expended.

While the above problem can be solved directly, a similar problem,

based on the penalty function approach is first solved. That is, rather

than impose the intermediate and terminal boundary conditions given by

Eqs. 4. 2b and 4. 2c directly, we minimize instead a modified cost func-

tional given by

t 2

J =2- c1 [x(t)-x] 2 + 2 C2 [X, (t)+ (44)I1~~~ 2 I' 141) -Xi I 2 2' Ix + If [u(t)]gdt (4.4)
t o

with no state constraints. This problem formulation is in a sense more

general, since once its solution is obtained, the solution to the original

problem with state constraints can be obtained by letting C 1 and C 2

become arbitrarily large.

For this problem, the Hamiltonian function is given by

Hfx,u, ,t] = [u(t)]2 + Xl(t) x 2 (t) + X2 (t) · u(t) (4.5)

and therefore the Euler-Lagrange equations become"

O a)xl.(t) = xz (t) a)

(4.6)i
2 (t) = u (t) b)

u (t) + X2 (t) = 0 (4.7)

and

Ix'(t) = 0 a)
(4. 8)

r(t) = -k(t) b)

for i = 1,2.

In keeping with the notation in previous chapters, the superscripts
denote the time interval of definition of the solutions to the Euler-
Lagrange equations, while exponents are denoted by [ ]n.
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Solving for ui(t) in Eq. 4. 7 and substituting it into Eq. 4. 6b, the con-

trol variable can be eliminated, giving

x 2
1(t) = - X2 (t) (4. 9)

Equations 4. 6a, 4. 8a, 4. 8b, and 4. 9 represent four linear differential

equations in terms of the four variables xl(t), x2 (t), X1(t), and' X2(t),

which can be integrated forward in time from t 0 and backward in time

from t 2 to give

1 1 3 1 2
1 (t) = X O1 0 (t-tO)3 -X 2 (t-t O) +xo(t-t0 +o+ Xlo a)

X2(t) = 2 X1 0 (t-t 0 ) - 2 0 (t-t 0) + x 2 0 b) (4.10)

xl (t) = )10 c )1

2
1(t)=-Xlo(t-t ) + 20 d)

and

2 1 3 1 2+2 (t tz x a)
x 1 (t) = 2(t t2 2 2 + XZZ(t-tZ)+ X1 )

2 1 2
x2 () 12(t t2 -X 2 2(t-t 2) + x 12 b) (4.11)

1- (t) = 12 c)

X2 (t) = -X 12 (t-t 2) + X22 d)

where the xij and Xij represent the boundary values of x.(t) and

Xi(t) at the times to. Equations 4.10 and 4.11 involve eight boundary

values, xij and Xij, of which only two, the initial values x 1 0 and

x20 are specified. The remaining six unknowns must be determined

from the four intermediate and two terminal transversality conditions

which, for this problem, are given by (see Chapter II)

°T 1 (t ) = -X1
2 (t) + (tI) = C 1 [ (tI)-x 1] a)

-A X2 (t l ) = X (t{) + X2 (ta) = 0 b)
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Ax (t1 ) xi (t 1) xI (t) = 0 c) (4. 12)

Ax 2(tl) =x (t) x 2 (t 1 ) = d)

x2
1 (t 2) = C 2 i 2(t 2) e)

and

x2(t 2 ) = o f)

From Eq. 4.7

u (t o) 2 (to) XZ0 (4. 13)

and substituting Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11 into Eq. 4.12, one can solve for

X20 and obtain

1 11 21 31u(t) =- l xl(t0) D1 x 2(t 0) D1 (4.14)

where

1 2 2 1 3 1 1
N 11 = 2 T1 + (3T2 + C T + T 

1 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
D21 = 1 2 1 + ( 2 +C C )T1 C 2T1 T2 b)N2 +1 2 ( 32 + + C ) T + 2

= 2 T T2 T1 + (t 2 ))T +(T 2 1 + 2T 1 )

and

T2 = (t2 t) f)

(4. 15)
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Now, since t o , xl(t 0 ), and x 2 (t0 ) have been arbitrarily specified,

Eqs. 4. 14 and 4.15 hold for all t 0 and all initial conditions, and thus

Eq. 4. 14 can be written as

1 11 N21 31
ut) Dl x l (t) -D x 2 (t) + -X11 (4.16)

D 1 D 1 1 1

for t < t 1 , where now

T 1 = (tl-t) (4.17)

in Eq. 4. 15. At t =tl, T1 is zero, and since u(t) is continuous at t

(by virtue of Eqs. 4.7 and 4. 12f), Eq. 4. 16 gives

2 + N 1 2 + N 2 2 +
2(t) = - l(t) - D x 2 (t 1 ) (4. 18)

where

N 1 2 T2 a)

N 2 2 =22 b) (4.19)

1 3 1
and D =- T2 + c)

Since only one boundary condition remains to be satisfied after tl,

t can be considered arbitrary and Eq. 4. 18 can be written

N N2 1 2 2 2
u ) x l (t) x 2 (t) (4. 20)
D2 2 2

whe re

T2 = T2 - (4. 21)

for t 1 < t < t 2 . Thus, Eqs.4. 16 and 4. 20 represent a linear time-

varying feedback control law which minimizes the modified cost func-

tional, J, given by Eq. 4.4.

This penalty function approach enables one to bring x1 (t) as

close as desired to the intermediate and terminal targets by choosing

C 1 and C 2 large enough. By solving for all six of the unknowns, one

can compute from Eqs. 4. 10a and 4. Ila the required values of C 1

and C 2 , as functions of x 1 (t0 ), x 2 (t 0 ), and to, such that
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[xl(tl)-xll] and Xl(t 2 ) will have any specified values. The optimal

xl(t) for various values of C 1 = C 2 are plotted in Fig. 2.3 (for xll= 0),

as determined by means of the solution of a matrix differential equation

of the Riccati type discussed in Section 2. 5.

In order to find the optimal feedback control law which satisfies

the intermediate and terminal state constants given by Eq. 4. 2b and 4. 2c,

one can either re-solve the problem with the appropriate boundary con-

ditions, or alternately let C 1,GC2 -' in Eqs. 4. 15 and 4.19. Taking

this latter approach, one finds that

6. [ 3 (tl-t)+2 (t z t 1 )] 1 Z[ -(t t)+(t s tl )]

for t 0 < t< tl, and

2 3 3
u (t) 2 lt) x2 (t) (423 )

(t2 t) (t2-tl)

for tl < t < t 2 . Thus, for time prior to the intermediate boundary

point, the control law is a function of the times to go to each of the

boundary points and the intermediate boundary value xl 1 while for

t> t 1 , it is a function only of the time to go to the terminal boundary

point, as one expects. Moreover, for t such that (tl-t) << (-tl),

one finds that

1 3 3
lim u (t) =- 2 [xl(t)x] - x(t (4.24)

t t tl (tl-t B (tl-t)

which is of the same form as Eq. 4. 23, i.e., while the optimal feedback

control law takes into account both state constraints prior to tl (by

virtue of both tl and t 2 appearing in Eq. 4. 22), the effect of the ter-

minal constraint on the control law is diminished as the intermediate

time is approached. However, this similarity of control laws does not

imply that the controls, as functions of time, will be of the same form

when near the targets. The choice of minimum control energy as the
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performance criterion causes the control u to be linear with respect

to time with a single discontinuity in slope at the intermediate target

point and with a value of zero at the terminal time. At the intermediate

target the magnitude of u is generally nonzero.

Figure 4.1 gives the optimal solution for tl 0. 8, t 2 = 1. 0

X10 = 1.0, X2 0 = 0, and xll = 0, as well as the "sequential optimal"

solution obtained by solving the problem as two separate minimization

problems, i.e., first finding the optimal control which satisfies only

the initial and intermediate constraints, Eqs. 4. 2a and 4. 2b and then

finding the optimal control which takes the system from the resulting

conditions at tl to the terminal conditions specified by Eq. 4. 2c. The

minimum control effort is found to be J = 9. 528, while the control ef-

fort required by the sequential optimal solution is Jt = 29. 297, 308

percent higher than the minimum.

The problem solved in this section is actually a simplified target

intercept problem, where one "intercepts" the points Xl(tl) = xll and

Xl(t 2) = 0. using a minimum amount of control effort. From Eqs. 4. 23

and 4. 24, we find that the feedback gains become infinite for t = t 1 and

t = t2 , However, if one uses the penalty function approach, as is. nedes-

sary in practical problems with noise, these gains are finite for finite

values of C 1 and C 2.

4.3 OPTIMAL MULTIPLE TARGET INTERCEPT GUIDANCE

In this section we consider the problem of optimally controlling a

constant velocity missile moving on a two-dimensional playing field, for

which the system equations are

xkl(t) = Vrn. cos x 3 (t) a)

:Y2(t) = sVm ins x 3(t) b) (4.25)

k3 (t) = u(t) c)

where xl(t) and x 2 (t) are the coordinates of the missile, x 3 (t) is its

heading angle, and u(t) is the turning-rate control. Various criteria,

such as time-to-intercept, total fuel expended, and so forth, can be

postulated as the performance functional to be minimized in target-

intercept problems.50 In this application, the performance criteria is
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chosen to be a measure of the "control effort" given by

tf

J = 2 f [u(t)] dt (4. 26)

ti

This choice is motivated by previous work on missile intercept guid-
8,49 51ance ' ' which has shown that the popular proportional guidance law

can be considered optimal with respect to Eq. 4. 26. What we are striv-

ing for is an optimal control law analogous to the "proportional control

law' for the intercept of two targets whose motions as functions of time

are given by y(t) and z(t), where

Yl(t) z 1 (t) 

y(t) = Y2(t) z(t) z(t) (4.27)

[iY3(t) z3(t)

i.e., we must take the system given by Eq. 4. 25 from the initial

conditions

x1 (t) - 1 0

°,0[x(t),t] = x(20 = 0 (4.28)
x 3 (t) x30

t - to

to intermediate and terminal state conditions

xl (t) -Y (t)

l [x(t), t] = = 0 (4. 29)

x(t) y 2(t)

and

z2[x(t),t] = = 0 (4.30)
xz(t) zz(t)

The intercept times, t 1 and t 2 , as well as the heading of the missile

at the intercept times, are left unspecified.
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Because of the nonlinearities in the system equations, a closed

form solution for the optimal control as a function of the state is not

known, and one must resort to the numerical techniques discussed in

Chapter III to obtain an open-loop control function for a given set of

initial conditions and target motions. The steepest-descent algorithm

which is discussed in Section 3.3b was utilized in computing optimal

intercept trajectories for several sets of target motion. A flow chart

of the computer program is given in Fig. 3.5, and the program is listed

in Appendix D. An integration step-size of At = 0. 05 seconds was

used, and the algorithm is considered to have converged if on two suc-

cessive iterations the sum of the magnitude of the distances by which

the targets are missed is less than 0. 001 and the value of the cost func-

tional has not changed by more than 0. 1 percent. As discussed in Chap-

ter III, under these conditions the solution for the optimal intercept

trajectory for the target motion given in Fig. 4. 2 agrees with that ob-

tained by the Newton-Raphson algorithm to an accuracy of four signifi-

cant figure s.

The optimal control function, and the resulting state trajectory,

for various sets of initial conditions and target motions are illustrated

in Figs. 4.2 through 4.4. Also shown are the "suboptimal" solutions

which are discussed in Section 4.4. In each case the missile starts at

the origin of the coordinate systems and has a normalized velocity of

unity. The vector labeled V indicates the initial position and heading

of the missile, and its length is scaled to the distance traveled by the

missile in one time unit (hereafter called seconds for convenience).

The vectors labeled V and V indicate the initial positions and head-
y z

ings of the two targets, and these are also scaled to indicate the veloc-

ities of the targets relative to the missile velocity.

In Fig. 4. 2, the targets are moving on straight, colinear paths at

velocities equal to one-half of the missile velocity. As can be seen from

Fig. 4. 2, the optimal control anticipates the second target by turning,

for the first four seconds, more than is actually required for the inter-

cept of the first target. This is done so that as the first target is ap-

proached the missile is turning not only towards the first target, but

also towards the second target. Of course, by virtue of the minimiz-

tion of Eq. 4. 26, the total control effort required by this control
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function over the entire interval, (0, 11. 13), is less than that required

by any other trajectory that intercepts both targets.

The "overturn" produced by the optimal control is perhaps more

clearly demonstrated in Fig. 4. 3, where the initial missile heading is

one radian, and the velocity of targets y and z are 0. 8414 and 0. 6,

respectively. The velocity of target y has been chosen so that at a

heading of Tr/2 radians it is initially on an intercept course with the

missile. At time t =t o = 0, the second target, z, emanates from the

first target at a heading of 7r/4 radians. If the missile initially ignores

target z, no commands need to be given in order to intercept target y,

and the trajectory followed is indicated by x' (t). If after intercepting

y in this manner the missile proceeds to intercept z optimally, the

resulting value of the control effort required is J' = 0.362. The opti-

mal two-target intercept control law, however, yields the smallest

possible value of control effort, J = 0. 255, by first turning off of the

intercept course, so that as target y is approached, the missile is

already turning towards target z . Thus, while no control is required

in this example to intercept y by considering the targets sequentially,

the total control effort required using this approach is increased by 42

percent over the minimum control effort obtainable by considering the

targets simultane ously.

Figure 4.4 demonstrates the optimal intercept of two maneuver-

ing targets. At t = t 0 = 0, the missile is directly behind the two tar-

gets, and if the targets do not maneuver, the missile can intercept both

of them with zero control effort. From this position, the targets per-

form an evasive maneuver which consists of their turning in opposite

directions. In order to determine the optimal intercept trajectory, it

must be assumed that the evasive maneuver is known in advance by the

missile. With this information, the optimal solution is readily obtained

via the method of steepest descent, and it is found to be of the same

general form as has been obtained for the straight-running targets in

Figs. 4.2 and 4. 3. Actually, this is to be expected, since if the target

motion is known a priori, the optimal control is exactly the same for

any target motions for which the optimal intercept points coincide, re-

gardless of the maneuvers each of the targets has performed in arriv-

ing at these intercept points.
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The above discussion has assumed that the future motion of the

two targets is known exactly in order that the optimal solutions may be

computed numerically. Actually, such information is not usually avail-

able, and one must resort to making a guess at the most likely evasive

maneuvers. One could, perhaps, take the differential games ap-

proach5 0 ' 5 in which one attempts to find not only the missile control

function that minimized J, but also the target evasive maneuvers that

will maximize J. The mathematical formulation of this point of view

involves the solution of a min-max problem, rather than simply a min-

imization problem, and while much research is being conducted on such

problems, there are a number of theoretical questions which remain to

be solved. The approach taken above is to separate the min and max

operations by assuming the form of the optimal evasive maneuvers and

using this information to determine the corresponding optimal intercept

control law. However, even this approach is lacking, since one neces-

sarily computes an open-loop control which is obviously inadequate if

the targets perform evasive maneuvers other than those assumed. In

this case one must recompute the optimal open-loop control each time

a better estimate of the future motion of the targets is obtained. Such

a method can be prohibitively expensive to implement, even if one could

develop a numerical algorithm fast enough to follow rapid maneuvers of

the targets. As noted in Section 3. 3b, the solution of the optimal two-

target intercept problem via the steepest-descent algorithm* requires

approximately 1.5 seconds per iteration on an IBM 360/65. Thus, if

the target maneuvers cause the optimal open-loop trajectory to change

significantly so that more than one iteration is required to compute the

new optimal, several seconds may elapse during which one has only the

out-dated open-loop control function to guide the missile. In addition to

the requirements on the speed of solution, the steepest-descent algo-

rithm (or any other iterative method) requires a large computer mem-

ory since several variables (see Section 3. 3b) must be stored as

functions of time along the entire open-loop trajectory.

Reasons for the selection of this algorithm over the Newton-Raphson
one for this problem are c.ontained in Section 3.5.
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Various second-order numerical algorithms 30 -3 2 yield, as a by-

product of the optimal. open-loop control and trajectory, a perturbation

feedback control law valid for "small" deviations from the optimal solu-

tion. However, in "game" type problems, one cannot expect the opponent

to "play along" by allowing only those small deviations from the optimal

open-loop intercept trajectory for which the perturbation feedback con-

trol law is valid. If target maneuvers cause a significant change in the

intercept trajectory, one is once again left temporarily without a valid

control law. An evaluation of perturbation guidance was not carried out

for the present problem.

When the future target motions are not known with certainty or are

subject to change quite arbitrarily at the whim of an opponent, one re-

quires a feedback control law'. As discussed in Sections 2. 6 and 4. 2, a

feedback control law can be computed for two-target problems if the

system dynamics and state constraints are linear, and if the cost func-

tional is quadratic. The approach presented in the next section is to

make an appropriate change in the definition of the state variables, in

terms of a nominal intercept path based on assumed future target mo-

tionin order to obtain a double integrator model. The results of Section

4. 2 are then applied as a "suboptimal" feedback control law.

4.4 SUBOPTIMAL MULTIPLE TARGET INTERCEPT GUIDANCE

Consider the two-target missile guidance problem illustrated in

Fig. 4.5 where the vectors, Vm Vy and V indicate the position,

headings and velocity of the missile and the targets y and z, respec-

tively. Since, in general, one does not know what the future motion of

the target will be, an estimate of the most probable target maneuvers

must be made. For the purpose of demonstrating the development of

the suboptimal control law, it is assumed that the targets continue to

move on straightl.ine paths. Under this assumption, the results of

Section 4. 3 indicate that the optimal trajectory will be of the form given

by x(t) in Fig. 4.5. Since the computation of this optimal path each

time the targets maneuver is undesirable, let us instead determine ap-

proximate intercept points by considering the piecewise linear intercept
A A

path indicated by x(t). In order to obtain x(t) it is assumed that the

missile changes heading instantaneously and proceeds on a straight=Lline
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intercept path to each of the targets, first intercepting y and then z.

It is also assumed that the targets maintain constant headings and veloc-

ities. For the particular configuration presented in Fig. 4.5, it appears

that a linearization of the system dynamics about x(t) should produce a

fairly accurate model of the system. Rather than linearizing Eqs. 4. 25

directly, let us ccnsider the motion of the missile with respect to the

coordinate system xl' - x 2' in Fig. 4.5. The x 2 ' axis (hereafter

called the base line) is chosen to pass through the second nominal inter-

cept point at an angle tb which is given by a

¢b = Z(AlN + ZN) (4.31)

where q11N and 2N are the angles of the nominal intercept lines to

targets y and z, respectively. If (qiN - qZN) is small, the velocity

of the missile in the x2' direction along the trajectory x(t) is approx-

imately constant. Let us define the state variable r71 (t) as the xl'

coordinate of the missile. Then

l (t) = r 2(t) a)
(4. 32)

fi(t) = v(t) b)

where rl2 is the velocity of the missile in the x 1 direction given by

rp2 (t) = V · sin (x 3 -b) (4.33)

In order to "intercept" both of the nominal intercept points, it is neces-

sary to bring rl 1 (t) to the value 11l at tl and to zero at t 2 , where

rl =R 2. sin [ 2 (IlN -1'2N] (4.34)

r71 can be computed from

r~1 = r1I - R 1' sin(x 3 - Vb) (4. 35)

This angle was chosen for symmetry reasons from the allowable set
of angles which have the property that the missile velocity, along the
straight-line intercept trajectory, in the x 2 ' direction is always
positive.
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where R 1 and R2 are the distance between the missile and the first

nominal intercept point and the distance between the two nominal inter-

cept points, respectively. That is, rl(t) must satisfy the boundary

conditions

[i[t(t))t3 = = 0 (4. 36)
t t

and

[Hrl(t),t] = [= 0 (4.37)

t - t2

By requiring that v(t) minimize a "control energy" cost functional

t 2

J = [vt)] dt (4. 38)

to

the results of the double integrator example in Section 4. 2 can be used

to obtain the optimal control law for v(t). In particular,

from Eqs. 4. 22 and 4. 23,

(1 6 [3. (tl-t)+2 (t2 tl)]v (t)= -- 2-- 1(t)
(tl t)Z [3- (tl t)+4. (tZ tl)]

12 [(tl t) + (t 2 -tl)]

(t -t) · [3 (tl-t)+4. (t 2 -tl ) ]

12. [(tl t)+(t 2-t 1 )] · [(tl=t)+2. (t 2 -t 1 )]
+ 2

(t2-tl )(t lt)g'[3'(tl-t)+4' (tg-tl3] '11

(4.39)

for t o < t < t 1 , and

_2 3 3v (t) ) (4.40)
· ; ~(t2~t) (2(tt)
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for t l < t < t 2 . From Eq. 4.339 one can relate v(t) to u(t) by

u(t)= 3 (t) = v(t)/Vm cos [x 3 (t)- b] (4.41)

Equations 4o 33 through 4.41 constitute a "suboptimal" feedback control

law for the missile turning rate control. This solution has the advantage,

over any solution based on linearizing about the optimal. trajectory, that

the nominal intercept points that are "aimed at" are obtained much more

easily than the actual optimal intercept points. This fact, coupled with

the simplification obtained by reducing the model to a double integrator,

yields a feedback control law which can be used in "real time" against

maneuvering targets.

The above suboptimal. two-target intercept control law has been

simulated on an IBM 360/65. The computer program is listed in Ap-

pendix F, and a flow chart of the program is given in Fig. 4. 6. As in

the steepest-descent algorithm discussed in Chapter III, the program is

written in Fortran IV using single precision arithmetic (seven digits of

precision), and the integration of the missile dynamics and target mo-

tions is performed using a second-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. Fig-

ures 4. 2 and 4. 3 demonstrate the application of this control law to the

intercept of two straight-running targets and provide a comparison with

the optimal intercept solutions discussed in Section 4.3. As can be seen

from these figures, the difference between the optimal and suboptimal

trajectories gets larger as the range of the missile yaw angle, x 3 (t),

along the trajectory increases, thereby increasing the errors due to the

simplified model. An integration step-size of At - 0. 05 has been used

on all trajectories. With this step size the accuracy of the second-order

Runge -Kutta integration algorithm is better than four significant figure s

as shown in Section 3. 3b. At every At a new nominal intercept path is

computed, redefining the base line with respect to which n 1(t) 'r 2 (t) 9

and r1 1l are measured. The base line changes each At due to the

target maneuvers as well as to the errors inherent in the simplified

model.*> Since the base line is updated in a step-like fashion, the

In addition, the measurement noise which has been neglected in this
investigation will cause the base line to change each At.
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turning-rate applied to the vehicle has been made a piecewise continuous

function of time, taking a new value each time the new base line is com-

puted. With this integration step-size, the solution of the suboptimal

trajectory can be achieved in considerably less than real time.'' For

the example in Fig. 4. 2 the control effort required by the suboptimal

control law is J = 0. 230, in comparison with the minimal control ef-

fort of J = 0. 227, an increase of only 1.3 percent. For the example

in Fig. 4.3 the increase in control effort is 4.5 percent, in comparison

with an increase of 42 percent for the sequential optimal solution that is

discussed in Section 4. 3.

The application of the suboptimal control law to the intercept of

two maneuvering targets is demonstrated in Fig. 4.4. While one ex-

pects the simplified model to be quite accurate for this example (since

x 3 (t) varies only over the range -0. 95 < x 3 < 0. 18 radians), it can be

seen that the difference between the optimal and the suboptimal solutions

is significant. This difference is due to the fact that the optimal solu-

tion "knows" what the future target motion will be, while the suboptimal

solution assumes only that at each point in time the targets will continue

on straight-line paths. The performance of the suboptimal solution

could perhaps be improved in this example by extrapolating the past

motion of the targets to predict circular rather than straight-line paths.

However, since the future motion of the targets is arbitrary, such a

prediction could, in general, do more harm than good. For this par-

ticular example, the control effort required by the suboptimal control

law is 60 percent higher than the minimal amount obtainable, and this

increase is due mainly to the lack of knowledge of the future target

motion.

While the above suboptimal control law is applicable to a wide

range of target intercept situations, its performance tends to deteriorate

for trajectories in which the angle between the missile heading and the

base line, (x 3 - i b ) , approaches ir/2 radians. As the difference be-

tween the angles i1N and ¢2N increases, the motion of the missile

The computation time required is 0. 2 seconds for every second of
real time. This includes printing out the missile and target trajec-
tories and the updated nominal intercept trajectory once every 0. 25
seconds of real time.



tends to be more transverse to the base line and the optimal solution to

the double integrator model calls for a "velocity" rt 2 (t) that is greater

than can be achieved with the missile velocity, V . In this case, Eq.m
4.41 is no longer a valid means for computing u(t) since it specifies

large turning rates when, in fact, no further increases in rl2 can be

achieved. To handle this situation, a somewhat artificial modification

has been made. If (x 3 - qb ) becomes greater than (wr/2-E), (for the

results presented here the value of (Tr/2-c) has been arbitrarily set

to 1.4 radians), then Eq. 4.41 is used only if a negative u(t) is com-

puted.* Otherwise, u(t) is computed so as to maintain (x 3 (t) - Ob ) at

a value of (2 - 2). The suboptimal trajectories resulting from this

modification have been determined for the same initial condition as in

Fig. 4.3, but with velocities of 0.7, 0.5, and 0.4 for target z. As

can be seen from Fig. 4.7, the angle between the initial nominal inter-

cept paths, i1N - q2N' increases and the accuracy of the initial nominal

intercept points decreases as V decreases. The increase in the con-
z

trol effort required by the suboptimal solutions over the minimal control

changes from 4.55 percent to 5. 9 percent when V is reduced from 0. 6

to 0.5; but in further reducing the velocity to 0.4 (causing (x 3 - fib) to

exceed 1.5 radians), the control effort required jumps to 15 percent

higher than the minimal. However, as (I1N - ¢2N ) increases, it be-

comes more likely that a lower level of control effort is required in at-

tacking the targets in reverse order. Figure 4.8 illustrates the trajec-

tories resulting from the suboptimal control law for V = 0.4 in

attacking the targets in either order. While the total time-to-intercept

increases from 11.5 sec to 28.7 sec in attacking target z first**(due

to the higher velocity of y), the control effort required is reduced

The converse is true, of course, for (X3-kb) less than -(T- e

The optimal trajectory for the reverse target ordering has not been
determined. In order to compute it the steepest-descent program
listed in Appendix D must be modified so that the nominal intercept
times t 1 i and t2,j can be correctly defined at each iteration.
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from J = 0.695 to J = 0.429.
s,y-z s,z-y

While much testing is required in order to more fully evaluate the

performance of the suboptimal control law, it appears that it requires

a control effort within ten percent of the minimum as long as the angle

(x 3 - ';b) does not equal T radians along the optimal trajectory. If this

angle exceeds r (or more appropriately 2 - e) the control effort re-

quired can be significantly higher than the minimum. However, in the

light of practical considerations which are not taken up here, the stra-

tegy of optimally intercepting both targets becomes questionable in such

cases.

4.5 AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The discussion in this chapter has been concerned with the develop-

ment of a feedback control law for the intercept of two maneuvering tar-

gets. Many interesting facets of the problem have been touched upon only

briefly, or not at all, due to the introductory nature of this investigation,

and these are left for future research. The system dynamics considered

have neglected several important physical characteristics such as in-

duced drag, turning-rate constraints, and field-of-vision constraints,

which exist in any practical situation. In addition, the assumption of

perfect knowledge of the state of motion of the targets may be unrealistic

in a given application, and thus the effect of noisy or incomplete mea-

surements of the target motions on the performance of the control law

must be determined.

While these constitute a few of the physical properties to be con-

sidered, which depend on the particular application, other areas open

for further research deal with the development of the control law itself.

For example, the choice of the cost functional has been motivated in

part by its association with the proportional control law for single target

intercept problems (which relates the turning-rate control to the rate of

change of the line-of-sight angle to the target). One may wish to develop

a similar control law for two-target intercept which relates the turning-

rate control to the physical quantities actually measured -- the ranges

and line-of-sight angles to the targets. A desirable property of the pro-

portional control law for a single target is that for non-maneuvering

targets the control required decreases as one gets closer to the target,
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reducing the possibility of the target "out maneuvering" the missile at

the last second. Unfortunately, in the two-target problem the control

effort required often increases as one approaches the first target.

This may be intolerable when one includes a turning-rate constraint on

the missile since the first target may be able to maneuver so that the

missile can no longer turn fast enough to intercept it. One possible ap-

proach to alleviating this problem is to include in the cost functional a

time-varying weighting factor which penalizes the control more as the

first target is approached. An alternate approach is to use as the esti-

mate of the future target motion the worst (from the missile' s viewpoint)

maneuvers possible. In the latter case, one is touching upon the differ-

ential games formulation of the intercept problem.

Finally, the suboptimal control law, as developed, must be more

thoroughly evaluated with respect to the conditions under which its per-

formance deteriorates. This question is coupled to the choice of the

order in which the targets are to be intercepted, and, in fact, to the

decision of whether or not to forego the two-target intercept (concentrat-

ing the attack on only one of the targets if it becomes too "costly" to

attack both). The dependence of the performance on the frequency of

the updating of the nominal intercept solution is, of course, of great

interest. A significant decrease in the frequency can perhaps be achieved

by relaxing the restriction of the control to piecewise constant functions

of time by using Eqs. 4. 22 and 4. 23 throughout the interval, t.< t< to +At,

and the base line computed at ti . However, the answer to this question

is dependent on the nature of the measurement uncertainty and target

maneuverability, and thus it will vary from one application to another.

4. 6 SUMMARY

In this chapter the problem of controlling a missile to intercept

two maneuvering targets has been considered. The numerical techniques

discussed in Chapter III, in particular the steepest-descent algorithm,

have been used to compute intercept trajectories that minimize a qua-

dratic measure of the control effort expended, for both maneuvering

and non-maneuvering targets. In computing the optimal solutions it is

necessary to assume complete knowledge of the future motion of each of

the targets. Since the iterative techniques for solving optimal control
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problems result in open-loop control functions, it becomes impractical

to incorporate them into guidance laws against maneuvering targets.

Whenever the targets maneuver, thus changing one' s estimate of the

future target motion, a new optimal open-loop solution must be obtained,

resulting in a period of time during which one does not have a valid

control law.

Against maneuvering targets one requires a feedback control law

that enables a rapid compensation for the targets' evasive maneuvers.

To accomplish this, a "suboptimal" feedback control law is obtained

based on the optimal solution to a double -integrator, minimum control

energy problem with state constraints at two points in time. As a

result of the linearity of the double integrator dynamics and the state

constraints (and also the quadratic cost functional which results in a

linear set of Euler-Lagrange equations), the optimal solution can be

obtained as a time-varying feedback control law. This control law is

such that when the times to go to each of the boundary points are of the

same order of magnitude, the control is a function of each of the bound-

ary conditions; but, as the time to the first boundary point becomes

much smaller, the control law asymptotically approaches the optimal

control law for the intermediate boundary point alone. After the first

target has been intercepted, the control law becomes that which one

would get if the terminal boundary condition alone were imposed (as

one would expect).

The optimal solution to the double integrator problem is then in-

corporated into a suboptimal feedback control law for the two-target

intercept problem. This is done by constructing a double integrator

model based on a set of nominal intercept points. These points are

determined by assuming that the targets continue to move on straight

lines at constant velocities and solving for the straight line paths for

the missile to follow in order to achieve intercept of both of the targets.

The suboptimal control law has been simulated on an IBM 360/65 and

tested against several sets of target motions, both maneuvering and

non-maneuvering. In the case of non-maneuvering targets, it is found

that the control law is very nearly optimal for trajectories for which

the nominal intercept paths provide a good approximation to the optimal
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trajectory, and that its performance deteriorates as the accuracy of

this approximation decreases. There are, in fact, conditions under

which the control law must be augmented since the simplified model is

no longer valid. However, such situations can usually be overcome by

simply reversing the order in which the targets are to be intercepted.

Furthermore, in such situations the strategy of optimally attacking

both targets probably would not be used because of practical reasons

not considered. In the case of maneuvering targets, the difference be-

tween the optimal and suboptimal trajectories can be significant in

spite of the validity of the simplified model since the optimal solution

"'knows" the target maneuvers in advance, while the suboptimal control

law assumes that the targets will perform no further maneuvers. Thus,

the use of optimal trajectories as references for evaluating the sub-

optimal trajectories is, in a sense, unrealistic since the optimal solu-

tion presupposes information which cannot possibly be known with

ce rtainty.



APPENDIX A

THE CALCULUS OF
VARIATIONS AND OPTIMAL CONTROL

A. 1 INTRODUCTION

Results of the classical variational theory which are used-in Chap-

ter I are presented in this appendix. The primary results of interest

are the equation for the general first variation, Eq. A. 20; the extension

to the n-dimensional case, Section A. 5; and the theorem for treating

differential constraints, Section A. 6. These results are applied in Sec-

tion A. 7 to the solution of the optimal control problem. The Weierstrass-

Erdmann corner conditions are also developed, in Section A.4, because

of the similarity between their development and the development of the

intermediate transversality conditions in Chapter II. In fact, the inter-

mediate transversality conditions can be regarded as direct extensions

of the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions.

What is known as the "simplest problem of the calculus of varia-

tions" consists of determining the function x(t), or rather the conditions

which it must necessarily satisfy, such that a functional of x(t) and t

of the form

tf

zJ F[x(t), k(t), t]dt (A. 1)

to

is minimized subject to the boundary conditions on x(t) given by

x(t 0 ) = x0 ; x(tf) =xf (A.2)

The development of these necessary conditions requires that certain con-

tinuity restrictions be placed on F[x,k,t] and x(t) . The term "calculus

of variations" is used since the point of view taken is that one has some

x(t) which satisfies the boundary conditions and yienldis -s :

a value of J less than that produced by any "neighboring" x(t) which

also satisfies the boundary and continuity conditions (such x(t) are

termed "admissible" functions). One then considers small "variations"

of x(t), i.e., those admissible x(t) which are "close" to x(t), and

-128 -
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requires that

J[x(t)] < J[x(t)] (A o3)

for all admissible x(t). The approach is analogous to the ordinary cal-

culus problem of determining the minimum of a function whose first

derivative exists and is continuous by finding those points at which its

first derivative is zero and its second derivative is greater than or equal

to zero. In the variational problem one considers the first and second

variations of J (terms involving the variation of x to first and second

order, respectively) and requires that the first variation be zero and the

second variation be non-negative. The first order necessary conditions

are called the Euler-Lagrange equations, and conditions based on the

second variation are the Legendre and the Jacobi conditions. Several
1-4,7

good texts are available for the details of the results summarized

in this appendix.

The first order conditions given by the Euler-Lagrange equations

are often adequate to solve a given physical problem, since various phys-

ical arguments may be given to assure that the solution obtained is a rel-

ative minimum rather than a relative maximum. Therefore, if a

unique x(t) is obtained, it can be reasoned that it must be the desired

solution. It must be emphasized that the minimum is with respect to the

class of admissible functions, and there may very well exist some x(t)

which, though not of the admissible class, yields an even smaller value

of J. An example of such a case is given in Section A.4. In that sec-

tion the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions are determined which

allow an expansion of the class of admissible functions. In addition, the

Weierstrass E-function can be used to consider stronger variations of

x(t) (i. e., variations for which :k(t) may not be close to x (t) even

though x(t) is close to x(t) ). With this brief heuristic insight into the

calculus of variations, the simplest problem is now formally presented

and solved.
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A. 2 THE SIMPLEST PROBLEM---THE
NECESSARY CONDITIONS

Let F(x,k, t) be a function with continuous first and second par-

tial derivatives with respect to each of its arguments; let X be the set

of all functions x(t) satisfying the boundary conditions of Eq. A. 2

dx
which are continuous and have continuous first derivatives, dt for

t 0 < t < tf; and, let J be the functional given by Eq. A. 1. The

"simplest problem" of the calculus of variations is to determine the

function x(t)E X such that the functional J is minimized (assuming, of

course, that such a function exists).

Let x(t) and x(t) be elements of X, as shown in Fig. A. 1, such

that

x(t) = x(t) + 6x(t) (A.4)

and

max f6x(t)l < E (A. 5)

t E(t, tf)

max I 6k(t) I< c (A. 6)

t e(t 0o,tf)

where e is an arbitrarily small number. That is, we are considering

only "weak" variations in x for which the derivatives, as well as the

functions themselves, must be close to that of x(t). From Eq. A.1 we

have

t

Y : f F[x(t), x(t), t] dt (A.7)

to

and

tf

J =J F[x(t) + 6x(t),x(t) + 6k(t),t] dt (A.8)

to
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Expanding the integrand of Eq. A. 8 in a Taylor series about x(t) and

considering only first order variational terms, we obtain the first vari-

ation of J, 6J,

tf

6J =f [ F (t) · 6x(t) + P. (t) 6k(t)] dt (A. 9)

to

where the subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect to the

subscripted variable and the overbar denotes evaluation along x(t),

e.g., F (t) = -F [x(t),x(t),t] . Integrating the second term in the
x E' '

integrand of Eq. A. 9 by parts yields

tf tf

J = F. (t) 6x(t) + F (t) d F.(t)] 6x(t) dt (A. 0)

t o tot0 t0

However, since x(t), x(t) e X, by Eq. A.4 it is necessary that

6x(t 0 ) = 6x(tf) = O (A. 11)

as indicated in Fig. A. 1. It can be proven that a necessary condition

in order that J be a minimum is that 6J be zero, and since the vari-

ation 6x is arbitrary, it is necessary that

F [x(t), x(t),t] - d F. [x(t),x(t),t] = O (A. 12)
x dt '

If Eq. A. 12 were not true, then 6x(t) could be chosen to have the same

sign as the left hand side of Eq. A. 12, and thus 6J would necessarily

be greater than zero. Equation A. 12 is referred to as the Euler-

Lagrange equation, and it must be stressed that it is only a condition

which the minimal x(t) must satisfy (assuming such a function exists) --

it will also be satisfied by all local minima from which the absolute

minimum must be determined, and by all local maxima and saddle

points. In addition, there may exist an x(t) not in X which satisfies

the boundary conditions and yields a smaller value of J. These points

must be kept in mind when extending these results to the optimal control

problem.
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0o x(t)

0 to tf

Fig. A.1 Admissible Variation About Optimal,

A(t)= x(t) + ax(t)

x(t)

2 

(t/--xl) (t)

2

xo (t ) 7= °( 

Fig. A.2 Example-Sect. A.4, Three Solutions to
Euler-Lagrange Equations with Corners
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If the boundary condition on x(t) is unspecified at either (or both)

of the end points, then &x(t) need not be zero at that point. However,

6J must still be zero for those 6x(t) which are zero at the end points,

and thus Eq. A. 12 still follows. Then, from Eq. A. 10, it is also neces-

sary that

Fk x[x(t 0 ), (t0 t 0] = 0 if x(t 0 ) is free (A.13)

F. [x(tf),(tf),tf] = 0 if x(tf) is free (A. 14)

These are often called the natural boundary conditions. In Section A. 7

the boundary conditions are generalized further for the optimal control

problem and a set of "transversality conditions" is obtained, for which

Eqs. A. 13 and A. 14 are a special case. In the following section, A. 3,

the initial and terminal times are allowed to be unspecified, and the

general first variation is obtained which allows variations in any of the

end conditions, including the initial and terminal times.

Carrying out the Taylor series expansion of Eq. A. 8 to second

order terms in x(t) and k(t), one obtains the second variation of J,

tf

6 J =J [Fxx(t).6x (t) + 2F (t).6x(t)' 6k(t) + F. (t)6k2 (t)] dt (A. 15)

to

A necessary condition for x(t) to yield a relative minimum of J is
2

that the second variation, 6 J, as given by Eq. A. 15, be non-negative

when evaluated along x(t) for any admissible 6x(t). Since Eq. A. 15

involves all the admissible variations, 6x(t), this condition cannot be

verified directly in practice, and therefore is of little value. One can

show, however, that it is necessary that

F.. [x(t), x(t), t] > 0 for t o < t < tf (A. 16)

a condition somewhat analogous to the necessary condition on the second

derivative in ordinary calculus minimization problems. This condition

is called the Legendre necessary condition. One can reason heuristically

that if :6k(t) is "small", then 6x(t) must be small, but that 6x(t) may

be small for "large" 6i(t). ThUilthe:lastcttermdinthe second variation is the
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dominant one, resulting in Eq. A. 16. While Eq. A. 15 must be satisfied

by all-relative minima, it is possible that F.. = 0 for some relative

maxima also. One would hope that the strict inequality in Eq. A. 16,

F.. > 0, might provide a sufficiency condition for a minimal solution
xx

(along with the necessary Euler-Lagrange equation), by extending the

analogy with ordinary minimization problems. Since F.. constitutes

only a part of the second variation, such a sufficiency condition is not

directly forthcoming. However, if x(t) satisfies the Jacobi condition,

i. e. , if one can find a solution, v(t), to the Jacobi equation

d d VM 
[.. (t] d v(t) 0+ :F..(t)d t :(t) - (t) v (t) 

xx d 2 dt xkx v dt xx xx

(A. 17)

such that v(tf) = 0 and v(t) / 0 for any t o < t < tf,, then one can con-

clude that the satisfaction of the strengthened Legendre condition,

F.M. (t)> 0 for all t 0 < t < tf (A.18)

does indeed constitute a sufficiency condition for x(t) to yield a relative

minimum of J (for all "weak" variations of x(t) in the neighborhood of

x(t) ). In addition, the Jacobi condition is a necessary condition for x(t)

to be minimal.

The above discussion has dealt only with weak variations of x(t).

It is possible that one may find a solution, x(t), to the Euler-Lagrange

equation, which also satisfies the Jacobi condition and the strengthened

Legendre condition, but for which one can find a variation, 6x(t), which

satisfies Eq. A.5 but not Eq. A.6 and yields a smaller value of J.

Such variations are called "strong" variations, since they form a wider

class of variations, of which the weak variations are only a subset. To

cope with such a possibility one can invoke the Weierstrass necessary

condition (often called the Weierstrass E-function) that

E(x,x,X,t) =F(x,X,t) - F(x,x,t) - (X-x) F. (x,x,t)> 0 (A.19)

a condition to be satisfied by all strong variations of x(t) at every

point along the solution x(t). The equality is required in order to in-

sure the satisfaction of this condition by the minimal solution, but it

may also be satisfied by a relative maximum. Thus Eq. A. 19 is only
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a necessary condition. Elimination of the equality will exclude all rel-

ative maxima, resulting in a sufficiency condition, but this may also

exclude some relative minima. In Section A. 7 it is shown that for the

extension to optimal control problems, the Weierstrass E-function is

identically equal to zero, and thus, in its present form, does not pro-

vide a sufficiency condition.

A. 3 THE GENERAL FIRST VARIATION

In some optimization problems one may wish to have either the

initial or terminal time (or both) unspecified, to be determined optimally.

By proceeding in a manner analogous to that in the last section, one can

determine the first variation of J to be

f .f -

6J = dx] +[ ( - x F.) dt] + d FP(t)]*6x(t) dt (A .20)x x xt) x

Since 6J 'must be zero even for variations 6x for which dx(t 0) =

dx(tf) = dct= dtf = 0, one again obtains the Euler-Lagrange equation,

Eq. A. 12, which must be satisfied by the optimal x(t). Since each of

the four end variations can be considered individually, one obtains, in

addition to the natural boundary conditions of Eqs. A. 13 and A. 14, the

added boundary conditions

F[x(to),x(to),0to]-x(t0)F[x(tO), ( 0)0 ] =0 if tO is free (A.21)

F[x(tf),x(f),ftf] -x(tf)F.[x(tf)x(tf),f] = 0 if tf is free (A.22)

The general first variation of J, as given by Eq. A. 20, is used in the

next section to determine the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions,

and again in Section A. 7 to determine the necessary conditions for the

optimal control problem (these results are then extended to Chapter II

to the intermediate target set problem).
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A. 4 WEIERSTRASS-ERDMANN CORNER CONDITIONS

The results of Sections A. 2 and A. 3 suffer from the restriction

that x(t) and x(t) must both be continuous functions of time. There is

no assurance that an x(t) not satisfying these requirements might not

produce a lower value of J. It is also possible that there may be no

admissible function producing a minimum, but that if the class of ad-

missible functions is extended, then a minimum can indeed be achieved.

This situation can be demonstrated by the following example. Let

F(x,c,t) = x (1 -k)2 , and x(-l) = 0, x(+l) = 1 be the boundary condi-

tions, so that the functional J to be minimized is given by

+1

J=j x 2(t)[dt (A_23)1 -·~t)] dt (A. 23)

-1

Since both factors are square, it follows that J > 0 for any x(t). The

Euler-Lagrange equation for this problem is given by

x 2 x - x(l k 2 ) = 0 (A.24)

Whether or not a solution exists for this equation which satisfies the ap-

propriate boundary conditions is difficult to ascertain. However, it can

be seen by inspection of Eq. A.23 that J = 0 if and only if

0 for -1 <t< 0

x(t) = (A.25)

t for 0 < t< 1

One can verify that J = 0 for this function by substituting Eq. A. 25 into

A. 23. In addition, from Eq. A. 23 one sees that J = 0 only if at each

point on the interval -1 < t < +1 either x(t) = 0 or k(t) = +1. It is

easy to see that Eq. A. 25 is the only such function which satisfies the

specified boundary conditions. But this x(t) does not have a derivative

at t = 0 and thus is not an admissible function. It satisfies Eq. A. 24

on the interiors of each of the time intervals, but not at t = 0, since k

does not exist at that point. Thus, any solution of the Euler-Lagrange

equation satisfying the specified boundary conditions can at best yield a

"local" minimum of J, but it can not yield the absolute minimum given
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by Eq. A. 25. With this example as motivation, the Weierstrass-

Erdmann corner conditions are now reviewed.

Let X' be the set of continuous functions mapping (t0,tf) into
1

R which satisfy the boundary conditions given by Eq. A. 2, and whose

derivatives k are continuous except at one point, t = tl where

t o < tl < tf, tl is unspecified, and x fails to exist. Since xk does not

exist at tl, Eq. A. 1 cannot be expanded in a Taylor series expansion

at that point. To proceed, the functional J must first be written as

tf t t

t o t o t 1

Now since both x and k are continuous over each subinterval, F can

be expanded under each integral of Eq. A.26 in a Taylor series about

x(t). Assuming for simplicity that t0,tfx(t0 ) and x(tf) are specified,

by applying the equation of the general first variation, Eq. A. 15, to

both terms of Eq. A. 26, one obtains the first variation of J, given by

tl tf

6J =/ [(t) d Fx(t)] 6x(t)dt + [ Fx(t)- (t) x(t)dt

to t +
t~~~O t1

-[F'(t)'dx(t)] tl - [F(t) - x(t)?~(t)- dt1 ]t= 0 (-[~_(t) dx(t)] t 0 (A.27)
t 1 t 1

Considering first those variations for which dtl and dx(tl) are zero,

one deduces that it is necessary that the Euler-Lagrange equation, Eq.

A. 12, must be satisfied over each of the subintervals (t ,tl) and

(t+,tf) . The first variation then becomes

4=[xti. dt) -(t tF)) +
6J=--[ F(t)' dx(t)] t1 [(f(t)-x t)'(t) ).dtl (A.28)

x x dt
t t
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Since both tl and x(tl) are unspecified, considering their variations

separately, one finds that it is necessary that

F[ (t i ), x (t 1),tl] = F [x(tl),x(tl),t1 ] (A.29)

and

F[x(t, ),x ,tl] (l)F[x(t), (tl),tl] = F [X(tl ),x (tl)t l ]

- x (tl)F [x(tl), x (tl), tl] (A. 30)

These are the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions which must hold

at the point tl at which x(t) does not exist. The results can, of course,

be extended to cases where more than one corner exists, and Eqs. A.29

and A.30 must be satisfied at each such point. Making use of Eq. A.29,

.Eq. A. 30 can be written

F(tl) () = F'(tl )[x(tl) - x(tl) ] (A.31)

which says that the change in F across the corner is proportional to the

change in x, with the constant of proportionality being FP. at the cornerx
(which cannot change across the corner), i. e.,

AF(tl)
F.(t) = (A.32)x(tl

l(t 1 )

Returning to the example presented by Eq. A. 23, three solutions which

satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation over two subintervals are shown in

Fig. A.2 by the curves x 0, x 1, and x 2. The Weierstrass-Erdmann

corner conditions for this problem are given by

ZAP(t 1 ) = -2x (t ).[ 1 °x(t1 )] + x(t 1 )[ 1 -x(tl ) ] = 0 (A.33)

and

} (tl) = x t[1x (t)]- x (tl)[ 1 -x (tl)] = 0 (A.34)

Equation A. 34 requires that at a corner either x(tl) = 0 or x(t )=+x(tl),

which is satisfied by all three of the solutions in Fig. A. 2. However,

Eq. A. 33 further restricts the minimal solution to have corners only

where x(tl)=0 or x(ti-x:(tl), the second condition being a trivial case

since then there is no corner. Only the solution x0 (t) in Fig. A. 2,
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which is the minimal solution given in Eq. A. 25, satisfies both

Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions, and therefore xl(t) and x 2 (t)

cannot be local extremals.

The Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions are generalized in

Chapter II to optimal control problems in which the variations in x(tl)

and tl are not free, leading to a set of intermediate transversality

conditions which are analogous to the terminal transversality conditions

developed in Section A. 7.

A. 5 EXTENSION TO n-DIMENSIONS

The extension of the simplest problem to the minimization of a

scalar functional of an n-dimensional vector function of time is quite

straightforward. Let x(t) = (xl(t), x 2 (t), . .,x (t) ), let- 2 n
t 0o tfx(t 0 ),X(tf) be given, and let

tf tf

J = Fs[x Fx(t),:k(t),t] dt =/ F[ xl(t),l(t), ... ,X n(t),n(t),t] dt

to t o

(A. 35)

where F has continuous first and second partial derivatives with re-

spect to its (2n+l) arguments. F can be expanded in a Taylor series

about x(t) to give a first variation of

8J = .E (t) d Fp (t)] 6xi(t) t + F. (t)- 6xi(t = 0 (A. 36)

Considering the 6x.(t) independently, one determines that x(t) must

satisfy the n Euler-Lagrange equations

F dt [[X(t)' x (It Ft) t] = 0 i 1 ,n (A.37)
X. dt k.

and the 2n natural boundary conditions

F. [x(t0 ), x(t ),t;] = 0 if xi(t0 ) is free i = 1,.. n (A. 38)

F. [X (tf),( )tf] = 0 if x.(tf ) is free i =1,. .. ,n (A.39)
1
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A. 6 DIFFERENTIAL CONSTRAINTS

Consider the minimization problem of Section A. 2 with the added

constraint that

g[x(t),x(t),t] =o 0 (A.40)

where the first and second partial derivatives of g with respect to x,

x, and t are assumed to be continuous. Along a neighboring path the

differential constraint must also be satisfied

g[x(t),k(t),t] = 0 (A.41)

since one now compares only functions which satisfy the constraint. But

Eq. A.41 can be written as

g[x(t) + Sx(t),x(t) + 6k(t),t] = 0 (A.42)

and thus one observes that the variations 8x(t) are not free but are

governed by Eq. A.42. It can be proven3 that, as long as gj. does not

become zero along x(t), there exists a function X(t) such that the

minimization of Eq. A. 1, subject to the constraint Eq. A. 35, is equiv-

alent to the minimization of

tf

JZ =j [ x(t), iS(t) X(t) t] dt (A .43)

to

with respect to x(t) and X(t), with no differential constraint, where b

is given by

x(t[x(t),k(t),X(t),x] =F[x(t),k(t),t] + X. g[x(t),k(t),t] (A.44)

Since the minimization is now with respect to two functions, x(t) and

X(t), two Euler-Lagrange equations must be satisfied by the optimal

x(t) and X(t) (see SectionA.5):

d

[x 'xX,t] - -- Sj[ x ',x,Xt] = 0 (A.45)

and

X[X'X, X,t] t dt X x ] = 0 (A.46)
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Substituting Eq. A.44 into Eqs. A.45 and A.46, the Euler-Lagrange

equations become

- d -
F +(t) + X(t) g (t)- (t) + X(t) go (t)] = O (A.47)

g[x,x,t] = 0 (A.48)

Since T>( is zero, as noted by Eq. A.48, no additional natural boundary

conditions are forthlcorming.

If x is an n-vector and g is an m-vector function of x and x,

then x will be an m-vector, and one then has (n+m) Euler-Lagrange

equations and 2n boundary conditions. Of course, it is necessary that

m<n in order that the problem not be over-specified.

A. 7 THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

In this section the results obtained thus far for the calculus of

variations are applied to the general optimal control problem. Consider

a system governed by a set of n first-order ordinary differential equ-

ations

X. = f.(x,u,t) , i = 1 ... , n (A.49)
1 1

where x = (xl, ... ,Xn) is the n-vector which specifies the state of the

system and u = (ul, . . . u ) is the m-vector of control variables. One

wishes to transfer the system from a specified set of initial conditions

to a desired set of terminal conditions while minimizing a functional of

the form

tf

J := 0[x(t0),to]+f[x(tf) tf] +/ L[x(t),u(t),t]dt (A.50)

to

The initial and terminal conditions on the state are in the form of sets

of equality constraints given by

d~ ~~~~--
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1 [ X(t0o) to ]

4 [ x(t 0 ),t 0 ] = , k < n+l

0ko [ X(t) t (A. 51)

and

1 [ x(tf), tf]

¢f [x(tf), tf] = = , O<kf< n+l

f[ X(tf) tf] (A. 52)

One again requires the continuity of the first and second partial deriva-

tives of f, L, + , f, , ff, x, and u with respect to each of their

arguments. In this case one has the differential constraints

g[x,k, u, t] = f(x,u,t) - : = 0 (A.53)

and since g = 1 / 0 the results of Section A. 6 are directly applic-

able. Thus one minimizes

tf

J' = 0[ x(t0),to] + [X(tf)tf] + x, k, u, X, t] dt (A. 54)

to

with respect to x, u, and X with no differential constraints, where

q [ x, k,u, X, t] = L[x,u,t] + XT f(x,u,t) - XT (A.55)

For convenience, let us define a function called the "Hamiltonian" by

H[x,u,X,t] = L(x,u,t) + T *· f(x,u,t) (A.56)

The Euler-Lagrange equations, Eq. A.45 and A.44, can be written as

d - - dX
nx(t) -d t'(t) = H[x(t),U(t),(t),t] +dt (t) = (A.57)

u(t)- -~ t (t) =Hu[xt(t), (t),] = O (A. 58)U dt il~~~~~~~~~~~A.8
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d dx
(t) atx(t) =f[x(t), u(t),t] d (t) A9

Adding the first variations of 4° and 4f into the first variation of J,

one finds that the natural boundary conditions are determined from

+o x .X ·dx(t 0) = 0 (A. 60)

x [ x (tf) f ] - dx(tf) = (A. 61)

a-0° [x(t0), 0 ] - H[X(to ) ,u(i0 to)(to)]} 0 (A. 62)

[x(tf),If] + H[x(tf),u(tf),( f),f] · dtf 0 (A.63)

The initial and terminal state constraints may allow some freedom of

choice of dx(t i) and dti. , i = 0,f, but in general, these variations are

not independent. The constraint equations given by Eqs. A.51 and A.52

define hypersurfaces in the (n+l)-dimensional state-time space. As a

result of the continuity and differentiability restrictions made on ~0

and qf these hypersurfaces have a unique tangent plane at each point

on their surfaces, and the first order variations dx and dt must lie

on these tangent planes, i. e., at each end point dx and dt must

satisfy

n 0

O~t) x t), dxi + (x(t),t). d

8 (x(t),t)- dxi+ + (x(t),t) dti =0, j=l,.. . k

1 f

=ld ti =0f
(A. 65)

Using the gradient notation in the (n+l)-dimensional state-time space,
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a. a. agp
Vt/ c ,axi ' ax at

and defining

X(t) = col(Xl(t),.. ,Xn(t) - H(t) ) (A. 67)

Equations A. 60 through A. 65 can be combined to obtain the initial and

terminal boundary conditions

ko

0 [ x(t0) , vv[ 0 0] += 0 (A.68)
j=

and

kf

· V [x(if) itf] -(tf) + i, .* V0j[ x(tf) tf] =0 (A .69)

j =1

where the v. and pj are unspecified multiplier functions. Equations

A. 68 and A.69 are often called the transversality conditions, since in

the absence of the penalty functions 4° and f , the multiplier functions

X(t) are normal (transversal) to the initial and terminal state constraint

surfaces. Equations A.51, A.52, A. 68, and A.69 constitute a set of

(2n+2) boundary conditions, enough to specify a solution to the 2n differ-

ential equations given in Eqs. A.57 and A.59. However, since (n+l) of

the boundary conditions are imposed at t0 and (n+l) of them at tf 

the set of necessary conditions form a two-point boundary value problem

for which, in general, straightforward methods of solution are not avail-

able. One must often resort to iterative numerical algorithms, such as

those discussed in Appendices B and C, to obtain solutions.

Thus, for u(t) to be the minimal control function it is necessary

that a set of multiplier functions X(t) exist such that Eqs. A. 57 through

A.59, A.51, A.52, A.68, and A.69 be satisfied. It should be stressed

that these are actually necessary conditions for stationary points, i.e.,

they may be satisfied by relative minima, relative maxima, and saddle

points. In addition, there may exist a u(t) not in the admissible class,

which yields a smaller value of the cost functional while satisfying the

differential constraints and boundary conditions. The class of
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admissible controls can easily be extended to include discontinuities in

u(t) or {i(t) by direct application of the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner

conditions developed in Section A. 4. Substituting Eq. A. 55 into Eqs.

A. 29 and A. 30, one finds that the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner condi-

tions require that at a point of discontinuity in u(t) or u(t) the Hamil-

tonian function, H[x(t), u(t), \(t), t], and the n-vector of Lagrange

multipliers, X(t), must be continuous. In the next section the class of

admissible control functions will be further extended to allow the speci-

fication of bounds on the controls through the use of the well-known

Maximum Principle of Pontryagin. The remainder of this section con-

siders conditions on second derivatives and on H.

Since the function 4[x, x,u, X,t] in Eq. A.54, as defined by Eq.

A. 55 is linear in k, then

~.. = 0 (A.70)
xx

for all x(t), u(t), and X(t), and thus the Legendre and Weierstrass

necessary conditions, in the form discussed in Section A. 2, are of no

value in determining the solution to the optimal control problem. The

equalities in Eq. A. 16, the Legendre condition, and Eq. A. 19, the

Weierstrass condition, are always satisfied. However, by heuristically

extending the arguments of Section A. 2 to the optimal control problem,

one obtains an analogous set of conditions that

a2 [nx(t),u),T( t] O (A.71)
au

and

H[x(t),u(t),X(t),t] = min H[x(t),U,X(t),t] (A. 72)
U

for all t 0 < t < tf. As a result of Eq. A. 70, one can write the second

variation of J in terms of products of 6x(t), 8u(t), and 6X(t) only.

Since 6x(t) and 6X(t) must satisfy the differential equations obtained

by linearizing Eqs. A. 57 and A. 59, one can argue that if 6u(t) is

"small", then 6x(t) and 6X(t) will necessarily be small, but 6x(t) and

6X(t) may also be small for a "large" 6u(t). Thus, the term in the
2 

second variation involving 6u (t) is dominant, and the inequality of
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Eq. A. 71, analogous to the Legendre condition, results. The

Weierstrass condition is obtained by considering strong variations of

x(t), i. e., by considering all possible x(t) at any point on the optimum

curve, x(t). In the optimal control problem, from Eq. A.59, a dis-

continuity in k(t) is dependent on a discontinuity in u(t), as a result

of the continuity assumptions on x(t) and f(x,u,t). Writing the

Weierstrass condition directly in terms of strong variations of u(t)

one obtains

tx,~x, X, t 4 ~x,,u ,5 t - ) (U -u) x,,, ,t] > O

(A. 73)

In view of Eq. A. 58, which also must be satisfied by the optimal solu-

tion, Eq. A.73 reduces to Eq. A.72. Thus, at each point along the

optimal solution u(t) produces not only a stationary point of the Hamil-

tonian, Eq. A. 56, but also its absolute minimum.

A. 8 THE MINIMUM PRINCIPLE

The development of the necessary conditions on the optimal con-

trol in the previous section required that the set of admissible controls

be unbounded (actually only that the set be open) and that H exist andu
be continuous so that the appropriate Taylor series expansions could be

made. However, in many engineering problems the control variables

have definite bounds set on them, as for example, maximum rudder de-

flection, maximum engine thrust, etc. Such problems cannot be simply

handled by the calculus of variations. Consider the ordinary function

minimization problem shown in Fig. A. 3. Analogous to requiring that

the first variation of J be zero in the calculus of variations, one re-

quires that ay be zero at the minimum point of g(y). This conditiondy
is satisfied at points y 1l Y2 ' y4' y 5 , and y 7 -y 1 and y 7 being relative

minima, Y2 and y 4 being relative maxima, and y 5 being a saddle

point. By direct comparison one finds the absolute minimum to occur

at Y7 . However, if the independent variable y were restricted to

either yo < y < y4 or Yo < y < y6' the absolute minimum could not
be found by this method. For the first range the absolute minimum

occurs at y 3 , a point where g does not exist, and for the secondoccurs at y, on he dy
it occurs at y 6, on the boundary of the range of y. Similarly, the
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g(Y)

Yo Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8

Fig. A.3 Minimization of Arbitrary g(y),Section A.8
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classical variational approach is not valid when bounds are placed on

u(t) or when H may have points of nonexistence (as in the formulation

of certain minimum fuel problems). To cope with these circumstances

the more powerful Minimum Principle has evolved (often called Maxi-

mum Principle as a result of the work of Pontryagin and others). Be-

cause of the complexity of its proof, only the statement of the theorem

will be given here. Various references 5 6are available which present

either detailed or heuristic proofs of the theorem.

Let u = (ul,...,Um) be the m-vector of control variables for a

system governed by Eq. A.49, let Q be a closed subset of R and U

be the set of all piecewise continuous functions taking values in 2 . Such

functions, u(t) e U are called admissible controls. One wishes to

determine the control function u(t) e U which minimizes a cost func-

tional of the form given by Eq. A. 50, subject to the differential con-

straints given by Eq. A.49 and the initial and terminal boundary

conditions given by Eqs. A.51 and A.52. The functions f(x,u,t),

L(x,u,t), 4i(x,t), and i (x,t) are assumed to be continuous with re-

spect to x,u, and t and continuously differentiable with respect to x

and t for all x, u e 2, and t 0 < t < tf. Let u(t) be an element of

U and x(t) the corresponding state. In order that u(t) minimize J

it is necessary that there exist an n-vector function X(t) such that Eqs.

A.57, A.59, A. 51, A.52, A.68, and A. 69 are satisfied and

H(x, u, X, t) = min H(x,u,X,t) (A. 74)
uc~2

for all t0 < t < tf.

Thus, the Minimum Principle reduces the problem of finding an entire

function u(t) that absolutely minimizes J to that of finding the absolute

minimum of the function H with respect to u at each point in time. As

noted in the above discussion, the minimum may occur on the boundary

Q, at any points where Hu does not exist, or where Eq. A. 58 is satis-

fied.



APPENDIX B

THE METHOD OF STEEPEST-DESCENT

B. 1 INTRODUCTION--ORDINARY MINIMIZATION PROBLEMS

The steepest-descent algorithm for solving optimal control prob-

lems is reviewed in this appendix. The method is a direct extension

of the gradient method for finding the extremals, i.e., the maxima or

minima, of a function of several variables to functional problems. In

this section ordinary minimization problems will be discussed in

general terms to establish the basic concepts of the steepest-descent

method, and in Section B. 2 the algorithm for two-point functional

minimization problems will be developed in detail.

The various methods for solving minimization problems are

generally classed as being either direct or indirect, The direct

methods are those which search directly for the smallest value of the

function being minimized, while the indirect methods search instead

for a solution which satisfies the first order necessary condition for

a minimum as determined from the calculus. To demonstrate these

ideas consider the function

J(x) = x Ax + b x + c (B. 1)

where x and b are n-vectors and A is an (n x n) matrix and c is

a scalar. For this function to have a minimum it is necessary that A

be a "positive" matrix; and for the minimum to be unique, it is

necessary that A be "positive-definite." A positive-definite matrix

is one for which the function

G(x) = x Ax (B.2)

satisfies the two conditions

G(x) > 0 (B.3)

-149-
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and

G(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0 (B.4)

If only condition B.3 is satisfied then the matrix A is merely positive.

From the calculus, for x to yield a minimum of J(x) it is

necessary that

dJd(x) = o (B. 5)

For the example considered this condition becomes

Ax+ b = 0 (B.6)

If A is positive definite its inverse exists, and one can solve for the

unique optimum

x= -A-b (B.7)

In general, one will not be able to solve Eq. B. 5 analytically, and an

iterative numerical algorithm must be employed to determine the so-

lution. One such indirect method, the Newton algorithm is discussed

in detail in Appendix C.

The most straightforward, and in many cases the most inef-

ficient, of the direct methods, the direct search, evaluates J(x) at

a discrete set of x. and by direct comparison determines the x.
1 3

which yields the smallest value of J. While this method does not de-

termine the optimal value of x, by making the spacing between the

xi small enough the desired precision can be attained. The steepest-

descent method attempts to make this search more efficient by

selecting xi+l not in a random fashion, but by making use of the

gradient of J at x . Since the gradient of J defines the derivative

of J with respect to x in the direction in which this derivative is

the greatest, one expects to achieve the greatest decrease in J by

making the next guess in the negative gradient direction, i.e.,

+ x .X-K d- (xi) (B 8)

The subscripts here denote the iteration index.
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One must specify the gain K. at each step, which determines how

largea step is to be taken in that direction. If K. is too small, the

convergence to the solution is slow. On the other hand, if K. is

excessive, the higher order derivatives of J will become significant

and the linearized analysis on which the above arguments is based is no

longer valid.

An ordinary minimization problem may be complicated by the

existence of equality constraints on the components of the vector x of

the form

g(x) = 0 (B. 9)

where g is an m-vector of functions of x. For example, Fig. B. 1

gives a set of contours of constant J as a function of two variables

and a curve which corresponds to the solution of Eq. B. 9. The problem

is to find the value of x along the curve g(x) - 0 which yields a mini-

mum of J, as indicated by x-. In general, the first guess t0 will

satisfy neither Eq. B. 9 nor will it minimize J. If one makes the

next guess along the negative gradient, as indicated by the point -1

the value of J will be decreased, but the violation of the constraint

equation may increase. Clearly some control must be exerted over the

direction of 6x to insure that one eventually converges to a solution

which satisfies the constraint. This can be done by separating the

negative gradient vector into two orthogonal directions, dl and d2,

as indicated in Fig. B. 1. The direction dl is tangent to the curve

g(x) = Y' (B. 10)

which passes through ,0, and d 2 is perpendicular to it. By moving

in the direction dl, one can reduce J while making no change in the

violation of the constraints (within first order terms). Independent

control can be exerted over the constraint violation by moving in the

d2 direction not to decrease J but to decrease the amount by which

Eq. B. 10 is violated, as noted in Fig. B. 1 by the point 1' Since one

moves not in the negative gradient direction, but in a direction of

greatest decrease of J subject to a specified decrease in the constraint

violation, this method is more appropriately called "steepest-descent"

rather than gradient.
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/.,H I g(x) =X

Fig. B.1 Minimization of J(x) with Constraint g(x) = 0 by Steepest Descent

max u(t)

u/ X" (t) ui + (t)

;tf

truncted\ truncated

Umi n.

Fig. B.2 Control Perturbation, Bounded Control
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The discussion up to this point has been quite heuristic and in

terms of function minimization problemsin order to give insight into

the concepts involved in the steepest-descent method. Since many of

these concepts are difficult to visualize in function space, it is con-

venient to refer back to the analogous geometrical representations in

vector space.

B. 2 STEEPEST-DESCENT IN FUNCTION SPACE

In this section the steepest-descent iterative technique for the

solution of optimal control problems isreviewed. 21 ' 3 27 One is

interested in controlling a system governed by the differential

equations

x = f(x, u, t) (B. 1 1)

such that the system is taken from an initial state

x(t 0 ) = (B 12)

to a terminal state which satisfies the equations

1[ x(t), t] =0 (B. 13)

and minimizes a functional of the form

t 1

(B.14)J[x(t),u(t)] = J[x(tl),t l ] +f L(x,u,t)dt (B. 14)
to

The n-vector x is called the state vector, u is the m-vector con-

trol, and ? is a (k+l)-vector function of x and t. At each iteration

we have a nominal control function uj(t) (chosen arbitrarily for the

first iteration) with which Eq. B.11 is integrated forward in time to a

nominal terminal time tlj using the initial conditions of Eqo B 12.

If the terminal time tl is specified explicitly in Eqo B. 13 by

t - t = 0 (B. 15)

then the nominal terminal time tl j is set equal to tl .l, j 
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However, if it is not specified then one of the constraint equations

must be used as a stopping condition. Thus the integration will con-

tinue until

O[x(t),t] = oi [ x(t),t] = O (B.16)

The nominal tlj is the time at which this constraint is satisfied.

The remaining constraints will not, in general, be satisfied at this

time. The constraint vector is now considered as a k-vector function

of x and t with the stopping condition deleted.

The objective is to determine a perturbation 6u(t) to apply to

uj(t) such that the maximum possible decrease in J is obtained,

while decreasing the terminal state constraint violations p[x(tl,j),tl,j]

by a specified amount. To determine the effect of a control perturbation

on Eqs. B. 11, B.13, B.14, and B.16, they are expanded in Taylor

series' about the nominal solution, to first order terms, giving

d6x(t) = F(t).6x(t) + G(t) - 6u(t) (B. 17)

do = b (t ) X(t 1 ,l)S +[ . f+] tt tt dt (B.18)dt

ti~~~~~~1,j3
i , j

f [ L(t) 6x(t) + LU(t) - 6u(t)] dt (B. 19)

to

and

dO = o (t lj) x(t j) + [ ox f + 0 t ] t .dt 1 (B o20)

1,j

In this case the subscript denotes the i-th component of Eq. B. 13.
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where

F(t) = f [x (t),u(t)t)t] ; G(t) = f [xj(t) u(t) t] (B21)
X j ' U 3 3

and the subscripts x, u, and t indicate partial derivatives with re-

spect to these variables which are evaluated on the nominal solution

uj(t), xj(t), and tl j.

Since at each iteration: Eqo B. 16 is used to define a new nomi-

nal terminal time t dO is zero and Eq. B.20 can be used to
Ij,

estimate the change in the nominal terminal time, i.e.,

dt1 = -[(0 x .f + Ot) -Ox] 6x ( (B.22)
t=t ! 3,j

Substituting Eq. B.22 into Eqso B. 18 and B. 19, one can eliminate

dtl, i.e.,

dcb= [$b -($·i)-10 ).lQx] .6x(t ,) (B123)dp = [ P (x - f + Ot) (ox - f + 0t) 9 x(t 1(B. 2 3)

and

dJ = [ b-( xp.f+ qft + L) (0xf + 0t)-1 0] .x(tl j) +
_t'~~~~~~ Xt,j ' 

t ,j

f [Lx(t) + Lu(t) 8u(t) dt (B. 24)

to

The next step is to determine a set of "influence functions" on

the cost functional, J, and the state constraint equations, 2o. First,

we define an n-vector X which satisfies the differential equation

K(t) = -LT(t)- F T(t) - X(t) (B.25)
x
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Noting that

_d(XT .x) = JT6 x + XT 6

-L 6x - TF 6x + T F 6x + XT G 6u
x

-L · 6x + X * G 6 u (B.26)x

we integrate Eq. B.26 to obtain

tlj

X (tl ~j). x(t 1 j) (t 0) 5x(to) =j (-L x 6x + X TG 6 u)dt (B.27)

to

We now define the terminal value of X(t) to be

(tl,j) = [bx -(4 x f + t + L)(0 x f + ot)o x ]T (B.28)
t=t I'

and since 6x(t 0) is zero, Eqs. B. 27 and B.28 can be substituted

into Eq. B. 24 to reduce it to

t
1,j

dJ = | (L .5x+L 'u-L .x+ XT G. u) dt

to

tl,j

to

where H is defined as

H = L(x,u,t) + T · f(x,u,t) (B.30)

Similarly Eq. B. 23 can be reduced by defining an (n x k) -matrix,

A (t), which satisfies the adjoint differential equation

(t) = -F T (t) . A(t) (B .31)
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and the terminal boundary condition

At [-((bf+ 0 lt)-1x] T (B. 32)
t=tj

As before, we note that

d T 'Td (A T 6x) = 6x + AT . 6k

= -AT F6x + T .F 6x + AT G 6u (B.33)

= A G. 6u

Integrating Eq. B.33 we have

AT(t, j)6x(t j)-A (to)x(t 0) = f [ATG· u] dt (B. 34)

to

Since Sx(t 0 ) is zero, Eq. B.23 now becomes

t
l,j

dz = [AT G 6u] dt (B.35)

to

Thus HU(t) and A (t). G(t) serve as influence functions of the pertur-

bation in the control variable on the cost and state constraints, re-

spectively.

In order to insure the validity of this linearized analysis, the

size of the control perturbation must be constrained. The measure of

the step size is given by

tlj

(dE) 2 = j [6uT(t) W 1 (t) l(t)u(t)] dt(B36
to

where W(t) is an arbitrary weighting matrix chosen to improve con-

ve rgence.
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Equations B. 17 and B.29 constitute the state differential

equation and cost functional, respectively, for a new optimization

problem, subject to constraints given by Eqs. B. 35 and B. 36. Ap-

plying the calculus of variations to this new optimization problem,

the control perturbation 6u(t) which minimizes the change in the

cost functional (i.e., maximize the decrease in J) is found to be

suj+l(t)= KJW(Hu - G TAl. I ) + WGTA.I dol (B. 37)

where I~ and IpJ are a (k x k) matrix and a k-vector, respectively,
defined by

tl~j

Iy = J A T . GWGTAdt (B.38)

to

,IJ JD VAT GW H T dt (B.39)

to

The first term in Eq. B. 37 corresponds to the component of the cost

gradient in function space which is parallel to the terminal state con-

straint surface, and the second term corresponds to the component of

the cost gradient orthogonal to the constraint surface. Thus at each

iteration the choices of KJ and doj+l exert separate control over the

change in the cost and the change in the constraint violations, re -

spectively.

The value of dpj+l specified at each iteration can be chosen to

be some fraction of the constraint violation on the previous iteration,

i.e.,

do j+l = -K, j+1 ' [x j (t l j)' t,j] (B.40)

The larger one makes K 0O <K < 1), the more rapid will be the con-

vergence to the constraint surface. By choosing large K l one can
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first converge to a control which satisfies the terminal constraints,

and then, on successive iteration one can maintain the satisfaction of

the constraint equations while searching for the control which mini-

mizes J. However, such a procedure may increase the chance of

converging to local minimum rather than the absolute minimum, as
27pointed out by Hague. In addition if the component of 5u(t) due

to do is too large, the linearized analysis may be invalid and the

effectiveness of the algorithm will be diminished. Thus one may try

to choose K , so that the second term in Eq. B. 30 is of comparable

magnitude to the first term.

The choice of KJ can be made in several ways. First, by sub-

stituting Eq. B.37 into Eq. B.36, one can solve for KJ in terms of

a specified (dE)2 for each iteration as being2 3

dE 2 -d T . -I
J = [ T 1 (Bo41)

IJJ b- IJj IJ

where

tl, j

I33 f [H WHT] dt (B.42)

to

The plus sign is used to maximize J and the minus sign is used to

minimize J. A second alternative is to specify the desired change in

cost, 2 4 AJ. Substituting Eq. B,37 into Eq. B.29 one obtains

T o1

KJ J IT (B.43)

IThese two methods use only the first order- Information Iwhich is avail-

These two methods use only the first order information which is avail-

able. A third approach attempts to incorporate second order infor-

mation into the choice of KJ. By analogy with the discussion of

ordinary minimization problem in Section B. 1, the choice of K, cor-

responds to specifying the length of dl, the size of the step in the
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direction pa ra lle:l to the constraint surface. To speed up con-

vergence, one may wish to move to a minimum of J in the dI

direction. To do this we express J as a function of KJ to second

order terms, and then determine the value KJ which minimizes this
27

approximating function, i. e.,

J(KJ) = J(0) + dJ KJ J + d K + ,, (B. 44)

The minimum of J(KJ) occurs for

dj dJ 
i dKj 2 = (B. 45)

F iF .0

Substituting Eq. B.37 into Eq. B. 29 with K21, equal to zero, we find

that

dJ T -1
dKT = Ijj - I ·J I I (B. 46)

K =0
KJ=O

In order to obtain an estimate of the second-derivative we must apply

the 8u(t) given by Eq. B. 37 with an arbitrary gain Kj (and with K,

zero) to obtain the new cost J(K 1 ); then

dJ 1 d2 2J(Kj)= J(0) + d Kj + dK Kj1 (B.47)

0

from which

d J| = 2[J(KJ) J(0) dJ | K ]/K 2 (B 48)

J

Substituting Eqs. Bo46 and Bo48 into Eq. Bo 45, we compute the desired

optimum value of KJ based on second order information, While this
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method is highly desirable since it speeds up the convergence as one

gets near to the solution, it must be used with caution when far from

the solution, since the second order approximation may no longer be

vali d.

The steepest-descent algorithm is easily modified to treat
26problems with bounded controls. To demonstrate this extension let

us limit the discussion to scalar control with constraints of the form

Jul <U (B.49)
thAfter the j iteration the control function uj(t) function may, typi-

cally, lie, in the boundary of its admissible region over several time

segments, as shown in Fig. B.2 for tl < t < t 2 and t 3 < t < tf. If

one computes the control perturbation, 6u.+l(t), as before a new con-

trol Uj+l(t) will be obtained which may violate the constraints. Since

uj+l(t) must be limited to the set of admissible controls given by

Eq. B. 49, the desired change in the terminal constraint violations,

doj+1 , will not be achieved. One can accommodate the fact that a

positive perturbation cannot be allowed during intervals on the upper

boundary and a negatiave perturbation cannot be allowed when on the

lower boundary by increasing the weighting of control perturbations

in Eq. B.36 over these intervals. Thus by increasing W -(t) over

the intervals when uj(t) is on the boundaries of its admissible region,

W(t) can be made arbitrarily small. In the limit, the effect is to

suppress the integration of the integrals Iy, Ibj, and IJj (see Eqs.B.38,

B.39, and B.42) as well as the computation of 6uj+l(t) in Eq. B.37

over these intervals. Since I~ will be decreased (and Iy thereby

increased) the control perturbation will be scaled up over the remaining

intervals to enable the achievement of the desired d +lHowever,

while perturbations which would result in a violation of the constraints

have been eliminated, one has also excluded the possibility of computing

perturbations which will take the control off of the boundaries into the

interior of the admissible region. For this reason the suggested algo-

rithm is to set W equal to zero over the appropriate intervals only in
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the computation of the integrals Iv, I;J, and IJJo The new con-

trol perturbation, buj+l(t), is to be computed for all t and then

uj+l(t) limited to the admissible region, by truncating 6uj+l(t) as

shown in Fig. Bo.2

If the control problem is such that control remains on the

boundary for all t (i.e., a bang-bang control), then this method is

not directly applicable (since then I =0), and further modifications

are required as suggested by Denham and Bryson. If there is more
.th *ow and ith

than one control variable, then one simply makes the it h row and 

column of the matrix W(t) equal to zero, in the computation of I,

IyJ, and IJj, over the intervals for which the i component of the

control vector is on the boundaries of its admissible region.

The steepest-descent algorithm can be summarized as follows:

o. With the nominal control function uj(t) (u 0 (t) arbi-

trarily chosen for first iteration), and the initial con-

ditions given in Eq. B.12, integrate Eq. B 11 from t o

until the stopping condition Eq. B. 16, is satisfied, thus

defining the nominal terminal time tl jo

2. Compute boundary conditions on X and A at t=t

from Eqs. B.28 and B, 32.

3, Integrate X(t), A(t), I ¢, Ij,; Ijj backwards in time

from tl,j to t o using Eqs. B.25, Bo31, Bo38, Bo39,

and B.42, saving the values of k and A over the

entire interval and the terminal values of Iy, Ij,

and Ijo

4. Determine the gain Kj from either Eq. Bo41, B.43,

or B.45 and specify desired d2jo

5, Compute 6uj+l(t) from Eq. Bo37 and the new nominal

control

Uj+l(t) = uj(t) + 6Uj+l(t) (B.50)

6. Repeat the above procedure starting with step I until

satisfactory convergence is obtained,
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One can determine when the minimal solution has been obtained

by comparing at successive iterations, the values of J, b(tl D),

tl, j , Hu(t), and 5u(t). From the necessary conditions on the optimal

control, Appendix A, H should be zero except when u is on the
u

boundary of the set of admissible controls, and thus it serves as a

measure of the violation of the necessary conditions, However, it

is possible that H can be quite small while the change in u(t) re-
u

quired to reach the minimum can be quite large if the problem con-

tains a "shallow" minimum. Thus a more direct approach is to com-

pare directly the cost at each iteration and accept a solution when the

decrease in the cost achieved falls below a preset percentage of the

cost while maintaining the violations of the terminal state constraints

within a set of predetermined tolerances. It is a good practice to

make these comparisons over a span of several iterations, since one

may likely make little improvement on any given iteration while

achieving significant gains on succeeding iterations. One should be

aware of the fact that he may only have attained a local minimum.

Since it is in general difficult to prove uniqueness of extremals for a

given problem, one is forced to resort to argue the reasonableness

of the answer and to rely on engineering intuition in order to accept a

given solution as being indeed the absolute minimum. One may also

try repeating the algorithm with a wide variety of initial control

functions, u 0 (t). Continual convergence to the same solution can

bolster one's confidence in the solution, but, of course, there is no

guarantee that one has not failed to assume a u 0 (t) close enough to

the minimal u(t) in order to converge to it rather than a local mini-

mum.

From the above summary of the steepest-descent algorithm it

can be seen that the number of variables which must be integrated are

as follows: the n-vector of state variables, x; the n-vector of

adjoint variables, X; the (n x k)-matrix of influence functions, A;

the (k x k)-matrix I ,; the k-vector IJ; ' and the scalar Ijj.

Since I is symmetric only k(k+l)/2 of its k elements need to

be integrated giving a total of

I = (2n + k + l)(k + 2) (B. 51)
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variables to be integrated. In terms of computer storage require-

ments, one must store the m-vector of control variables, the n-vector
T

of state variables, the (k x m) matrix AG, and the m-vector Hu,

for a total of

S = m(k + 2) + n (B.52)

variables to be stored. If N is the total number of integration incre-

ments used, then S x N words of computer memory are required.

In addition, one may wish to store the two components of 6u given

by Eq. B. 37, so that if it is necessary to repeat an iteration with a

smaller step size (or if second-order information is desired in

specifying KJ), it will not be necessary to recompute the control

pe rturbation.



APPENDIX C

THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD

C. 1 INTRODUCTION

The Newton-Raphson method 3 3 for the solution of two-point

boundary value problems is a direct extension of the classical Newton

method for determining the roots of a function of a single variable. 3 8

It is applicable to minimization problems since one can find a (local)

minimum of a function by searching for that point at which its first

derivative is zero. Thus, the method is an indirect one, and, as will

be seen, it makes use of second-order information. It was first pro-

posed for the solution of two-point boundary value problems by
52

Hestenes who called it "differential variations." Bellman and

Kalaba developed and generalized the method further, incorporat-

ing the ideas of dynamic programming, and called it "quasilinearization."

The generalization of Newton's method to function spaces, which con-

stitutes a special case of quasilinearization, was originated by

Kantorovich. 38 Convergence theorems are presented by Kantor-

ovich, Kalaba,41 and McGill and Kenneth. 3 7 The basic algorithm

was extended to problems with bounded control variables by Kenneth

and Taylor, 3 6 and to problems with bounded state variables byMcGill. 3 4

35,45
Further modifications were developed by others 4 5 to extend the

basic Newton method to a wider class of control problems. In this ap-

pendix, the Newton-Raphson method for fixed end-point, two-point

optimal control problems is reviewed. In Chapter III the algorithm is

extended to the general N-point optimal control problem and to free

terminal-time problems.

C.2 NEWTON'S METHOD

In this section the basic Newton method for finding the roots of a

(vector) function of several variables is presented. Consider a set of

s imultane ous nonlinear equations

f(x) = 0 (C. 1)

where x is an n-vector and f is a continuously differential n-vector
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function of n variables. It is desired to find that x which represents

a solution of Eq. C. 1. Expanding Eq. C. 1 in a Taylor series about a

nominal xO, one obtains

f(xl )=f(x 0 ) + J(x 0 ). (x 1 -x 0 ) + . . (C.2)

where the secand and higher-order terms are neglected and J(x 0 ) is

the Jacobian matrix of f(x) given by

afl af l

axl . ax

df
J(x ) = x (x) (C. 3)

8af af fn n
aX1 . . .xn x = xO

If the Jacobian is nonsingular (i.e., its determinant is nonzero), one

can solve for the new nominal x 1 , by requiring that f(xl) be zero.

x 1 = x - J(x0 ) f(x 0 ) (C .4)

The algorithm can be repeated in an iterative manner by using the

more general relation

xnl= Xn J(xn) f(xn) (C. 5)n n n

Since the algorithm consists of approximating the function f(x) at

each iteration by its tangent at the nominal point, and then finding the

root of this approximating function, the Newton method is often called

the "method of tangents." Since Eq. C.5 is obtained from Eq. C.2 by

considering only linear terms, the algorithm will converge exactly in

one step if and only if Eq. C. 1 is linear with respect to all n variables.

If f(x) is not linear but the initial guess, x 0g is "close enough" to x,

the convergence may be quadratic, i.e., the number of correct signif-

icant figures on successive iterations approximately doubles (it may

be only asymptotically quadratic if the initial guess is poorer). Un-

fortunately, the method does not always converge quadratically, and,
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1 3
in fact, it may not converge at all. For example, if f(x) = x , then

2 -1 1 3 2
xn+l = xn - (2xn) T x = x (C.6)

Thus, the distance to the solution, x = 0, is decreased by only a

factor of 2 at each iteration. On the other hand, if f(x) is given by

f(x) = xll/2 , sgn(x) (C.7)

the algorithm gives

Xn+l = Xn (C.8)

which does not converge at all.

The reader is referred to Kantorovich and Akilov3 8 for a precise

statement of the fundamental convergence theorem and its detailed

proof. In many applications, as in finding the zero of in Sec

tion 3.4, the convergence theorems are of little value since the func-

tional form of f(x) is unknown.

Application of the Newton method to function minimization prob-

lems simply involves letting the derivative of the function equal f(x) 

The minimum (local minima) of a function of n variables, P(x),

occurs at a point where x is an n-vector as before and P is twice

differentiable with respect to each of its variables.

dP aP aP
-=(-P...-) = 0o (C 9)

dx ax1 ax

i.e. , the n-vector of partial derivatives, the gradient vector, must be

zero. One can now apply the Newton algorithm, Eq. C. 5, directly to

Eq. C.9, where

dP
f(x) = dx (x) (C. 10)

and

(x) .(x

ax 1 n

J(x) '= (C. 11)

a 2p (x) a 2
ax ax 21 n axn
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If P(x) contains only linear and quadratic functions of its variables,

dP
d- (x) is linear, and, as noted above, the algorithm converges to the

exact minimum in one step. For general nonlinear P(x), the conver-
dP

gence theorem of Kantorovich can be applied directly to d- (x), in

order to determine if the convergence is quadratic.

Unfortunately, in addition to perhaps diverging, the method

may converge to a local maximum or a saddle point, as well as a

local minimum, since Eq. C. 9 is the necessary condition for any

stationary point. For example, ccnsider the function

1 3
P(x) = x x x (C. 12)

which is illustrated in Fig. C. 1, and which, incidently, does not

possess a minimum. The first derivative of P is given by

dP = 1 (C. 13)
dx ~- 2

and the Newton algorithm becomes

3
l 2 1-1 3 n

x+1 xn - x(. xnx)~ 1 2 (C. 14)
3( xn-1)

For any positive x 0 the algorithm will converge to the relative min-

imum at x = t+2 and for any negative x 0 it will converge to the

relative maximum at x = - ./Z. Thus, one must check the second

derivative at any solution to which the algorithm converges in order to

determine if that solution is a relative minimum. In addition, one can-

not tell if there is another relative minimum which is smaller, or if an

absolute minimum even exists.

C.3 THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD FOR TWO-POINT BVP's

When one applies the N-R method to two-point BVP's, the objec-

tive is to determine the solution of a nonlinear differential equation

X(t) = F(X(t),t) (C. 15)

where X(t) is an N-vector, subject to N/2 boundary conditions at each
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P(x)

2, x

2

1 3
(a)P(x)=(; x -x) vs. x

\dP

Relative Relative
Maximum Minimum

x x2

()Fig. C.1 Example of Newton'vs. x

Fig. C.1 Example of Newton's Method
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of two points in time, such as

x ( j ) ( t
o) = a (C. 16)
0 J

X( )(tl)= bj (C. 17)

where the superscripts denote the components of the N-vector X. If

one lets Y = X, then Eq. C. 15 can be written

g(X,Y,t) = Y - F(X,t) = 0 (C.18)

Expanding Eq. C. 18 in a Taylor series up to first order terms about a

nominal (X i ,Y i) gives

g(Xi+ ,Yi ,t) 0 g(XYi,t ) + g (XY.,t)(Xi+-Xi)i+l i+l 11 X (Xi' 1 

+ aY (Xii t)(i+ Yi) + . (C. 19)

0 YaF.(-.,Xtt)X
0 Yi F(Xt) a(X i t ) (X i + 1 X i + Y 1 (C. 20)

and thus, eliminating Y one obtains

X i+1(t ) =aF (Xi, t) Xi+l(t) + [F(Xit) - ax (Xi(t).Xi(t)] (C. 2)

Equation C. 21 represents a linear nonhomogenous differential equation

to be satisfied by the N-vector Xi+l(t). Because of the linearity of

this differential equation, superposition can be employed to obtain a

solution that satisfies the boundary conditions given by Eqs. C. 16 and

C. 17.

The solution to Eq. C.21 can be written as

This choice of boundary conditions is made to simplify the following
discussion, and is subsequently generalized.
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Xi+°l(t) i= (t,t0). Xil(t0)f '(t0, T). [F(Xi(T),T) - (Xi(T), T)'Xi(T)]dT

to

(C. 22)

where 1(t,t 0) is the fundamental, or "transition", matrix of Eq. C.21.

By defining

N/2 t

~p i + l(t ) =Z .j(tt0).a j +f ~(t 0 T)'[Xi(T),T) - a F (Xi(T),T)Xi(T)]dT
j=1 to

(C.23)

Equation C. 22 can be written as

N

Xi+l(t) = 4p, i+ l (t) + E j(t). Cj (C.24)

j = +1

where ij(t) represents the jth column vector of the transition matrix.

Thus, p' i+l(t) can be obtained by integrating Eq. C. 21 forward with

N/2 components set equal to the values specified by Eq. C. 16, and the

other N/2 components set equal to arbitrary constants at time t0,i.e.,

· p(t) = col (al ...,a N , aN . .. ,,aN) (C.25)

2 2

if the state variables are ordered such that the first N/2 are speci-

fied at time t o .0 j(t) can be obtained by integrating the homogeneous
.th

part of Eq. C.21 with the j: component of X(t 0 ) set equal to one and

all other initial values set to zero (for j = N/2 + 1,... , N). Evaluat-

ing Eq. C.24 at t - t 1 , and setting the N/2 components of Xi+l (t l )

equal to the terminal values specified by Eq. C. 17, one obtains N/2

linear equations in terms of the N/2 unknown constants C., j =

N/2 + 1, . .. ,N. Solving for the C., one then obtains the appropriate

initial conditions for Xi+l(t) given by

Xi+l(t0 ) =col (al, ... aN, aN +C N ,.,aN+ CN (C.26)
1+ N+1 N+ 1 N
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The entire solution for Xi+l(t) can be obtained directly from Eq. C. 24,

or, to obviate the necessity of storing the solutions for p (t) and the

~j(t) for all t, by integrating Eq. C. 21 once more, with the initial

conditions given by Eq. C.26.

The Newton-Raphson algorithm is not restricted to having exactly

N/2 values of X(t) specified at each end point -- 'actually, the boundary

conditions can be linear or, more generally, nonlinear functions of the

state and can be split in any way between the two boundaries (as long as

a total of N, and only N, boundary conditions are specified. Any

initial values explicitly specified, as in Eq. C. 16, can be included in

the determination of Jp(t), as above. The effects of the remaining

initial values must be determined by obtaining their transition vectors,

)j(t), as was done in the above development for the last N/2 com-

ponents of X(t). Of course, if the boundary conditions are all linear

the problem of determining the unknown C 's is greatly simplified,

requiring the inversion of an MxM matrix, where M is the number

of unknowns. The more initial values that are explicitly specified, the

fewer unknowns there are to be determined. On the other hand, if a

greater number of terminal values of X(t) are explicitly specified,

then one ought to apply the algorithm in reverse, integrating backwards

from tl to tO, in order to reduce the number of unknowns to be deter-

mined. If all of the N boundary values are explicitly specified, the

case where exactly N/2 conditions are imposed at each end, then,

represents a worse case as far as the number of unknowns to be deters

mined is concerned. Unfortunately, this is the case in all optimal

control problems. If the boundary conditions are not explicitly speci-

fied, one may have to compute the entire transition matrix and deter-

mine N unknowns.

The application to two-point optimal control problems with un-

bounded control and state vectors, and fixed initial and terminal times,

is straightforward in certain problems. For such problems, the Euler-

Lagrange equations are given by'"

See Appendix A, Section 7
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k = f(x,u,t) (C. 27)

? =- Hx(x,u, X,t) = g(x,u,X,t) (C.28)

and

H (x,u,X,t) = 0 (C .29)

Let us assume that Eq. C. 29 can be solved explicitly for u as a func-

tion of x and X,

u = h(x, X, t) (C.30)

Equations C. 27 and C. 28 can then be rewritten as

x = f[x,h(x,X,t),t] (C.31)

X = g [x,h(x, X,t), X,t] (C.32)

which are a set of 2n differential equations in terms of the 2n vari-

ables x and X. Le:t us define a new 2n vector X(t) by

x(t)

X(t) = _ (C. 33)

Equations C. 31 and C.32 can be rewritten as a single vector differen-

tial equation,

f [x, g(x, X,t), t]

X(t) = F(X,t) [- (C.34)

g [x, g(x,' ,t), X,t ]

which is of the form specified by Eq. C. 15 where N = 2n. If the state

is specified at both the initial and terminal times, one then has a set

of N/2 boundary conditions at each end, as specified by Eqs. C. 16

and C. 17, and the algorithm represented by Eqs. C.21 -C.26 is directly

applicable. If the state equality constraints are linear and the penalty

functions on the state are quadratic, then the n boundary conditions on

each end, the state constraints and the transversality conditions, are

linear functions of the state and costate-variables which can be easily

solved for the unknown initial conditions. If these restrictions are not

met, one must solve a set of nonlinear equations for the unknown initial

conditions, a somewhat more difficult task.
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Since Eqs. C.27 C.29 represent first-order necessary condi-

tions that are satisfied by any stationary solution, the Newton-Raphson

algorithm may converge to a local maximum rather than a local mini-

mum. In addition, if the initial guessed solution (x 0 (t), X(t) ) is not

"close enough" to the desired solution, the algorithm may not converge

at all. Of course, if the system dynamics and state constraints are

linear, and if the cost functional is a quadratic function of the state

and the control, the Newton-Raphson algorithm converges exactly in

only one step, regardless of the initial guess. The reader is referred

to the references cited in Section C. 1 for convergence theorems and

their proofs.

The above development is limited to fixed-time problems, and

to problems in which one can obtain u as an explicit function of x

and X (Eq. C.30). The algorithm is extended to free-time problems

in Section 3.4e. If one cannot solve Eq. C.29 explicitly for u, Eqs.

C. 27 - C. 29 must be linearized about a nominal x(t), XN(t), and uN(t).

The linearization of Eq. C.29 can then be used (if HuU is nonsingular

for all t) to eliminate uN+l(t), resulting in a set of 2n differential

equations in terms of the Zn variable XN+l(t) and XN+l(t). One then

proceeds, as above, to find the solution for xN l(t) and XN+l(t)

that satisfies the initial, and terminal constraints.



APPENDIX D

STEEPEST-DESCENT COMPUTER PROGRAM
FOR TWO-TARGET INTERCEPT

This appendix contains the computer program used in obtaining

the numerical results via the method of steepest-descent as discussed

in Section 3. 3b and 4. 3. A flow chart for the program is given in Fig.

3.7. The input data is read in the NAMELIST format with the name

INPUT1. The input variables include the initial positions and headings

of the missile (X 10, X2 0, X30) and the targets (Y10,Y20,Y3 0, Z 10, Z20,

Z30) and the target turning rates and velocities (Y3D, Z3D, VY, VZ).

The targets are constrained to have constant turning rates. The nom-

inal control, U, can be read in as a constant (UO) if INFORM is

equal to one, or as a one-dimensional array (of dimension 1000) under

the NAMELIST name INPUT2 if INFORM is set equal to two. The

integration step size, the printout frequency, and the maximum number

of iterations are specified by DT, NWRITE, and NMAX, respectively.

If both targets are not intercepted after IMAX time increments (of

length DT), then the run is automatically terminated. The maximum

control and the gains KJ and K 0 which determine the control pertur-

bation step size are specified by UMAX, GAINJ, and DP, respec-

tively. The tolerances on the constraint violations and the change in

the cost functional are given by ERP and ERJ. If the constraint viola-

tions are less than ERP on two successive iterations and the percent-

age change in the cost functional is less than ERJ, then the algorithm

is considered to have converged and the run is terminated.

The forward integration of the state equations and the backward

integration of the influence functions and the integrals IW and IJ are

performed using the second-order Runge-Kutta method. At each integra-

tion increment the transition and stopping conditions are tested in order

to define the nominal intercept times. If in a given increment the appro-

priate condition changes sign, the intercept time (i.e., the time at

which the condition is zero) is precisely determined by linear interpo-

lation. Since the intercept of targets Y and Z are defined as the

times when the value X2 first exceeds the values of Y2 and Z2,

respectively, the initial conditions should be chosen so that X2 is less
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than Y2 and Z2. Target Y should be defined as the one that is the

first to be intercepted.

Since the intercept times tl and t 2 , in general, occur at times

other than an integral number of DT s, the influence functions and the

integrals I0, and I J are integrated only over the appropriate frac-

tions of the DT increment at these times. In addition, for bounded

control problems (in which I, and IJ are not to be integrated over

the intervals when the control lies on the boundary) the precise time at

which the control enters or leaves the boundary is determined by

linearly extrapolating the values of the control in the region just off

the boundary. Igg and Ij are then integrated only over that portion

of the DT for which the control is not on the boundary.

The algorithm for specifying the control perturbation step size is

discussed in Section 3. 3b. The control perturbation is then added to

the nominal control to obtain a new nominal (which is truncated in

bounded control problems so that it lies entirely in the admissible

region), and the algorithm is repeated until the optimal solution is

obtained.
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C STEEPEST DESCENT - OPTIMAL INTERCEPT OF TWO TARGETS
C

0001 DIMENSION X1(1000),X24100O),X3(l00O),P3(100O),P13(1000},
I P23(1000),U(tlOO)Y1000) ,Y ,Y2(1000),Z(1000),72(lOOc),
2 SX3 1000) ,CX3( 1000),LIMIT( iOO)

0002 REAL IPJl,IPJ2, IPPLL1PP12,PP22,I1,II12,I22
0003 NAMELIST/INPUTL/XO, X20,X30,YlO,Y20,Y30,ZlO,Z2, Z30,Y30,Z3D,

I VYVZtUO,DT, INFORMNWRITE, IMAX,NMAXDP, GAINJ, IMAX,ERP,ERJ
0004 NAMELIST/INPUT2/ U
0005 NAMELIST/VARS/ COSTO,COST,Dl,02,D3,D4,D5,06,D7,DlO,D?O, Nl,

1 N2,DPI,DP2,DP,KPIPJI,IPJ2,IPP11,1 PP12, IP22,111,112,
2 I22, TERAT,TI,T2,GAINI,EPSLNl,FPSLN2, UT2

0006 1 FORMAT('1',30X,'INPUT DATA'///)
0007 2 FORMAT('1', 3X, ' OUTPUT DATA'///)
0008 3 FORMAT( '',lX,'=' ,8X,'Xl(1)=',12X,'X2(I)=',12X,'X3(1)=',12X,

1 'Y( 12,'Y2)=12X 2 /12XP3)=',llX,'P13(1)=',11X,
2 'P23(I)=',12X,'Zl(I)=',12X,'Z?(I)=',13X,'U(I)='//)

0009 4 FORMAT(14,3X,E15.7,3X,E15.7,3X,E15.7,3X,E15.7,3X,E5I.7/7X,
1 E15.7,3X3,E15.73XE15.7X,157 5.7

0010 5 FORMAT('1',30X,'RESULTS FOR ITERATION NO.',14///)
0011 6 FORMAT(10(14,13))
0012 7 FORMAT('1',25X,'TURNING RATE LIMIT DATA- I,LIMIT(I)'/30X,

1 'SATURATION IF LIMIT(I)=1'//)
C READ INPUT DATA

0013 100 WRITE(6,11)
0014 READ(5,INPUT1)
0015 WRITE(6,INPUT1)
0016 WRITE(6,2)
0017 IF(INFORM.EQ.1) GO TO 103

C READ IN NOMINAL CONTROL HISTORY IF NOT A CONSTANT
0018 READ(5,INPUT2)

C INITIALIZE PARAMETERS
0019 103 COSTO=O.
0020 N2=IMAX
0021 KN=O
0022 KP=O
0023 Xl(l)=XlO
0024 X2(1)=X20
0025 X3!1)=X30
0026 Yl(1)=Y10
0027 Y2(1)=Y20
0028 Zl(1)=10
0029 Z211)=Z20
0030 D1O=0.
0031 D20=0.
0032 ITERAT=O
0033 NERROR=O
0034 IJK=0

C COMPUTE TARGET TRAJECTORIES - CONSTANT TURNING RATES
0035 Y3N=Y30
0036 Z3N=Z30
0037 VYN=VY*DT
0038 VZN=VZ*DT
0039 DO 101 I=2,1MAX
0040 K=I-1
0041 YI(I)=YlIK)+VYN*COS(Y3N)
0042 Y2(11=Y2(K)+VYN*SIN(Y3N)
0043 Y3N=Y3N+DT*Y3D
0044 Zl(I)=ZL(K)+VZN*COS(Z3N)
0045 2 2(1)=Z2(K)+VZN*SlN(Z3N)
0046 Z3N=Z3N+DT*Z3D
0047 LIMIT(K)=O
0048 P3(K)=0.
0049 P13(K)=O,
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0050 P23(K)=0.
0051 IF(INFORM.NE.1) GO TO 101
0052 UI(K)=UO
0053 101 CONTINUE
0054 C=DT/2.
0055 SX3(1)=SIN(X3(1))
0056 CX3(1)=COS(X3(1))

C INTEGRATE MISSILE DYNAMICS
0057 102 DO 105 I=2,N2
0058 K=I-1

C IF CONTROL ENTERS OR LEAVES SATURATION, MUST FIND
C TRANSITION POINT ACCURATFLY

0059 IF(LIMIT(KI.EQ.1.AND.LIMITt(i.FQ.0) GO TO 300
0060 IFILIMIT(K).EQ.O.AND.LIMITII).EQ.1) GO TO 301
0061 X3(I)=X3(K)+C*(U(K)+U(I))
0062 106 CX3(I)=COS(X3(I))
0063 SX3(I)=SIN(X3(I))
0064 XlI I=XI(K)+C*(CX3(I)+CX3(K))
0065 X2(I)=X2(K)+C*(SX3(1)+SX3(K))
0066 IF(KN.EQ.1) GO TO 104

C CHECK SWITCHING CONDITION ON FIRST TARGET
0067 IFIX(I)-YL(I).LT.0.) GO TO 105

0068 KN=1
0069 N1=I

C FIND INTERMEDIATE INTERCEPT TIME EXACTLY
0070 THETA2=Xl(I)-Y(I)I
0071 THETAL=X1(I-11-YI(I-1)
0072 EPSLNI=THETA2/(THETA2-THETAL)
0073 TL=((I-1)-EPSLN1)*DT

C CHECK STOPPING CONDITION ON SECOND TARGET
0074 104 IF(XI(I)-Zl(I).GT.0.) GO TO 111
0075 105 CONTINUE
0076 I=N2+1
0077 112 K=I-1

C IF PAST PREVIOUS NOMINAL TERMINAL INTERCEPT TIME, MAINTAIN
C CONSTANT X3 UNTIL NEW INTERCEPT DEFINED

0078 U(I)=O.
0079 X3(I)=X3(K)
0080 SX3(I)=SIN(X3(I))
0081 CX3(I)=COS(X3(I))
0082 Xl(. I)=Xl(K)+DT*CX3(K)
0083 X2(I)=X2(K)+DT*SX3(K)

C CHECK IF EXCEED MAX RUNNING TIME
0084 IF(I.GT.IMAX) GO TO 118
0085 116 IF(XL(I)-ZL(I).GT.0.) GO TO 111
0086 1=1+1
0087 GO TO 112
0088 111 N2=I
0089 KN=O

C FIND TERMINAL -INTERCEPT TIME EXACTLY
0090 THETA2=XI(I)-ZI(I)
0091 THETAI=XI(I-1)-Z1([-l)
0092 EPSLN2=THETA2/(THFTA2-THETA 1 )
0093 T2=(I-I-EPSLN2)*DT

C COMPUTE COST
0094 UT2=U(N2-1)+(U(N2)-UI(N2-1))*(1.-EPSLN2)
0095 COST=(U(1)*U(1)+UT2*UT2*(1.-EPSLN21-U(NZ-1)t*UN2-1)*EPSLN2)/2.
0096 NF=N2-1
0097 DO 113 I=2,NF
0098 113 COST=COST+U(I)*U(I)
0099 COST=COST*C

C COMPUTE CONSTRAINT VIOLATIONS
0100 ER2=X2(N1)-Y2(N1)
0101 ER1=X2(N1-1)-Y2(N1-1)
0102 D1=ERI+(ER2-ERI)*( .-EPSLNI)
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0103 ER2=X2{N2)-Z2(N2)
Q104 ERl=X2(N2-1)-Z2(N2-1)
0105 D2=ERL+(ER2-ERL)*(l.-EPSLN2)
0106 D3-=1-D10
0107 04=02-D20

C CHECK IF CONSTRAINT VIOLATION WITHIN TOLERANCE ON TWO

C SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONS
0108 IFIABS(01)+ABS(02).GT.ERP) GO TO 120
0109 IFIKP.EQ.O) GO TO 119
0110 IF(ABSII.-COSTO/COST),.GT.ERJ) GO TO 114

0111 118 NWRITE=l
0112 NERROR=1
0113 GO TO 114
0114 119 KP=1
0115 GO TO 114
0116 120 KP=0
0117 114 WRITE(6,5) ITERAT
0118 WRITE(6,VARS)
0119 WRITE(6,3)
0120 WRITE(6,4) (lXl(I)X2(I ) ,X3( [Yl,Y( ,Y2(I),P3(I},

1 P13(I),P23(I),ZI(I),Z2(I) ,UI),=I1,N2,NWRITE)
0121 WRITE(6,7)
0122 WRITE(6,6) (I,LIMIT(I),I=1,N2)
0123 IF(ITERAT.GE.NMAX) GO TO 100
0124 IF(NERROR.EQ.1) GO TO 100
0125 ITERAT=ITERAT+l
0126 COSTO=COST
0127 IF(ITERAT.EQ.I) GO TO 117
0128 IF(ABS(D1).GT.ABS(D2)) GO Tn 128
0129 05=D4
0130 D6=DP2
0131 GO TO 132
0132 128 05=03
0133 D6=DP1
0134 132 07=05/06
0135 IF(07.LE.0..OR.07.GE.2.) GO TO 133
0136 IF(D7.LE.1.) DP=(.5+1.5*D7)*DP
0137 IF(D7.GT.1.) DP=(.5+1.5*(2.-D7))*DP
0138 GO TO 117
0139 133 DP=.5*DP
0140 117 IFIOP.GT.1.) DP=1.
0141 DPI=-DP*Dl
0142 DP2=-DP*D2

0143 GAIN1=DP*GAINJ
0144 D10=D1
0145 D20=D2
0146 KTIME=2

C INITIALIZE INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR INTEGRALS
0147 P13(Nl)=0.
0148 IPJI=0.
0149 IPJ2=0.
0150 IPPIl=0.
0151 IPPI2=0.
0152 IPP22=0.
0153 ZID=(Z1fN2)-ZI(N2-1))/OT
0154 Z20=(Z2(N2)-Z2(N2-1))/DOT
0155 X10=CX3(N2-1)+(CX3(N2)-CX3(N2-l))*(I.-EPSLN2)
0156 X2=SX3(N2-1)+(SX3(N2)-SX3(N2-1) )*(1.-EPSLN2)
0157 P=-UT2*UT2/(2.*XlD-ZI0D))
0158 P3(N2)=P*X20*DT*EPSLN2
0159 P3D=-P*C
0160 P30N=P3D*SX3(N2)
0161 P=-(X2D-Z2D)/(X1D-L1D)
0162 P23(N2 )=P*X2D-X1D)*DT*EPSLN2
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0163 P23D=-P*C
0164 P23DN=P23D*SX3(N2)+C*CX3(N2)
0165 NI=l
0166 NF=N2-NI+1
0167 121 DO 125 I=NI,NF
0168 K=N2-I
0169 J=K+I
0170 P3DO=P3DN
0171 P3DN=P3D*SX3(K)
0172 P3(K)=P3(J)+P3DN+P3DO
0173 P23DO=P23DN
0174 P23DN=P23D*SX3(K)+C*CX3(K)
0175 P23(K)=P23(J)+P23DN+P23DO
0176 IF(KTIME.EQ.2) GO TO 122
0177 P1300DP13DN
0178 P13DN=P13D*SX3(K)+C*CX3(K)
0179 P13(K)=P13(J)+P13DN+P13DO
0180 GO TO 123
0181 122 P13(K)=0.

C IF CONTROL ENTERING OR LEAVING BOUNDARY, INTEGRATE ONLY
C OVER PART OF DT

0182 123 IF(LIMIT(K).EQ.1) GO TO 140
0183 IF(LIMIT(J).EQ.1) GO TO 142
0184 TERM1=U(K)+P3(K)
0185 IPJI=IPJI+TERM1*P13(K)
0186 IPJ2=IPJ2+TERMI*P23(K)
0187 IPP11=IPPII+P13(K)*PI3(K)
0188 IPP12=IPPI2+P13(K)*P23(K)
0189 IPP22=IPP22+P23(K)*P23(K)
0190 125 CONTINUE
0191 IF(KTIME.EQ. ) GO TO 126
0192 KTIME=1
0193 NI=N2-Nl+2
0194 NF=N2-1
0195 YlD=(YI(N1)-Yl(NI-1))/DT
0196 Y2D=(Y2(N[)-Y2(NI-1))/DT
0197 XID=CX3(NI-1)+(CX3(N1)-CX3(Nl-1))*(1.-EPSLN1)
0198 X2D=SX3(NI-l)+(SX3{N1-SX3iNl-l))*(I.-EPSLN1)
0199 P=-(X2D-Y2D)/(XID-YID)
0200 P13(N1-l)=-(P*X2D-XID)*DT*(I.-FPSLNI)
0201 P13D=-P*C
0202 P13DN=PI3D*SX3(NI-1)+C*CX3(Nl-1)
0203 GO TO 121
0204 126 TERM2=U(N2)+P3(N2)

C ADD CORRECTIONS FOR INTEGRALS AT BOUNDARIES
0205 IF(LIMIT(1I.EQ.1) GO TO 147
0206 IF(LIMITTN1).EQ.1) GO TO 149
0207 P13P=PI3(1)
0208 P23P=P23(1)
0209 151 P13PN=P13(NI-1)
0210 150 IPJl=(IPJI-(TERMl*P13P+(U(NI-1)+P3(Nl-1))*P13PN*EPSLNI)/?.)*DT
0211 IPJ2=(IPJ2-(TERMI*P23P+TERM2*P23(N2.-1)*EPSLN2)/2.I DT
0212 IPPII=(IPPI1-(P13P*P13P+PI3PN*PI3PN*EPSLNI )/2.)OT
0213 IPP12=(IPP12-(PI3P*P23P+P13PN*P23(Nl-1)*EPSLNI)/2.I*DT
0214 IPP22=(IPP22-(P23P*P23P+P23(N2-1)*P23(N2-1)*EPSLN2)/2.)*DT
0215 148 DEN=IPP11*IPP22-IPP12*IPP12
0216 11=llPP22/DEN
0217 112=-IPP12/DEN
0218 122=IPP11/DEN

C COMPUTE NEW NOMINAL CONTROL
0219 DO i27 I=I,N2
0220 COEFI=PI3(1)I11l+P23(I)*112
0221 COEF2=P13(I)*I12+P23( I )*I 22
0222 UTERMI=U(I)-COEF1*IPJ1-COEF2*IPJ2+P3(I)
0223 UTERM2=COEFI*DP1+COEF2*DP2
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0224 DU=GA IN1*UTERM+UTERM2
0225 U( I )=U( I )+DU
0226 IF(U{I).LT.UMAX) GO TO 130
0227 U(I)=UMAX
0228 LIMIT(I)=1
0229 GO TO 127
0230 130 IF(U(I).GT.-UMAX) GO TO 131
0231 U(I)=-UMAX
0232 LIMIT(I)=1
0233 GO TO 127
0234 131 LIMIT(I)=O
0235 127 CONTINUE
0236 GO TO 102

C FIND ACCURATELY POINT AT WHICH CONTROL ENTERS BOUNDARY
0237 300 A=(U(I+1)-U I))/DT
0238 8=2.*U( I)-U( 1+1)
0239 EPS=ABS((U(K)-B)/A)
0240 IF(EPS.GT.1.) EPS=I.
0241 IF(IJK.EQ.1) GO TO 141
0242 DX3=EPS*QT*U(K)+( 1.-EPS)*C*(U(K)+U( I )
0243 GO TO 302

C FIND ACCURATELY POINT AT WHICH CONTROL LEAVES BOUNDARY
0244 301 A=(U(K)-U(K-1 )/DT
0245 B=2.*U(K)-U(K-1 
0246 EPS=ABS (U(I)-B)/A)
0247 IF(EPS.GT.1.) EPS=I.
0248 IF( IJK.EQ.1) GO TO 143
0249 DX3=EPS*DT*U( I)+(1.-EPS)*C*(U( K)+U(I))
0250 302 X3(I)=X3(K)+DX3
0251 GO TO 106
0252 140 IF(LIMIT(J).EQ.1) GO TO 125
0253 IJK=1
0254 10=1
0255 I-J
0256 GO TO 300
0257 141 IJK=O
0258 I=10
0259 P3P=P3(J)+(P3(K)-P3(J))*( 1.-EPS)
0260 P13P=P13(J)+(P13(K)-P13(J) )*(I.-EPS)
0261 P23P=P23(J)+(P23(K)-P23(J))*(I.-EPS)
0262 TERM2=U(K)+P3P
0263 144 EPS2=EPS/2.
0264 EPS22=( 1.-EPS)/2.

0265 IPJl=IPJ1-TERMI*P13 J)*EPS2+TERM?*P13P*EPS22
0266 IPJ2=IPJ2-TERM*P23( J)*EPS2+TERM2*P23P*EPS22
0267 IPP1l=IPP11-P13(J)*P13( J)*EPS2+P13P*P3P*EPS22
0268 IPP12=IPP12-P13(J)*P23(J)*FPS2+P13P*P23P*EPS22
0269 IPP22=IPP22-P23( J)*P23(J)*EPS2+P23P*P23P*EP22
0270 GO TO 125
0271 142 IJK=1
0272 1O=1
0273 I=J
0274 GO TO 301
0275 143 TERMI=U(K)+P13(K)
0276 I=IO
0277 P3P=P3(J)+tP3(K)-P3tJ))*EPS
0278 P13P=Pl3(J+(P13(K)-P13(J) )*EPS
0279 P23P=P23(J)+(P23(K)-P23(J) )*PS
0280 TERM2=UIJ)+P3P
0281 IJK=O
0282 GO TO 144
0283 147 TERM1=O.
0284 P13P=O.
0285 P23P=O.
0286 IF(LIMIT(N1).NE.1) GO TO 151
0287 149 P13PN=O.
0288 GO TO 150
0289 END



APPENDIX E

NEWTON-RAPHSON COMPUTER PROGRAM
FOR TWO-TARGET INTERCEPT

This appendix contains a listing of the program used in obtaining

the numerical results for the Newton-Raphson algorithm discussed in

Section 3.4. A flow chart of the program is given in Fig. 3. 11. The

program computes either one or two target optimal intercept trajector-

ies for straight-running targets. The input data is in the NAMELIST

format under the name INPUT1. The input variables are defined at the

top of tle program listing. If the program is used to determine the

optimal intercept for only one target, N2 is set equal to Nl,-and the

initial conditions for target Z need not be read in.

Straight-line nominal intercept paths are computed which connect

the specified values of the state and costate variables at the initial (0),

intermediate (T1), and terminal (T2) times. In addition by setting

INFORM equal to 2, a point-by-point solution for any of these variables

can be read in, under the name INPUT2, to override the straight-line

nominal. The integration step size for the first segment of the trajec-

tory is computed by dividing the nominal intercept time, T1, by the

specified number of increments, N1. For the second segment the step

size is determined by dividing the difference in intercept times, T2-T1,

by the remaining number of increments, N2 - N1.

The successive integrations of the linear differential equations

are performed via a second-order Runge-Kutta method. At each iter-

ation one computes the perturbations in the unknown initial and terminal

conditions that are required in order to satisfy the intermediate state

constraints. At each iteration the error measure, SIGMA, is computed

by a rectangular integration of the difference between the nominal

solution for the state variables for the present and the previous itera-

tions. If SIGMA is less than ERROR1, the algorithm is considered

to have converged to the optimal fixed-time solution. If the sum of the

magnitudes of the partial derivatives of J with respect to tl and t2,

J1 and J2, is less than ERROR2, or if the computed perturbation in
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the intercept times is less than DTMIN, the algorithm is considered

to have converged to the optimal free-time solution, and the run is

terminated. Otherwise the intercept times are perturbed and the cur-

rent fixed-time optimal solution is used as the initial nominal for a

new fixed-time problem.
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C, *NFWTnfN-RAPHSON ONFF OR TWO TARGET PPTIMA TINTFRrFPT**

C XIOX?O-,X30=MTSSJLF. INITIAL STATF,
C Yt.0Y20,Y30,vY=TARGFT Y INITtAl STATFf aNn) VELnT. TY
C 7l0,20,73'0,V7- TArGET 7 INITIAl. STATES AhN VF r.I.TTY
r X31,X32,X4l,X4,?,X51,X5?=NlM. X AT T',Tl+.,T?
C Tl,T2,NI,N2=INTRCPT TIMES , NO. nF INTFCRATION INCRMNTS
C FRRODR=TOLFRANCF nN FTXEn-TtME TRAJFCTnRIFr
r FRROR?=T!.LFRANCF ON JI AND J?
C nDTl,,DDT?,DTMTN=TMNTTIA. AND MIN TN(CRFMFNTS TN T tN) T?7
C, lINFORM=1 IF LINEAR NOMINAL, 2 IF NOMINAl READ rN
C KSTOP=MAX ITFTRATIONS FOR FACH FTXFD-TIM'F oDnr)qlI
C ITRTMX=MAX TOTAL ITERATIONS
C SICKlIfG K7.rTIG 13=4FTCHTTNG FAFTnRf ON X FnOR 'ST'MA

0001 nlMENS TN XI ( tOO 1, .f O1,0, I O , 1 o , X l nn,
1 CX3( 1000l ,X1N[ 1000o) ,X?NonlO) , X3N( 1 tn5!n), X6,(ln1 t

'2 TP~l(I .Ol )),TR92Y IOOQO ,Wlt? ,W11?¢ W3[,Wh f'}
0002 NAMEL ISTINPUT/ XlX?0,X3tX6 Y l0,Y2O, Y0, VY,71n,7?2,

I Z3, VZ.X31, X3?,X41 ,X42,X51., X5?2X61,X6?,TI,T?, T7Nl. N?,
2 KSTOnD, TRTMX,NWRITF,-RROP1 ,EPROn2,nDTl DOT?,
3 ' )TMIN,SIGKIlSTrK?S,StK3,TNF(ORM

0003 NAMELI STf/NP.IT?/ X ,X?,X3,X6h
0004 REAL. JI, J, J I,J12,J21,J?7,JlO,J?f
0005 1 FORMAT ('l', t /30X, 'INPIIT )AT&//fl
0006 2 FORMAT ('I',/tX,)'rIUTolJDIT OnATA'//)
0007 3 FORMAT(,1',//3OX,'RFSl.JLTS FOr ITERTIOtN NO.',Ir5///FX,

..... I; 'T.1 :T, =' , 6.8,5X,TI, ', 6. R}
0008 4 FInRMA'T f //4X,' I 1X ,'T= ,5X,'Xl=' 15X, 'X?=' ,15'X= ,

1 .5X. P 1., l= 15X' eD2=' , 5X,' P3=' //
0009 5 FORMAT ( ?X,4,7('X,F16.8))
0010 6 FOnMAT(//fOX,'HAVF rnNVERCFn TO nPTTMAl..'t?X,:rOnl T1=',

1. E1S.8,3X,'T2=',F95.R//?OX,'INCRrMENT TI ANn Tl//l
0nil 7 FORMATf?OX,'nTSCONTTNtJTTTFS TN Pl AND P?,Io!='-,l.R,

i 5X,' D2?=',FI5.8/)
0012 8 FORMAT/3nOX,'VALUF OF CnST FIINCTTnINL fOR THIS T-TrRATTnN=',

1 fE15*./30X,'FRROR MF4ASJRF IS, SIM' ,=',F1'.R f)
0013 q FORMAT ( / 3X , '****** 3X ,, **:*** ? X ,T ' f-, MT N rF R)-',

I 'HAVF OPTIMAL TRAJ.'f2OX,'MIN CONTROL FFFORT=,tI5.A,
2 /?.Xt 'NTERC-PT TARPFT Y AT T1=',Fl5.AfOX,'INTFRCFPT .
3 'TQAGET 7 AT T?=t,F15.8/30X,'******'/3nX,******'ll

0014 10 FnRM4ATf /?X,' TF9MTN TE RIIN-NOT CONVERTINff, J/)
0015 1.? FORMATI(/,35X,' INTEFPCFPT DoONTS ARF'f ICnX .I T rlI =' F1 . ,4x,

1 'YTIt)-'=,E15.8,4X,'Z1. fT? ) ,F15,,4X,'?Z2T?I=',,F15.8/
0016 13 FRRMuN-AT(TIf/X ,t'TERmTNTFn RIIN-TRIFO TO DnIVDE RY 7FR'ni
0017 14 FnQMATT(f//0X,'DfkRTIJAIS nF 3 WRT Tl £ T2, Ji=',FI5S.R85X,

I 'J2=',F16.8/)
0018 15 FORMAT 4XIs,4f5X, l 6. 8)
0019 16 FnRMAT(//?OX,'PARTIAL OF J WDT TI, J1=',tF5.8/V
0020 17 FORMAT(fifOX,ijl=')FI5.8,5BX,'J21=',FIS.R)
0021 iP FORMAT(//?n l X, J2=,-F 5. 8, 5X, J27=,FIS.P)

1C READ 4NO WRITF ITNaPU.T f)ATA
0022 100 WRI TF (6,i)
0023 PFArO ,'INPUT1)
0024 WR TE6, NPlT 1 )
0025 1.2 WRITE (6,2)

C INITIALI17E PARAMFTFRS
0026 ITF. T=O
0027 LLL=O
nn. . .0028 ' LL L=t
0029 A7=1.
..0030 C .- X41
0031 C20=X51
00-To3? C30=r r X6
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0033 C4O=X32
~~003f~~4~ ~ C50=X4?

0035 C60=X52
0036 DTI=Tl/(Nl-l)
0037 OT?=(Tr2-Tl)/N?-NI}

- COMDLTF NOMTNAL TNTFQCEPT OINTS
0038 YtDOT=VY*COSYo30)

-.. 3...9... Y2oo0T=VY*SIN{Y3in)
0040 ZlDOT=VZ*COS(730O
....... 004 . ..1. .. ZnOT=V7*STN(I73o0
0042 101 YITI=YlO+YDnnT*TI
..0043 Y7TI=Y?'+Y?DDnT*T1
0044 Z1T?=7l10+FDOT*T2
0045 ZT72=0 7 n7?OT*T? 

C COMPIITE PEFCFWtSF LINEAP NOMTNAL TRAJFCTORY
0046 nFN=N-1
0047 DXILT=YlTI-XIO
0048 OX2TI=Y2TI-X?O
0049 Dn 110 T=I,N].
0050 COFF=(T-1)JFEN-
0051 XI(I)=Xln+DXITI*COEF
0052 X?(T)=X2n+Dx2TT*rnFF
0053 X3(T)=X30+(X31-X3O)*CnEF
0054 110 X6(I)=X6n+fX61-X60)*COFF
0055 IF(Nl.FQ.N?) Gn TO 11?
0056 DOFN=N?-N
0057 CnEFI=-(X32-X31lfT7T-T l)
r0058 nX1T2=ZT?--YlTl

0059 DX?T2=Z2T2-YVTI
'"0060- nO 1ii I=NlN 
0061 COFF=(1-NI )DFN.
n-0062 XI(T=X1(N1)+OX1T2*CflFF
0063 X?( T)=X?(Nl)+rX?T?*COFF
0064 X3UI)=Xll+(X3?-X31)*fnFF
0065 111 X6(1T-x6l+(x62-X61)*CnEF
0066 112 WRITF(',3) TTFRAT,TI,T-
0067 IF(INFORM.EO.1) GO Tn 151
0068 RFAn(IS,INPUT?)
0069 GO Tn 151
0070 170 IF(ITERAT.GT.JTQTMX) GO Tn 230
0071 IF(LLLL.GT.KSTOD) GO TO 230

C RECnMPUJTF INTERCFDT POTNTc
0072 DTl=TllI1I-1)

Q0073 . OT?=(T2-Tl)/ (N2-Nt)
0074 YlTI=Yln+YnOOT*TI
--007 .. Y7?T l=YY20+VY7rolnT*-T 1
0076 Z1T2=zln+ZlDnT*T?

.--. 0077 Z?T?=ZO?+Z2DOT*T2
0078 122 WDITF(6,3) ITFR&T,T1,T?
0079 WRITF(6,12)YlT1r,Y2Tl,iZlT?,7T?

C RFINITIALI7F PARAMFTFRS
.-..0-80- O0 121 T=I,N?
0081 SX3(1)=SINf1X1T))
.0082 Cx3UT)=COS(X3(TVl
0083 TRMIj(l=SX3(II*X3IX t

.-- 0084 .. 121 TRM?( T )=C(X3( T )*KX3T) 1
0085 X1N(I)=Xlfl(

.....0086 . .. X? INI =x( 1)
0087 X3Nfl)=X3(l)
0088S X4N=C1O
0089 XSN=C?0
0090 X6NI}=CC30
0091 J=n
-0092 NI=l
0093 NF=Nl-l
0094 DT=OTI
0095 COEF=TI2?.
0096 X4=X41
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c
0097 X5=X51

C, NTFGRATE L-NEAR OTFFFRENTTAL FOtATlnNS
0098 135 DO 131 T=NT,NF
'0099 K=TII'
0100 MK=K

010? IF(J.GF.41 MK=N?-T
0 13 TFtJ.rF,.-4) TK=N2+1-T
0104 DO 130 MM=T,K
0105 M=MM
0106 KK=M-T+l
0107 IFIJ.,GE.4} M=N2+i- MM
0108 WI(KK)=-SX3(M)*X3N(M}
0109 WIKKV=CX3(M)*X3N(M)
0110 W3(KK)=-X6N(M)
011.1 W6(KK)=X4*W2(KK)-X5*WI lK K)+X4N*SX3rM)-X5N*CY T'M)
0112 IFIJ.GF.1.ANn.J.LE.S) GO TO 136
--0113 Wl(KK)=Wl(KK)+TrMl{(M+CX1(M)
0114 W?(KK)=W?(KK)-TRM2({)+SX3(

M)
noli5 W6(KK)=W6(KK)-X4*TRM2(M1-X5*TRMIlM)
0116 136 IFIMM.EQ.K) GO Tn 137
'-117' X3N(MK)'=X3N(M)+nT*W3(KK)
0118 130 X6N( MK)=X6N(M)+lT*w6(KK)
0119 137 X1N(MK)=XIN(IK)+COFF*(Wl(lI+Wl(?))
0120 XN(MK)=X2N(IK)+CnFF*(W(l1)+W2(2))
0121 X3N(MK)=X3N(TK)+CnEF*(W3fl)+W3(?))
0122 131 X6N(MK)=X6N(TK)+CnFFP*W6(1)+W6(2))

.---- - C SAV~ TFRM. COMP. OF TRANS. MAT. ANn RFSFT TC't
0123 IjF(J.FQ.-l) Go Tr 147
0124 fF(J.FO.-2? rO TO 1.4
0125 IF(J.EQ.7) Gn Tn 140
0126 TF(lJ.FO.6) Gr TO 144
0127 TFIJ.FQ.5) GO Tn 145
0128 IF(J.E0.4) GO TO 146
0129 TFIJ.EO.3) GO TO 141

--0130 IF(J.EO.2) GO Tn 142
0131 IF(J.EO.1) GO TO 143
0132 B1=-XININll+YITI
0133 B2=-X2N(N)++Y2T1
0134 B5=-X3NIN1)
0135 R6=-X6N(Nl)
0136 J=l
0137 XIN(1)=0.
0138 X2N(11=0.

0139 X3N(1)=0.
'0140 X4N=!.
0141 X5N=0.
0142 - . . X6N(l)=O.
0143 GO TO 135
-0144- -..- 143 AI=XITN'I -.-
0145 A4=X2N(NI)
0146 A13=X3NIN1)
0147 A19=X6N(NI)
0148 J=?
0149 X4N=n.
0150 X5N=1.
0151 Gn TO 135
0152 142 A2=XINfNll
0153 AS=X2N(NI)
01-54 . ........ A14=X3NTNI)-
0155 A20=X6N(N1)
0156 -13 .
0157 X5N=O.
0158 . .. XAN(I)==l.
0159 Gn TO 135
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0160 141 A3=XlNfNl)
0161 A6=XN1(N1
-012 A15=X3N(N1I
0163 A21=X6N(NI)
0164-- TF(N1.FO.N) rO TO 300
0165 J=4
01'66- NT=I
0167 NF=N2-NI
o168 DT=-nDT
0169 COEF=TI2?.
0170- X1N(N?1 =0.
0171 X2NIN2?)=0.
017? X3NiN2)=1.
0173 X4=X4?
0174 X5=X5S
0175 X6N(N2?)=.
0176 Gn TO 135
0177 146 A7=XlN(Nl)
0178 , 1.=XN(N I
0179 416=-X3N(Nl)
0180 A?2=-X6N1 Nl1
0181 J=5
0182 X3N(N21=n.
0183 X4N=1.
0184 GO TO 135
0185 145 A8=XI(NIll
0i'86 41 =X2Nf N1 )
0187 A17=-X3N(N I)
0188 A23=-X6N(NI)1
0189 J=6
0190 X4N=0.
0191 X5N=I.
olq? GO Tq 135
0193 144 A9=XINNI )
0194 A12=XIN(NI)
0195 A8=-X3N(N1 )
0196 A24=-X6N (NI)
0197 J=7
0198 ' XIMNN?)=7IT?
0199 X2N(N?)=7?T2
0200 X3NN?1 =C40
0201 X4M=r5:O
002? x5N=C6n
0203 GO Tn 135
0704' 140 R3=-XIN{Nl)+Y TI
0205 R4=-XN( N1 +Y2T
0206 Bs=BS+X3N(N1)
0207 86=86+X6N(N )
0208 J=O
0209 OrT=DTI
'0-1'0 . ................ CnFF=T'/f2 .
0211 300 IF(ARS(Al).LT.I.F-?O.O.ABS(4A7).LT.I.E-20) GOn TOn 32

C SnLVE TrC'S FnR IlNKNnWN TIITTTAL ANn TFRMtNAt: R.;-C- -
0212 COFF1= A4I1
0213' 1l=A5-A2*CnEFI
0214 G2=46-A3*COEFf
0215 G3=R?-RI*COFFI
0216 IF(A4S(GI).LT.1.F-?0)) P TO ?32
0217 CnEF?=A? /( AI*G
0218 G4=p1/Al-G3*CnFF2
0219 _ 5=-A3/Al+g,2*CnFF?
0220 G6=G3/Gl
0221 G7=-G2?/1
0222 IF(N?.FO.Nl) GO TOn 01

0223 COFfI =AI 1A7
0274 R =AI1-A8*CnFFI
0225 R2=AI2-A9*CnEF1
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0226 R 3=4-RB3*COEF 
0227 'IFABSIRl1.Lt1.fE-0} r,0 Tn 23?
0278 rCEF2=iR/f A79R1
0229 R4=R3fA7-R3*COF -
0230 Rg=-A9/A7+R2*CnFF?
0231 -R6=R3/Ii
0232 R7=-R2/RI
0233 D1=Al. 3*GS+AI4*c77+AIS 1
0234 D2=AI6*R5+A17*R7+AI 
0235 03=A19*G5+A20*rG7+A21
0236 D4=A22*R5S+A23*R7+A24
0237 05=5-A13*G4-AI4*Ch6-6*R4-Ai7*R6
0238 D6=R6-Al9*G4-A?O*G6-?22*R4-A?3*R6
0239 DFN=Dl*D4-D?*ni
0240 TF(ABS(OFN).LT.1.F-2O? GO TO 232
'0241 C3= [ 04*D5-02n6 )/DFN
0242 C6=( DI*06-D03*5/DEN
0243 C4=R4+R5*C6
0244 C5=R6+P7*C6
0245 C1=(74+5*C 3
0246 C?=G6+G7*Cl
0247 302 ClO=ClO+rfl
0o48 C20=C20+C2
0249 C30=C3n+C3
0750 C40o=C40+f,4
-0251 C50=C50+C5
0252 C60=C60+C6
n' 2T3 k('!Nh { 1 =X'I ( I }
0254 XN I)=X?( 1)
0755 XqN(1 -X3( 11
0256 X4N=C10
-0257 X5N=C20
0258 X6N( 1)C30
'-?59' 'OF. X4=C50-C 10
0260 nELX5=C60-C20
0261 WRTTF( 6,7)DELX4,OELXS
0262 NT=I,
0263 NF=Nl-I
0264 X4=X41
0265 X5=X51
0266 J=-I
0767 GO TO 135
0268 301 Dl=A21+A19*G5+A?O0*G7
0269 2=-Al*G4-A70*G,6+B6

0270 IF(I RS(r)I .Lt T.I.F-?2 l GO TO ?37
0271 C3=02?01
0772 CI=G4+G5*C3
0'" 273 rC2=G6+G,7*C3
0274 GO Tn 30?
'0275 147 IF(Ni.FO;.N?) (n TO 14 
0276 X4=X42
02677 XS=X5
0278 X4N=C50
0279 X5N=C60
0280 DT=OT' 
0281 CnFF=lT/2.
0282 NI=NI
-02R3 -NF=N2-1
0284 J=-2
0285 GO TO 135
0286 148 TNT=1
02F7 NT -I 

0288 NF=NI
C COMPUTE C.OST,J, 'ANO FQOR MFASIJRtS iTGMI
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0289 161 COST-O,

0290 SIG2=n.
0292 SIG3=0.
0293 00 14Q I=NI,NF
'02-94 . . .SIfG =SI+ARg [ X' )-X( T 1 )q .. .....
0295 SIG?=SIG2+ABS(X2N(1)X-X2 I 
0296 S V------ ~-3= s VG-3n+ABW& X3NU) -X3( { ) -

0297 Xl ( I )=XtN( )
-9'8 X?( I =)=X2N(i .
0299 X3(1)=X3N(1)
.. 0-3--0.-------- ---.-- -- ----- - X6t 1i- =x63N(-t .. .. ..
0301 149 COST=COST+X6(T)*X6( )

--30-'2' ................ t.F( INT.F ''-2' - --f, it t'60-
0303 rnSTI=fCOST-(X6l )*X6(1)+x6(Nl)*X6(Nl )/J?.)*Tl/t.
0304 STGMA1=( SIGK 1*STG 1+STGK*STR2 +SIGK3*SG3 )*nT

0305 TNT-2
0306 NI=Nl+1
0307 NF=N?
0308 GO To 161
0309 160 CnST=COSTI+(COST+IX6(Nl

1 *X6fNl)-X 6 ( N ?)*X6 ( N 1))/ 2 .)*nT? / ?.
0310 STGMA=( S GK 1*S TG+S TGK?*S Tr,7+ GK3*.Sf *T T+;rMA 1 /T?

0311 WRITE(6,8)COSTSIGMA

0312 X41=ClO

0313 X51=r:2
0314 . X4?=CSO
0315 X5S=C60
0316 151 TNT=l
0317 NT=l
0318 . N-: F=.Nl - -
0319 nT=DTI
03720 - TO=. 

0321 X4=X41
0322 " =Xst

C PRINT OlJ T RFSJLTS OF ITERATION
0323 WRITF 16,4)
0324 156 DO 153 T=NT,NFNWRITF
0325 r=nT*f l- ) +TO
0326 153 WRITF(6,5),T, Xl ( ), X2(I),X3() X4 XX6(T)
0327 I FINT.cO. 1 'G O tO 1152
0328 INT=?
0329 NI=NIl
0330 NF=N2
-0331 nT=OT? 
0332 T0=(Nl-I)*(DTI-rT2)
0333 XX4=)(42 
0334 XS=X52
0335 G0 TO 156
0336 152 ITFRAT=ITERAT+1
0337 LL !L=LLLL +
0338 IF(ITFRAT.FO.I) 1On TO 172

....- '3-'--- ............ Ff ST-GMA.CrT.'RRPORl ) Gon TO 1V2'...........-.
0340 LLLL=1

-'0341 WRITF f6,F)IT1,T -
0342 IF(NI.FO.N2) Gn TO 310

.-------.. .- C CnmPUJTE PARTIAL OF J WITH RESDoCT Tr) TI AND T2
0343 Jl=-OFLX4*(COS(X3(t NI))-ynT) -ELX5*(STN(X3(Nl )-ynnT)

-0344 J=JX47*(C.5fX3fN2) 1-71 lT)+X?*fSNf X3N2) 'x)-7nr)T1 .. .
0345 WRTTE(6, 14)Jl,J
0346 tF(A8S(Jl)+ABS(J2?).LT.ERRQ7?) GO TO 720

0347- Ic(LLL.EQ.?) GO TO 700
0348 IFILLL.EQ .Q) CO TO 21n
0349 TI=TI+DOTl
0350 JlO=Jl
0351 J2n=J?
0352 .LLL=I
0353 GO Tn 120
03'54 210 Jl I- Jl-.Jln)/nnTl
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0355 J21= J2-J20)f/nDT
0356 WRITF(6,17) Jll,J21
0357 J lO=JI
0358 J2F=J?
0359 T?=T2+nr)T'
0360 LLL=2
0361 GO TO 120
0362 200 J12=(J I-JO) /DT?
0363 J22= J 2-J 20) /00T
0364 WRTTEf6,18) J12,J2?

C COMPUTF TNCRFIMENTS IN T1 0ND T?
0365 EN=-(Jl 1.J2?-J1?*J1 )
0366 DO1=(Jl*J22-J2*J121/fFN
0367 nD2=(J2*JII-J1.*J?2.)/OEN
0368 . IF( BSt n1)*D)+A(S (nD?) . T.DTMTN) tlO TO 22n
0369 TI=TI+DDl
0.37-0J . T2=T2+D9?
0371 LLI=0

'0-3-7-2-- .. Gn TOn 1o
0373 310 J1=X41* (COS X3(N1) )-Y1 DOT)+X51*(STN X3(N1) 1-y2nT)
O-34-- W-TF-,6'1T jl ............
0375 IFi(AS(J1).LT.E REROP2) GO TO 22n

'76 ........ IFfL[L,FfQ.1) GO TO !it
0377 TI=Tl+DOTI
-0-37-8-- T?=TI
0379 Jlt=Jt

LL-I. '- -
0381 GO TO 120
'03'82 ... 315 Jll=fJl-Jl0)/nnTl
0383 DO1=-JlJfll
'0-8-4 .......- TFl(Asrnl).LT.OTMIN) Gn Tn 27.
0385 TI=Tl+nDI
DT3T 6 ' OT I =IDI
0387 T2=T1
0'388 Jln=JI
0389 Gn TO 120
0390 220 WRTTF (6,9)tflST,T1,T2
0391 GO TO l0r
0392 230 WRTTP(6,lO)
0393 GO TO 1On
'0394 232 WRITE(6,131
0395 CO TO 100
0396 ENn



APPENDIX F

SUBOPTIMAL CONTROL -PROGRAM
FOR TWO-TARGET INTERCEPT

This appendix contains a listing of the computer program used

in obtaining the numerical results for the suboptimal controller de-

veloped in Section 4.4. A flow chart for the program is given in Fig.

4.6. The program can be used to compute suboptimal trajectories to

intercept two targets that turn at constant rates. The input data is

read in using the NAMELIST format under the name INPUT. The

input variables are defined at the top of the program listing.

The nominal intercept points are computed every NUPDAT *DT

seconds by assuming that the targets will continue from their present

positions at constant velocities on straight-line paths and that the

missile follows a two-segment, straight-line intercept trajectory as

indicated in Fig. 4.5. With the nominal intercept points, the optimal

control, U, for the linear model and the turning rate control, X3DOT,

are computed every DT seconds. Since the missile and target turn-

ing rates are assumed to be constant over each DT interval, the

missile and target angles are determined exactly by rectangular inte-

gration. The missile coordinates are determined by second-order

Runge-Kutta integration, while the target coordinates are determined

by rectangular integration. A target is assumed to be intercepted

when the running time is within DT seconds of the predicted nominal

intercept time for that target. When both targets have been intercepted,

or when the running time exceeds TTSTOP seconds, the run is

te rminate d.

-191- ~ ~ -- -~---- -
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c SUBOPTIMAL GUIDANCE AGAINST TWO MANEUVERING TARGETS
·- .

C INPUT & OUTPUT ANGLES ARE IN RADIANS
------------ c----- KzTAF--rrE ssa------------

C Yl1Y2,Y3,VY ARE TARGET 'Y' '
------------- -- ZZ7. 3 VZ-E--T ETzr - -r-r---------------____

C DT=INTEGRATION TIME 'INCREMENT
G NPRINI=NU. UI ItNLK'MI::NIS btEiWttEN KImtU' UI 
C NJPDAT=NO. OF INCREMENTS BETWEEN UPDATES OF NOMINAL INTERCEPT
------------- C----7tAx~re~X-M -T~Jrw- -G--
C TTSTOP=MiAX RUNNING TIME
-C --- t---N---- --L-Ert -X3- A-~tr -6XE-t ---------------
C Y3DOT,Z3D00T=CNSTANT TARGET TURNING RATES

6u-cr-r ------------ f--rsrr-r-rrr ,--TTrrzz-vvrw--
1 DT, TTSTOPNPRINTtNUPDAT, BETAMX Y3UOT, Z3DOT, JORDER

…mrTO----------r--- FITlTrr-rTrrrt rTl r-[TTT7------
0003 2 FORMAT (-///40X,'OUTPUT DATA'//)
0004 3 FJRMAI (1UXs'X1=' 2,5X,XZ=', 1X, 'X3=',IZA,I X3DUi="ItL6AU= I.I, 

1 'JORDER JPHASE NRUN'/IOX,'Y1=',15X,'Y2== '15X,'Y3=',13Xt
------------ …--r---r--o--r-I-=rsS. F-5'

3 'Z3=',13X,'XLN2=',13Xt'X2N2-',14X,'TN2=/8X,'PSIN='t13X,
- ------------ --- Tr7-5cTrff-ABE ri.T---rTTxv TrT1rT---r 3X rTETFt,-=r6rFTj-rFC- 

0005 4 FO1RMAT (5(3X,E15.7)tXs12,2(2X,15)/3(6(3XE1I5.7)/))
0006 5 FURMA1 I /1IX ' *** RUN lt:RMINA ItU-IRUN -. 'i3., 1 **7-/J
0001 6 FORKAT {///1OX,'***RUN TERMINATED-BOTH TARGETS INTERCEPTED***' )
CU -------- -- FjTKf T-T7TZTTrUUcNuTrTrnNS-T-TrNTERC '-rOF T-rAGET- *- -rt
0009 8 FORMAT (//25X,'***CONDITIONS AT INTERCEPT OF TARGET Z***'//)

-Tr ---------- -FIRr7qTT77TZCrC-CUTE-EFFRTFrT --ETE FT-
C READ IN INITIAL CONDIIIONS

UGOl l( KA , INPU) ------
0012 WRITE (6,1)

-'rS TTT----------- Tr TT cTrr '
-

0014 WRITE (6,2)

C INITIALIZE PARAMETERS
OU1L6 JPM A SE=t1
0017 ISWTCH=O

r-------------- UO--- -- -
0019 NFESTI=O
OZ- --- ET -------------- --'----- -- '----- -- ------ --- ------

0021 BETMX2=( dETAMX+1 .570796)/2.

0022 TRUN=0.0
0023 ITERM=O
0024 COST=O.
0025 -------- T 7 -------------------- ------------------------
0026 COFY=D *VY/2 .

-0027 ------------- F-----T--------- 
C COMPUTE NOMINAL INTERCEPT POINTS

002d8 ZOO IFJPHAStbE.LQ.Z) GU IU Z5U
0029 11=1

------------ - TFTUDRDER. E7Z DTUZZ-
0031 201 PS=Y3
0032 VV----------------------
0033 1I=Y1-XI
0034 DZ=YZ-XZ
0035 210 GAM=ATAN2(D2, D11

_D036 ------------- C-P"S=GAM'----------
0037 SINC=SIN(\C)

-07 ------------------------------------
0039 B=ARSIN( SINC/RHO)
U0040 IU =t$+ GAM
.0041 RO=SRT( 01D*01+D2*2 )
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-D2 ------------------------
C IF P IS SMALL MUST USE DIFFERENT EQ. FOR TI TO

-------------------------- VUTU-RD=FF-RRR -------------------------
0043 IF((AdS[P).LT.I.OE-2).E- OR.(ABS(PI-P).LT..OE-2)) GO TO 211
0044 I1 =KUvstIN(,/ IVAV IINIFI))
0045 GU TO 212

-UT…E ----- T------ZT-TT 7 =tCUV tP17…
0047 212 IF(JPHASE.EQ.2) GO TO 255

-------------- TFT .2- -T23-- ------------------------------------
0049 TlI=Tl
Uu)O t=PSJ -I =PSI .. ....
0051 11=2

-…Dt012 ---- "------- Ft1R -- TO-24- ..- -- --- ------ -------
0053 ¢=VZ

0055 X=ZL+S*COS(L3)
0050 Y-=Z72tSf N t Z31-
0057 PS=Z3

-tlfV~1--------------
0059 240 V=VY

0061 X=Y1+S*COS(Y3)

0062 Y=Y2+S*S IN(Y3)
0063 PS=Y3--
0064 231 S=T1*VX

665 - --------------- K- 1T-KWC(PFrSNT---
0066 X2Nl=X2+S*SIN(PSlN}

-CFO 7-------- ---- Cr---- =X T---------------------------------------------------
OC68 D2=Y-X2N 1
U)069 tGJ IU ZIU
2070( 220 PS=Z3

-------------- ------------------------ ----------------------
-'072 Dl=Z1-Xi
CYT3------------ '" -Xz-zz=X------ ------------------ I - --

0074 GU TO 210
0075 230 1Z=1 
0076 PS2N=PSSO

7rTTT-------------- --------- ----------------------------------------
0078 S=T2*VX

-C T'7' -------------- rg'1T NT:Tr : FS'CtTrS'----ZR------------------ --- ----
0080 X2N2=X2Nl+S*SIN(PS2N)
001 IN=ITKUN+l ----
0082 TN2=TNI+T2

-CG --- GT-T-U---------------------------
0-084 250 IF(JURDER.EQ.21 GO TO 201
CU9 ------- ---f - Gr-z7U----- - -------------------
0086 255 T2=Tl
G008 rN ( = TZ N T+I RUN
0-0(88 PS 2N=P SO
Yg7--------------srz X----------- --------------- ----------

0090 XLN2=XI+SCUOS(PS2N)
-Ujg5r-------Z Sr-------rsTSrSrTZNT- ----- -

C COMPUTE CONTROL FOR LINEAR MODEL
0092 30U IF-JFHASt.tU.ZI L U IU U - ---
0093 BASE=(PSlN+PS2N)/2.
U ------------- 'B----- -- -
0095 310 XlR=XlNI-XI

------------- T--------- ------ - -- --
0097 311 R=SQRT(X1R*XIR+X2R*X2R)
O'Ia lFtr-JPHASt.EQ.tZLJ bO lU 351
0099 PSO=PSIN -BASE
r -----------------------------------------

0101 X2R=X2N1-X2N2
-O…OZ------------- zSrKTT'X TXzmzr--- -...-.------ ---T-K-- -- - -.----------------
0103 H=R2*SIN(PSO)
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0104 ETA1=H-R*SIN(PSO)
O105 tJ AZ=VXbTTlNl t I. A.
0106 Ti=TN1-TRUN
0107 T2-------------- --

0108 TI2=rl*T1
0'I - U=--'=' TT2T3. WTTZ--2- TZTEWTAI+7 . TI *T 2- (-T I T2Z }'*ETrA2-----

1 (Tl+r2)*{ T1+2.*T2)*H /( T12*T2*(3.*T1+4.*T2))
l 011 3ZU XlJ U I =U/ i VXUS. U IAJ - -B -I A)

0111 IF(ABS(BETA).GT.8ETAMX) GO TO 321
2 -------- 3-TFTX3D E7TRIiE:T ER X7-01-T-3-2

0113 X300T=RATEMX
'D114 G-------------- T--------
0115 321 IF((BETA.G'.0O..AND.U.LT.O..ANU.X3DfT.LT.0. .OR.

1 Bt IA.LI .. .ANU.U. GI . ..ANU.A JUUJI .GT.,77. G fu T 400
0116 X3 D(T=( BETMX2-BETA)/DT

TT7--------------G-T--323-----------------------------------------------
0118 322 IF(X3DUT.GE.-RATEMX) GO TO 400
' 9 ----------- TR-------------------------------------------
0120 GO TO] 400

l0Z1 35U bt IA=X-PSZN
0122 XIR=X1N2-Xl
'01223 XZ2R-7212=7--X
0124 GO TO 311
0125---------- 33-TET-PTIR------------------------------
0126 ETAI=R*SIN(TfHETA)
012 t-I AZ=VX 'SIN i NI Bt I A -
0128 T2=TN2-TRUN
'12 ------------- TZ2TT---
0130 U=-3.*(ETAI+T2*ETA2)/T22
'3--'G------GT3-------

C INTEGRATE MISSILE DYNAMICS
U132 +4UU X3ULVU=X
0133 X3 =X3+T*X31)0T
'U34----------7---- XT-'X'I]-EtMFTCOSTX TSTX-1 - tO3n T .---.- --.------ -- - --.- - - -......--.- .-- -.
0135 X2=X2+COEF*ISIN(X3)+SIN(X3OLf))
------------ -TTE ta - ------------------------------------
0136 Y30LD=Y3

0138 YI=Y1+COFY*(Cl3S(Y3)+COS(Y3LOI))
-01-3--------------------' tY-Yf-tj)tt-

0140 Z30LD=Z3
D0141--------------3 33 t ---- '-- ---------- ------------------
0142 L1=Z1+CizgFL*(COS(Z3)+COS(Z30OL))

0143 Z2=Z2+COFZ*(SIN(Z3)+SIN(lZ3LD )
0144 (IJSI =J US I +x3 JlJUI . X3 DJU1
0145 NRUN=NRUN+1

r42------------- rT(-,, -----------------------------------
0147 NTEST1=NTEST1+,1

FS-------------- TESTZT-ES
C CHECK IF TIME TO PRINT

0149 IFlNIltIL.Ut.NPKINI) bU 1U 40U
0150 IF(JPHASE.EQ.1) GO TO 190
-r------------- - -T T------------------------------------------------

C CHECK IF TIME TO UPDATE NOMINAL INTERCEPT POINTS
-Tr52----------r- TETZ.------------------------
0153 NTEST2=O
0154 GiJ I1) Z0(
0155 140 R ITE (6,4) XI,X2,X3,X300T,U,JORDER,JPHASENRUNY1I,Y2,Y3.
----------------r--- r'TZ.Z2 E TAESTA,--

2 ETAI,ETA2,H
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r--- 56 IF---------- r 'TTE7T.-'U-TUa-ru
0157 IF(ISWTCH.,Q.0) NTESTI=O
0158 IFtJPHHASLt. t.LI U IU.19U
0159 ISWTCH=O

.---. r---------- rz-IFTrr -=TVZ..---DTT-G-T-rT...----
0161 WRITE (6,6)

.--. TZ-- -C------ CST=-CSTTT ------------
0163 WRITE(6,9) CUST
0164 IItRM=1
0165 GO TO 140

--- -------- RE -TF-X Fr-X-EN--
0166 160 IF(TRUN.GE.TTSTtJP) GO TO 180

.--- CTr7--------------G [-Tt5----
0168 180 WRITE (6,5) TTSTOP
0169 (,U IU IUU
0170 130 IF(JORDER.EQ.2) GO TO 170

-- -7TTi --------------- r-t '----------T-------------
0172 GO TO 140

0174 G iTO 140
C CHECK IF ItIME T 0 Sw ' T ----

0175 190 IF ( TJN-TN1.LE.-DT) GO TO 160
OT"tS-------------Tt- --- ...-.

0177 JPHASE=2
T8 --- …-----------t T30 ..-------.

0179 END
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